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Authorities in Ukraine started 2017 by presenting 
evidence in January that disgraced ex-President 
Viktor Yanukovych asked his Russian counterpart 

Vladimir Putin to send soldiers to Ukraine on March 1, 
2014. It was allegedly based on a letter dated that same 
day which then-Russian Ambassador to the United 
Nations Vitaliy Churkin presented in New York to the 
U.N. Security Council during an extraordinary meeting. 
After the envoy’s death, the Russian leader’s spokesper-
son, Dmitry Peskov, stated that no letter “or any similar 
document” was received to deploy troops to Ukraine. 

Yet on the very same day Mr. Putin had asked the upper 
house of Russia’s Parliament for permission to deploy 
forces in Ukraine. Three days later, he stated the following: 
“What could serve as grounds for the use of the armed 
forces? This is, of course, an extreme situation… It is firstly 
an issue of legitimacy. As you know, we have a direct 
appeal from the current and legitimate… President of 
Ukraine Yanukovych, about the use of armed forces for the 
defense of the life, freedom and health of Ukrainian citi-
zens... And, if we see that this lawlessness is beginning in 
eastern regions, if people ask us for help, and we already 
have an official appeal from the current legitimate presi-
dent, we reserve the right to use all means at our disposal 
to protect these citizens.”

Prosecutors in Ukraine are seeking a life sentence for 
Mr. Yanukovych based on treason charges. He also is sus-
pected of embezzling close to $40 billion. The former 
president and Donbas native has called the trial taking 
place in the northernmost district of Obolon in Kyiv “polit-
ically motivated.” He is being tried in absentia and is 
believed to reside in Russia. 

Fighting escalated along the 450-kilometer frontline in 
January. The epicenter of the fighting was the industrial 
town of Avdiyivka, where one of Europe’s biggest coking 
coal plants is located. Seven servicemen were killed fight-
ing near the Donetsk Oblast town on January 29-30. By 
the end of the year, 219 Ukrainian soldiers had died in the 
Donbas war, and the United Nations estimated that more 
than 10,330 had been killed in the Moscow-instigated war. 

The Ukrainian Weekly visited the frontline town in 
early December and witnessed what international groups 
call a festering humanitarian disaster. Although a consis-
tent hotspot, fighting at Avdiyivka escalated in December, 
reaching the same levels as February 2017, said Ertugrul 
Apakan, the chief monitor of the Organization for Security 
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), in a statement on 
December 19.

Ambassador Kurt Volker, U.S. special representative for 
Ukraine negotiations, who is tasked with working to end 
the Donbas war, said that the “decision for peace lies with 
Russia.” In a December 19 tweet he noted: “Peace in east-
ern Ukraine can come if Russia pulls out its forces and 
stops support for its proxies.”

The U.N.’s Security Council on February 2 discussed the 
Donbas war, with Kyiv’s envoy emphasizing that there was 
no military solution in the Donbas. Regarding the attacks on 
civilian targets in Avdiyivka a month earlier, Ukraine said the 
humanitarian disaster that it created – including electricity 
and water shortages – was “a terrorist tactic aimed primari-
ly at civilians.” It was notable that Russia’s attacks in the 
Donbas coincided with Ukraine taking over the rotating 
presidency of the U.N. Security Council for February.

A United Nations report released on February 17 
emphasized the ongoing humanitarian catastrophe in the 
Donbas, noting that 1 million children were in urgent 
need of assistance – nearly double the number in 2016 for 
the same reporting period. The situation was particularly 
grave for the approximately 200,000 girls and boys living 
within 15 kilometers on each side of the “contact line” in 
eastern Ukraine, a line that divides government- and non-
government-controlled areas where fighting is most 
severe. Thousands of children are regularly forced to take 
refuge in improvised bomb shelters. Teachers, psycholo-
gists and parents report signs of severe psychosocial dis-
tress among children including nightmares, aggression, 
social withdrawal and panic triggered by loud noises. 
More than 740 schools – one in five in eastern Ukraine – 
have been damaged or destroyed, UNICEF reported.

By mid-year, a U.N. report released on June 13 stated 
that “people continue to be abducted, unlawfully deprived 
of freedom and held incommunicado – particularly in dis-
tricts controlled by Russia-backed separatists.”

Unfortunately, “freedom” as measured by the 
Washington-based think tank Freedom House declined 
worldwide for the 11th consecutive year, according to the 
group’s report published in February. “We see leaders and 
nations pursuing their own narrow interests without 
meaningful constraints or regard for the shared benefits of 
global peace and freedom,” said Arch Puddington, one of 
the report’s coauthors. “These trends are accelerating and 
starting to undo the international order of the past quar-
ter-century, including the general respect for long-estab-
lished norms for fundamental freedoms and democracy.”

Regarding the geographic region of Eurasia where 
Ukraine is located, the group said most countries there 
ranked “at or near the bottom” concerning political rights 
and civil liberties. “While a few – such as Georgia, Moldova 
and Ukraine – have struggled to democratize and pursue 
European integration in recent years, they face strong 
resistance from Russia and anti-democratic elements 
within their borders,” Freedom House stated. 

Ukraine was judged to be “partly free” in terms of both 
political rights and civil liberties, while the Russian-
occupied Crimea – which was listed and evaluated sepa-
rately – was determined to be “not free.” 

In a separate report on media freedom that Freedom 
House published in April, Crimea was named the fourth 
least press friendly territory or country in the world. 
However, Ukraine’s media environment had “significantly 
improved since a change in government in 2014, and 
ongoing reforms continue to strengthen the legislative 
environment for journalists and outlets.” 

Meanwhile, Russia is using Ukraine as a testing ground 
for its “new-generation warfare,” Dr. Phillip Karber, a mili-
tary expert and president of the Potomac Foundation in 
Virginia, told The Ukrainian Weekly in February. He noted 
that it was a “miracle” for Kyiv to withstand Russia’s initial 
onslaught in Donbas starting in April 2014 when the 
Donbas war started. 

Today, “Ukraine has 22 brigades and close to 70 battal-
ions, and has the structure to have up to 30 brigades,” The 
Ukrainian Weekly reported on February 26. Mr. Karber 
credited the volunteer battalions that sprung up when 
war broke out, mainly consisting of protesters from the 
Euro-Maidan Revolution, with preventing the conflict 

from spreading beyond the Donbas. “But that was not true 
by the end of summer of 2014, and the country wouldn’t 
exist today if it hadn’t been for the army making major 
progress in building up its force, modernizing its equip-
ment, training. And a whole new generation of combat 
commanders had to learn at the front… [they] taught 
themselves and figured it out, and became some very first-
class commanders,” he said.

His observations were based on 177 days spent on the 
war front on over 25 trips from March 2014 until the end 
of 2016. 

Asked what would happen if Ukraine stops fighting, Dr. 
Karber said that the country, which has already lost 7 per-
cent, or 43,744 square kilometers of territory to Russia, 
“would be reduced to a figment of its former self and not 
exist the way it does today.”

Russia-led proxies on July 18 in eastern Ukraine’s 
Donetsk region announced what they say is the creation 
of a new state called “Malorossiya,” or Little Russia – a 
declaration that was swiftly condemned by Kyiv. But the 
Kremlin remained silent on the matter. Mr. Poroshenko 
suggested it was part of a Russian effort to divide and con-
quer the country, and said that would never happen.

No high-level officials were prosecuted in 2017 for the 
death of the nearly 100 protesters who were shot dead by 
police during the Euro-Maidan Revolution of 2014. 
Ukraine’s diplomatic mission attended an event on 
February 20 to commemorate the “Heavenly Hundred” in 
Washington that started with the mournful Lemko folk song 
“Plyve Kacha.”

In his address to participants of the vigil, the ambassa-
dor of Ukraine to the United States, Valeriy Chaly, said that 
we, Ukrainians, must be worthy of the memory of the par-
ticipants of the Revolution of Dignity, who gave their lives 
for a decent future for Ukraine. Ambassador Chaly 
stressed that the struggle for Ukraine continues against 
Russia’s ongoing aggression. He thanked everyone for 
their unity and solidarity with Ukraine.

Ukraine cut off business ties with Russia-occupied 
Donbas, where much of the country’s coal and steel-mak-
ing plants are located, starting in late January. Kremlin-
backed proxies responded by taking over some 45 enter-
prises in March. The Kyiv-based Ukrainian Institute for 
the Future reported that the blockade cost the nation’s 
coffers 1.5 percent of gross domestic product by year-end. 

Meanwhile, Kyiv moved forward with international liti-
gation over Russia’s military aggression and illegal annexa-
tion of territory. In particular, Ukraine initiated a case at The 
Hague’s International Court of Justice over Russia’s tram-
pling of “fundamental rights and liberties” in Crimea that it 
invaded and took over in March 2014. Kyiv accuses Moscow 
of sponsoring “terrorism” and of discrimination against 
Crimean Tatars and ethnic Ukrainians on the peninsula. 

The case that Ukraine lodged in January said that it was 
seeking “full reparations for... acts of terrorism the Russian 
Federation has caused, facilitated or supported,” citing 
bombardments of residential areas and the July 2014 
downing of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 (MH17), which 
killed all 298 passengers and crew.

Neutrality isn’t an option for Ukraine and is “illusory 
peace,” according to a March 16 statement released by the 
First of December Initiative Group, a coalition of 
Ukrainian intellectuals. It rejected making compromises 
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President Petro Poroshenko and First Lady Maryna 
Poroshenko visit a memorial to the Heavenly Hundred 
in downtown Kyiv on November 21 on the fourth anni-

versary of the Euro-Maidan Revolution.

Presidential Administration of Ukraine

In Kyiv on February 1, Ukrainian soldiers pray for their comrades-in-arms killed in the Russian offensive on 
Avdiyivka.

Andriy Dubchak/RadioSvoboda.org
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with Russia and arguments expressed by pro-Kremlin pol-
iticians like Viktor Medvedchuk that Kyiv should take an 
“Austrian-style” stance on neutrality in exchange for the 
promise of Russia stopping its war. “Malicious ‘peacemak-
ers,’ both within Ukraine and beyond its borders, expect 
us to be like docile lambs. Their proposal for ‘peace’ 
requires a price that is nothing less than our capitulation,” 
the statement read. 

Noting the worsening conditions on the Crimean pen-
insula, Canadian Foreign Affairs Minister Chrystia 
Freeland said in March that her country is “deeply trou-
bled by the politically motivated application of ‘anti-ter-
rorist’ and ‘anti-extremist’ legislation; ongoing harass-
ment of human rights activists, journalists and lawyers; 
arbitrary detentions; disappearances; and the persecution 
of Crimean Tatars and other minorities.” She also 
denounced the banning of the Mejlis, the self-governing 
body of the Crimean Tatars, and called on Russia to 
reverse this “illegal and immoral decision.”

Also in March, Ukrainian National Deputy Serhiy 
Leshchenko disclosed documents that showed Paul 
Manafort, U.S. President Donald Trump’s former campaign 
chairman, had received secret payments totaling $750,000 
when he worked as a political consultant for Mr. 
Yanukovych. They were based on invoices for the purchase 
of computers and were linked to an offshore bank account. 

That same month the Verkhovna Rada passed legisla-
tion that obliges employees of civil society groups that 
monitor graft and the vendors with whom they conduct 
business to disclose their incomes and purchasing activity. 
Members of Ukraine’s civil society called the new measure 
discriminatory and said it will also affect journalists who 
uncover corruption because many work for non-profit 
groups. Citing the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 
Oksana Romaniuk, director of the media watchdog 
Institute of Mass Information, said many journalism out-
lets are “registered not as mass media but as civil society 
organizations.”

The Ukrainian Parliament on March 22 passed a reso-
lution asking the U.S. to recognize Ukraine as a “major 
non-NATO ally,” which would bolster security and defense 
cooperation between the two strategic partners.

Kyiv received only $1 billion from the Washington-based 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) during 2017 as part of 
a $17.5 billion loan program. Some $4 billion was ear-
marked for Ukraine in 2017 but three-quarters of that 
weren’t disbursed because Kyiv failed to meet anti-corrup-
tion conditions as part of the economic bailout program. 

Crusading central bank governor Valeria Gontareva 
resigned on April 10 after cleaning up the banking sector 
in her three years at the helm of the National Bank of 
Ukraine. Under her watch, 87 out of some 180 banks lost 
their licenses because they couldn’t meet the stricter regu-
lations she put in place in one of Europe’s most corrupt 
and shaky banking systems. As a result, total banking sec-
tor assets shrank to $53.8 billion by year-end 2016 from 
more than $120 billion three years earlier. 

Another banker, Deputy Justice Minister Denys 
Chernyshov, unveiled his plans to reform the nation’s pen-
itentiary system that he described as currently serving 
only two functions: “punishment and isolation.” 

Appointed in October 2016, Mr. Chernyshov is initiating 
public-private partnerships, overseeing probation pro-
grams and introducing technology to modernize the pris-
on system. He is responsible for 148 various incarceration 
centers that house over 61,000 convicts and which are 
staffed by nearly 28,000 personnel. 

Work on the $2.3 billion “New Safe Confinement” shell 
over the site of the site of Chornobyl disaster was complet-
ed last year. It is a metal dome that is designed to stop 
future leaks from the crippled reactor No. 4 that has more 
than 200 tons of uranium buried inside. The reactor at the 
power plant north of Kyiv, in then-Soviet Ukraine explod-
ed at 1:23 a.m. on April 26, 1986, after a safety test went 
wrong. The precise number of victims and extent of the 
damage remain the subject of debate, in part because 
Soviet authorities took days to publicly acknowledge the 
disaster and kept information hidden.

Russian President Putin and German Chancellor Angela 
Merkel differed in their stances on Ukraine, following a 
meeting they held in the Black Sea port of Sochi on May 2. 
“Today we once again reiterated the necessity of the strict 
observation of the Minsk agreements by the parties to the 
conflict [in eastern Ukraine],” Mr. Putin told journalists. 
Ms. Merkel said Moscow and Berlin “are of differing opin-
ions about the cause of the conflict.” She said it was essen-
tial for Kyiv to regain complete control of its border, 
including the portion between the separatist-controlled 
areas and Russia. 

Throughout the year, the European Union repeatedly 
prolonged sanctions on Russia for its continued occupa-
tion of the Ukrainian peninsula of Crimea and portions of 
the easternmost regions of Luhansk and Donetsk. 

President Petro Poroshenko also urged the leaders of 

the Group of Seven industrialized nations to maintain 
sanctions against Russia. Due to Russia’s persistent war-
mongering, there are “no grounds for the EU to cancel or 
ease economic and sectoral sanctions against the Russian 
Federation,” Mr. Poroshenko said during a telephone con-
versation with European Council President Donald Tusk 
ahead of the G-7 summit that took place on May 26-27 in 
Sicily, Italy.

Ukrainians learned that visa requirements for the 
European Union were waived on May 11 – something that 
President Petro Poroshenko touted during his first news 
conference in 16 months three days later. The liberalized 
regime entered into force on June 11, allowing Ukrainian 
citizens who have biometric passports to enter all EU 
member states other than Ireland and the United 
Kingdom without a visa for up to 90 days during any 180-
day period. It also applies to four Schengen-area countries 
that are not in the EU: Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein and 
Switzerland.

 “Only crazy people can consider Ukraine to be part of 
the so-called ‘Russian world.’ Ukraine is part of a united 
Europe stretching from Lisbon to Kharkiv. For three years 
Russia has tried everything to block Ukraine’s path 
towards the EU. But nothing will stop our path to Europe,” 
Mr. Poroshenko said. 

While visiting Berlin on May 20, Mr. Poroshenko cited 
the signing of a political pact and free-trade agreement 
with the 28-nation EU as another accomplishment. 
However, by year-end, Kyiv had fulfilled only 10 of 86 
commitments in the Association Agreement. The 
European Union formally approved the Association 
Agreement with Ukraine on July 11; it went into effect on 
September 1. 

At the Ukraine-EU Summit in Kyiv on July 12-13, 
European Council President Tusk urged Ukrainians to 
remain united and avoid internal conflicts. “We stand 
steadfast behind Ukraine,” he said. In turn, European 
Commission President Jean Claude Juncker called on Kyiv 
to do more to battle corruption. 

A minute of silence was observed across the country on 
May 18 to commemorate the victims of Soviet dictator 
Joseph Stalin’s mass deportation of Tatars from Crimea in 
1944. Incidentally, the anniversary wasn’t observed in 
Russia-occupied Crimea. “Seventy-three years ago the 
Communist regime brutally expelled Crimean Tatars and 
representatives of other ethnic groups from their home-
lands,” Mr. Poroshenko said. “For the Ukrainian nation it is 
an unhealed wound that especially hurts after the annexa-
tion of Crimea.” 

The Crimean Tatars were deported en masse from the 
Black Sea peninsula in May 1944, after Stalin accused 
them of collaborating with Nazi Germany. Starting on May 
18, 1944, some 250,000 were put on trains – most of them 
in the space of two days – and sent to Central Asia. Tens of 
thousands died during the journey or after they were left 
on the barren steppe with few resources. Crimean Tatars 
were not allowed to return to Crimea until the late 1980s, 
when Mikhail Gorbachev conducted reforms in the years 
before the disintegration of the Soviet Union. In November 
2015, the Ukrainian Parliament passed a law declaring 
May 18 the Day of Commemoration of Victims of the 
Genocide of the Crimean Tatars.

President Petro Poroshenko (right) and National Security and Defense Council Secretary Oleksandr Turchynov 
(second from right) at the council’s meeting on March 15, when a decision was made to halt all cargo traffic with 

the occupied Donbas.

Mikhail Palinchak/UNIAN

At the signing ceremony for a new visa-liberalization regime with the European Union in Strasbourg on May 17 
(from left) are: Malta’s Interior Minister Carmelo Abela (whose country then held the rotating presidency of the 
EU), Member of the European Parliament Mariya Gabriel, Ukraine’s President Petro Poroshenko and European 
Parliament President Antonio Tajani. In his May 14 press conference, Mr. Poroshenko cited Ukraine’s closer ties 

with the European Union as a major achievement.

Presidential Administration of Ukraine
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Ukraine dealt a legal blow to Russia in their multi-facet-

ed war when a Swedish arbitration tribunal on May 31 
“rejected” claims by state-owned Gazprom over natural 
gas supplies to Ukraine worth more than $45 billion. 
Ukraine’s state-run energy holding company, Naftogaz, 
said in a news release that the tribunal dismissed 
Gazprom’s “take or pay” claim that stems from a 2009 
contract, which required Kyiv to pay for unpurchased gas 
volumes. “This is an important step towards energy secu-
rity,” Mr. Poroshenko said in a statement. “Moscow for the 
first time loses the ability to use gas as a weapon of politi-
cal pressure and extortion.” 

Three months after Russia illegally annexed the 
Ukrainian territory of Crimea, Gazprom on June 16, 2014, 
had initiated litigation in Stockholm over the 10-year gas 
contract. In turn, Naftogaz filed a counterclaim alleging 
that Russia had underpaid for gas transit through 
Ukrainian pipelines. Kyiv is asking for an award worth up 
to $30.3 billion. That includes the market price difference 
for gas adding up to $18 billion and for transit equaling 
$12.3 billion. 

An overwhelming 92 percent of Ukrainian citizens con-
sider themselves ethnic Ukrainians, according to a 
Razumkov Center survey conducted in March. Six percent 
of the respondents consider themselves ethnic Russians, 
and 1.5 percent cite other ethnic groups. This is the high-
est recorded percentage of Ukrainian self-identification 
since Ukraine regained independence. 

Additional reforms took place during 2017 in health 
care and education. “Health outcomes in Ukraine today 
are poor,” the World Bank reported. “Life expectancy at 
birth in Ukraine is 71 years, more than 10 years less than 
the European Union average.” The good news was that 
American-born acting Health Minister Ulana Suprun saw 
her vision for revamping Ukraine’s Soviet-era health-care 
system passed. 

“Health outcomes in Ukraine today are poor,” the World 
Bank reported. “Life expectancy at birth in Ukraine is 71 
years, more than 10 years less than the European Union 
average.” Dr. Suprun has publicly stated that 136,000 
Ukrainians yearly die prematurely – lives a normally func-
tioning medical system would’ve saved. Indeed, with 15.6 
deaths per 1,000 people, Ukraine had the third highest 
death rate in the world last year after South Africa and 
Russia. 

Dr. Suprun’s bills are designed to have “money follow 
the patient” instead of having funds being allocated based 
on the Soviet-era method of counting hospital beds. 

However, she stated that “vested interests” struck out 
certain accords during the reform bill’s final adoption. 
Namely, the option of co-payment for certain services and 
“international protocols” that were penned to update out-
dated procedures when a patient visits a hospital. Still, a 
National Health Care Agency will exist to control quality 
and determine how medical services are paid in a system 
that is supposed to be free, in accordance with the 
Constitution of Ukraine, but currently forces patients to 
pay even for the most basic of services to save their lives.

Ukraine’s new law on education adopted in September 
is more inclusive of minorities and will improve their inte-
gration into society, the Presidential Administration stat-
ed. The law “raises the role of the official Ukrainian lan-

guage in the learning process” and emphasizes the 
“importance of steadfast observance during education of 
the humanitarian rights of national minorities who live on 
the territory of Ukraine,” the president’s office said in an 
official statement published online on September 25. 

It mandates Ukrainian-language instruction starting in 
the fifth grade. Those attending schools where instruction 
is in their native language will be able to continue learning 
it in separate classes. Ethnic groups native to Ukraine, like 
the Crimean Tatars, are able to continue study in their 
native language

Currently, there are 581 daily Russian-language 
schools, 75 Romanian and 71 Hungarian, according to 
data provided by Ukraine’s Ministry of Education and 
Science. Some 3.7 million pupils are in grades 1 through 
11; of them, some 360,000 attend daily publicly funded 
Russian-language schools, and an additional 900,000 take 
Russian as a separate course.

A more representative electoral bill was approved in 
the first of two readings on November 7. It foresees 
replacing half of the country’s 225 voting districts, in 
which single candidates got elected based only on who 
receives the most votes, with regional political party lists, 
whereby candidates get elected based on the proportion 
of votes their party receives.

Another bill that was approved in its first reading dealt 
with selling off a portion of the state’s nearly 3,500 com-
panies – the vast majority of which stand idle or are not 
profitable. Kyiv’s main lender, the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF), has called on the government to sell whatever 
assets are still viable, like the chemical producer Odesa 
Portside Plant, as a prerequisite for additional funding. 

In addition, the Verkhovna Rada on November 9 passed 
in its final reading a law that should improve public utili-

ties and communal services for residents living in the 
nation’s high-rise buildings. It was the last of four key 
“energy efficiency bills” that the Ministry for Regional 
Development, Building and Housing had advanced.

Ukraine’s business community received a preliminary 
respite when the Cabinet of Ministers approved a 
“Business Pressure Relief Law” designed to soften pres-
sure from fiscal and law enforcement authorities. On 
November 9, the nation’s Business Ombudsman, Algirdas 
Semeta, and Daniel Bilak, the director of UkraineInvest, a 
government-run foreign business promotion agency, 
jointly announced that the bill will strengthen the “protec-
tion of the rights of businesses, prevent abusive practices 
on the part of law enforcement bodies during the course 
of investigations, and introduce liability for any unlawful 
behavior on the part of investigating officers.”

As regards Ukraine’s aspirations for membership in 
NATO, the Verkhovna Rada on June 8 voted to make NATO 
accession a policy goal. There are currently 29 member 
states in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization a collec-
tive defense alliance. Lawmakers justified the move by cit-
ing “Russian aggression” – mainly Russia’s illegal annexa-
tion of the Ukrainian territory of Crimea and its de facto 
occupation of certain parts of easternmost Donetsk and 
Luhansk oblasts. 

A month later on July 10, NATO Secretary-General Jens 
Stoltenberg affirmed the alliance’s “unwavering support” 
for Ukraine’s territorial integrity and called on Russia to 
remove its “thousands of soldiers from Ukraine and stop 
supporting the militants with command-and-control and 
military equipment.” 

In separate comments issued by his office, President 
Poroshenko said Ukraine was determined to conduct 
reforms in order to “have a clear schedule of what must be 
done by 2020 to meet the NATO membership criteria.”

Holland in 2017 marked the third anniversary of the 
downing of MH17 that its Safety Board in October 2015 
had said was brought down by a Russian-made rocket and 
outlined the area, largely held by the separatists, from 
which it was fired. That was followed by a report by 
Bellingcat, a team of independent, open-source research-
ers who said they had positively identified the actual 
Russian Buk missile launcher as the weapon that brought 
the passenger jet’s flight to a fiery end. And in September 
2016, the Joint Investigation Team (JIT) that conducted 
the international investigation said it had determined that 
the Buk missile system had been brought into Ukraine 
from Russia shortly before the Malaysian jet was shot 
down and then quickly smuggled back to Russia after-
wards. It said the missile was fired from a field in separat-
ist-held territory.

On July 5, the Dutch Foreign Affairs Ministry said any 
suspects in the downing of MH17 will be prosecuted in a 
court in the Netherlands after an agreement was reached 
by the countries jointly investigating the crash: Australia, 
Belgium, Malaysia, Ukraine and the Netherlands.

Former Georgian leader turned Ukrainian politician 
Mikheil Saakashvili staged anti-government protests 
towards the end of the year. Mr. Poroshenko’s erstwhile 
ally and former college chum is suspected of taking money 
from exiled Ukrainian businessmen based in Russia. He 
was initially appointed by the president in 2015 to govern 

Acting Health Minister Ulana Suprun reacts in Ukraine’s Parliament on October 19 after reforms she had pushed 
to overhaul the nation’s health-care system were passed.

Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine

Mikheil Saakashvili in Przemysl (Peremyshl) in Poland before boarding a train bound for Ukraine on September 
10. Ukrainian authorities claimed he crossed the border into Ukraine illegally. He is seen at a press briefing with 

Yulia Tymoshenko.

Mikheil Saakashvil/Facebook
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Odesa Oblast but had a falling out with the ruling govern-
ment when he complained that his reform efforts were 
being blocked. Mr. Poroshenko subsequently stripped Mr. 
Saakashvili of his Ukrainian citizenship. Afterwards, Mr. 
Saakashvili vowed to lead an opposition movement to 
demand that Mr. Poroshenko clamp down on pervasive 
and high-level graft in the country. 

Russia moved ahead with building a bridge to connect 
the country with occupied Crimea. It is a $5 billion project 
that includes a 19-kilometer road and railway that is being 
built across the Kerch Strait. Construction has already 
caused periodic closures that sealed off shipping lanes 
from Ukrainian ports located in the Azov Sea. 

To meet the bridge on the Crimean side, Russia plans a 
modern, four-lane highway running the approximately 
400 kilometers from Kerch in the northeast to Sevastopol 
in the southwest. The highway will pass through Feodosia, 
Bilohirsk, the Crimean capital of Symferopol, and 
Bakhchysarai. 

The ports of Berdiansk and Mariupol lie on the Sea of 
Azov. In 2013, they handled 2.16 billion and 15.5 billion 
tons of cargo, respectively. Based on previous treaty agree-
ments between Ukraine and Russia, a mutual arrange-
ment must be reached before any construction in the 
Kerch Strait is allowed to begin. 

An overwhelming majority of Ukrainians think the war-
torn Donbas region should remain part of Ukraine, a poll 
by the International Republican Institute found in May. 
“Three years into the ongoing conflict in eastern Ukraine, 
which has claimed the lives of 10,000 and displaced more 
than 1.7 million people, Ukrainians are resolute in their 
desire to restore their territorial integrity and their rejec-
tion of the illegal occupation by Russian-backed separat-
ists,” said IRI Regional Director for Eurasia Stephen Nix. 
“This data is critical, as it suggests that the Ukrainian peo-
ple will not accept the division of their country.”

War trauma is taking its toll on Ukrainian soldiers, sta-
tistics showed. Some 500 veterans have committed sui-
cide since the war started in April 2014 through mid-June 
2017, according to the Military Prosecutor’s Office. That 
figure doesn’t include the suicides committed while sol-
diers were in service. 

Outreach groups told The Ukrainian Weekly that the 
government needs to do more for the nearly 200,000 war 
veterans. “Although what we’re [and others] are doing can 
be scaled up… An integrated government system is need-
ed to treat veterans. PTSD will collapse on society, on civil-
ians who are ignoring this unless intervention happens,” 
Dr. Roman Torgovitsky, a Harvard-trained biomedical sci-
entist said in September. “We’re only a small part of the 
rehabilitation paradigm.”

Crimean Tatar leaders Akhtem Chiygoz and Ilmi 
Umerov, who were sentenced to prison by Russian courts 
on the occupied peninsula in September, were released 
from custody on October 25 and arrived in Turkey, 
Ukrainian officials, legislators and lawyers said. 

However, a court in Russia-occupied Crimea on 
September 22 found RFE/RL contributor Mykola Semena 
guilty on a charge of separatism and handed him a two-

and-a-half-year suspended sentence in a case criticized by 
the West as politically motivated. 

Mr. Poroshenko argued for a U.N. peacekeeping mission 
to enter Ukraine to quell fighting in the Donbas while 
addressing the U.N. General Assembly in September. 
Lithuania’s President Dalia Grybauskaite emphasized that 
Russia is an aggressor state at the same U.N. gathering. 
“Despite Russia’s special responsibility to protect interna-
tional peace as permanent member of the Security 
Council, it violated the U.N. Charter by attacking Georgia, 
illegally annexing Crimea and directly participating in the 
war in eastern Ukraine,” she said. 

The national president of the Ukrainian Canadian 
Congress (UCC) had called on Canadian Prime Minister 
Justin Trudeau to take the lead in a U.N. peacekeeping mis-
sion. Following a September 22 meeting with Ukrainian 
President Petro Poroshenko in Toronto, Prime Minister 
Trudeau told reporters at a joint news conference with 
both leaders that a U.N. mission could ensure that “people 
are able to live their lives in peace and security in a way 
that upholds the principles of international law that, quite 
frankly, Russia violated with its illegitimate actions.” 

A month later, on October 6, the Verkhovna Rada 
passed a law in the first of two readings that names Russia 
as an aggressor state pursuant to international conven-
tions and enables the Armed Forces of Ukraine to better 
defend the country’s sovereign territory. Previously, the 
war was nominally deemed by law as an “anti-terrorist 
operation” that was de jure supposed to be led by the 
Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) – as actually was the 
case in the early stages of Moscow’s covert invasion start-

ing in April 2014, when Kyiv lost control of numerous cit-
ies and towns in the Luhansk and Donetsk oblasts. 

Now, the law “catches up with reality on the ground,” 
according to a note to investors by Kyiv-based Dragon 
Capital. The bill also deems areas not controlled by Kyiv in 
the Donbas as “temporarily occupied,” like a similar law 
currently in force regarding the Ukrainian territory of 
Crimea that Moscow forcibly took over in March 2014, fol-
lowing a sham referendum held on the peninsula in the 
presence of its disguised armed forces. “The law also gives 
more leeway for the president to enact martial law in the 
non-government-controlled areas of the Donbas,” Mariya 
Zolkina, political analyst for the Ilko Kucheriv Democratic 
Initiatives Foundation, told The Ukrainian Weekly.

It also, according to experts like Ms. Zolkina, legally 
solidifies Ukraine’s position to absolve itself of “what hap-
pens to its citizens in the occupied Donbas, whether finan-
cially, on a human or civil rights level… it places the onus” 
on the occupiers. 

Ukrainians were reminded in 2017 that Russia is wag-
ing war on Ukraine throughout the country, not only in the 
Donbas. 

An Odesa-born medic and sniper of Chechen heritage 
who fought in the Donbas war was fatally shot in Kyiv 
Oblast. A bullet to the head killed Amina Okuyeva, 34, on 
October 30 while she was in the passenger side of a vehi-
cle driven by her husband, Adam Osmaev, who was also 
wounded by automatic gunfire, authorities said. A day 
later, the SBU said it had detained a 29-year-old woman 
who planted a remote-controlled bomb that killed the 
deputy head of the spy agency’s counterintelligence unit 
in Donetsk Oblast on March 31. 

Others alleged to have been Russian targets have died 
in car explosions. Col. Maksym Shapoval of military intelli-
gence died in his vehicle when a bomb was set off in Kyiv 
in June. Authorities said a “Russian trail” was behind his 
death also. 

All together some 1,600 Ukrainian law enforcement 
personnel and high-ranking government officials have 
been targets of assassinations that were prevented by the 
authorities, the chief military prosecutor, Mr. Matios, said 
on November 1.

Russia engages in lies on an industrial scale packaged 
as actual news stated Yevhen Fedchenko, 41, director of 
the Mohyla School of Journalism. In a November inter-
view, he said he and his colleagues noticed the practice 
during the Revolution of Dignity that ended in February 
2014. A month later, Mr. Fedchenko and his like-minded 
team took action when he noticed that amid a “news vacu-
um” on Ukraine, where there was “no government, no 
news makers, …immediately that vacuum was filled with 
fake news, a fake reality” – allegedly by Russia. 

Soon, the StopFake group that he co-founded to debunk 
hoax news would become aware of the scope of Russia’s 
large cottage industry, complete with a troll factory in St. 
Petersburg, automated “bots” and fictitious social media 
accounts created to spread lies and disinformation on 
Ukraine. 

Four years after the Euro-Maidan Revolution erupted 
in November 2013, political and sociological experts still 
believe that the following year, 2014, was a breakthrough 
year for Ukraine that firmly set the country’s course of 

A scene from the anti-government demonstration in Kyiv on December 9 – the largest since the Euro-Maidan – that 
called on the Poroshenko administration to speed up anti-graft efforts.

Inna Sokolovska/UNIAN

Ambassador Kurt Volker (left), U.S. special representative for Ukraine negotiations, toured Avdiyivka and 
Kramatorsk in eastern Ukraine on July 23. Accompanied by U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Marie Yovanovitch (far 
right), he received briefings from Ukrainian government and military officials in order to better understand the sit-
uation on the ground. Ambassadors Volker and Yovanovitch also met with civil society groups and victims of 

Russian aggression in Avdiyivka.

U.S. Embassy Kyiv
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Fifty years. That’s how long the Ukrainian World 
Congress has been around, and the year 2017 for 
this worldwide body – which has ties with 53 

countries and represents a diaspora of 20 million 
Ukrainians – was one of multiple celebrations of this 
major anniversary. 

A UWC appeal on the occasion of the anniversary cited 
the organization’s worthy objectives: “In 1967 it was the 
renewal of an independent Ukrainian state. In 2017 it is 
the continued development of a democratic and prosper-
ing state. Concurrently the UWC actively promotes the 
rights and interests of all Ukrainians wherever they may 
live.” In fact, in 2017 the UWC opened a Mission to 
International Organizations in Brussels to further build 
and strengthen relations with the international communi-
ty.

Major international conferences dedicated to the UWC’s 
five decades began in August in Lviv (on the topic “UWC at 
50 and Beyond: The European Context”) and concluded in 
November in Toronto (“UWC at 50 and Beyond: The 
Roadmap”). In between, there were conferences in New 
York (“UWC at 50 and Beyond: The North American 
Vector”), Curitiba, Brazil (“UWC at 50 and beyond: The 
South American Vector”) and Brussels, Belgium (“UWC at 
50: European and Euro-Atlantic Forum”).

In New York on September 16, a daylong conference at 
the prestigious Princeton Club looked back at the history 
of the Ukrainian diaspora’s international coordinating 
body; it was followed by a golden jubilee banquet. The 
event brought together leaders of the UWC, the Ukrainian 
Congress Committee of America and the Ukrainian 
Canadian Congress, as well as activists from the United 
States, Canada and beyond for a conference comprising 
four panel discussions and presentations by individual 
speakers on a variety of themes related to the world body’s 
efforts. The banquet was addressed by two keynote speak-
ers: Kateryna Yushchenko, a former first lady of Ukraine, 
and Vasyl Hrytsak, head of the Security Service of Ukraine. 
The steering committee for the entire day’s events was a 
collaboration between the Ukrainian Congress Committee 
of America and the Center for U.S.-Ukrainian Relations. Dr. 
Walter Zaryckyj, chair of the UWC International Scholarly 
Council, was the forum’s host and moderator.

The final conference in the series, held in Toronto on 
November 10-11, summed up half a century of UWC activi-
ty and developed priorities for the future. Participating in 
the conference were religious and state high-ranking offi-
cials and diplomatic representatives from Ukraine and 
Canada, politicians, members of the leadership and repre-
sentatives of UWC member organizations from Australia, 
Brazil, Great Britain, Greece, Estonia, Canada, the Russian 
Federation, the United States, Hungary and Switzerland, as 
well as leaders of UWC partner organizations – the 
International Institute for Education, Culture and Diaspora 
Relations of Lviv Polytechnic National University and the 
Atlantic Council. Dr. Zaryckyj was the program coordinator 
and conference chair. The keynote address at the banquet 
that evening was by acting Minister of Health of Ukraine 

Dr. Ulana Suprun, who focused on the positive changes in 
Ukraine over recent years and the country’s path of reform 
in the health care system. 

As longtime readers of The Ukrainian Weekly may 
recall, the UWC was founded in 1967 as the World 
Congress of Free Ukrainians. A total of 1,003 delegates 
attended the first World Congress of Free Ukrainians, and 
related activities, held on November 12-19, 1967, in New 
York City. They represented 17 countries beyond the bor-
ders of Ukraine where some 3 million Ukrainians lived. A 
massive Freedom Rally at Madison Square Garden was 
meant to demonstrate the Ukrainian diaspora’s resolve. 
And it did. Over 10,000 people attended. The creation of 
the World Congress of Free Ukrainians, known since 1993 
as the Ukrainian World Congress, was seen as a reaffirma-
tion of Ukrainians’ faith in the ultimate realization of their 
nation’s claim to freedom. 

UWC President Eugene Czolij noted: “Our commemora-
tions, which included events in 26 countries, including 
Ukraine, offered the opportunity to meet with members of 
our community from all walks of life, and to learn more 
about their work and commitment to both building their 
communities and assisting the people of Ukraine in build-
ing their democratic, reformed European state.”

The world body’s golden anniversary was celebrated in 
Kyiv, at the Mystetskyi Arsenal on August 26. Joining the 
UWC leadership and representatives of its international 
network were Ukraine’s President Petro Poroshenko and 
First Lady Maryna Poroshenko; Patriarch Filaret of the 
Ukrainian Orthodox Church – Kyiv Patriarchate; Patriarch 
Sviatoslav of the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church; and 
other religious leaders, high-ranking officials from 
Ukraine, diplomats from around the world and representa-
tives of Ukrainian civil society. In his address at the jubilee 
event, President Poroshenko thanked the UWC for its long-
standing support of Ukraine and asserted that the UWC is 
a strong and consolidated voice for Ukraine’s aspirations 
and its loyal defender worldwide. On August 25, a special 
session was convened at Ukraine’s Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs on the occasion of the jubilee.

UWC leaders were in the Ukrainian capital for the orga-
nization’s annual general meeting, which was attended by 
206 delegates and guests from 32 countries. The August 
25-26 meeting took place at Taras Shevchenko National 
University of Kyiv. A few days later, on August 30, 
Verkhovna Rada Chairman Andriy Parubiy congratulated 
the UWC delegates during a joint meeting with members 
of the Committee on Foreign Affairs and Committee on 
European Integration held in the Parliament.

In Lviv, on August 27-29, a UWC partner-organization, 
the International Institute for Education, Culture and 
Diaspora Relations of Lviv Polytechnic National University, 
and an organizing committee headed by Lviv Oblast State 
Administration Chair Oleh Syniutka continued the 50th 
anniversary celebrations with Ukrainian Diaspora Days, 
which encompassed various ceremonies, exhibits, a con-
cert and a conference. At a gala at Lviv Polytechnic, the 
traveling exhibit “Ukrainian World Congress: Yesterday, 
Today, Tomorrow” was officially launched. It was to travel 
throughout Ukraine in 2017 and 2018, visiting universities 
and educational institutions, and engaging students in dis-
cussion about the UWC and the role of the Ukrainian dias-
pora.

Reports on many of the UWC anniversary commemora-
tions, as well as visits by the peripatetic UWC president to 
Ukrainian diaspora communities appeared in quite a few 
issues of The Ukrainian Weekly, which compiled news sto-
ries based on multiple releases of information from the 
UWC headquarters in Toronto. One of the first reports 
came from Poland, where a 50th anniversary banquet was 
held at the National Home in Przemysl (Peremyshl), which 
had been confiscated by the Polish Communist regime in 
1947 during Akcja Wisla and returned in 2011 to the 
Ukrainian community by Polish governing authorities. As 
was the case elsewhere, the short documentary film “50 
Years of the Ukrainian World Congress” was screened. 

Among the other countries the UWC president visited 
were: Greece, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Switzerland, 
the Czech Republic, the United States, New Zealand, 
Australia, Singapore, Moldova, Brazil, Belgium, Latvia, 
Hungary, Bulgaria, France, Belgium, Croatia, Estonia, the 
United Kingdom and, of course, his home country, Canada.

In his speeches at various venues in various countries, 
Mr. Czolij called upon the Ukrainian community to encour-
age the international community to assist Ukraine in the 
defense of its territorial integrity against the aggression of 
the Russian Federation and also focused attention on 
recent positive reforms in Ukraine. He also aimed to 
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development towards democratization and embracing 
European values. An “absolute majority” of 62 experts that 
the Kyiv-based policy center Ilko Kucheriv Democratic 
Initiatives polled in November said the main achievement 
of the popular uprising is European integration and the 
signing of a far-ranging political and free-trade agreement 
with the European Union, as well as the overthrow of 
Kremlin-backed former President Viktor Yanukovych and 
his cohort. 

Canadian Ambassador Roman Waschuk told The 
Ukrainian Weekly that Ukraine had outlived its legacy of 
the 1990s. Back then, Leonid Kuchma was in his first of 
two terms as president and starting to build the corrupt, 
oligarchic economic model that the nation’s post-revolu-
tionary government inherited in 2014 and has been 
replacing incrementally ever since. 

Today, however, people in the West “need to modernize 
their view of the country” because “Ukrainians are able to 
feel they are owners of the cities in which they live,” 
Ambassador Waschuk said in an interview with The 
Ukrainian Weekly on November 29. “They help codify the 
space. They’re not takers, they’re also makers. That, for me, 
if you compare the 1990s to now, that’s a huge difference.”

At the end of the year, the U.S. special envoy for the 
Ukraine conflict said 2017 was the deadliest year in the 
region since the outbreak of violence three years ago. 
Ambassador Volker’s comments on December 19 came as 
international monitors reported intense shelling overnight 
near the town of Novoluhanske, part of the eastern 
Ukrainian region known as the Donbas. 

 “A lot of people think that this has somehow turned into 
a sleepy, frozen conflict and it’s stable and now we have... a 
ceasefire. It’s a problem but it’s not a crisis,” Ambassador 
Volker said in a speech at the Atlantic Council, a 
Washington think tank. “That’s completely wrong. It is a 
crisis. This has been the most violent year, 2017, and frank-
ly last night was one of the most violent nights, certainly 
since February, and possibly this year,” he said.

The Ukrainian diaspora:
active around the world

Odesa-born Amina Okuyeva, 34, an ethnic Chechen, 
Donbas war veteran and overt critic of Russian 
President Vladimir Putin, was fatally shot in the head on 

October 30 in Kyiv Oblast.

www.inforesist.org

Russian shelling from occupied Horlivka damaged a kindergarten in Novoluhanske in Donetsk Oblast on 
December 18, a day before St. Nicholas Day.

Defense Ministry of Ukraine
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strengthen cooperation with governing structures in 
these countries in order to further Ukrainian issues on the 
international stage. More specifically, he highlighted the 
magnitude of Russia’s hybrid war, which poses a serious 
threat to Ukraine, as well as peace and security in the 
world. He called for the strengthening of sanctions against 
the Russian Federation until it fully complies with the 
Minsk agreements and de-occupies Crimea, and for the 
deployment of a U.N. peacekeeping mission to eastern 
Ukraine and a monitoring mission of the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe to illegally occupied 
Crimea.

On November 22, the Ukrainian World Congress issued 
a statement marking the 84th anniversary of the 
Holodomor – the genocidal Famine of 1932-1933 – and 
the beginning of a yearlong commemoration leading to 
the 85th anniversary of the Holodomor that will culmi-
nate in November 2018. The UWC called upon the inter-
national community to strengthen its efforts to further 
raise international awareness of the Holodomor and pro-
mote the recognition of the Holodomor as an act of geno-
cide by the governments of all countries and the United 
Nations. During his working visit to Kyiv on November 
29-December 1, Mr. Czolij and officials in Ukraine dis-
cussed, among other things, the joint commemoration in 
2018 in Ukraine and throughout the Ukrainian diaspora of 
the Holodomor’s 85th anniversary.

At the end of the year, the UWC weighed in on yet 
another issue that concerns Ukraine and Ukrainians, as it 
called upon all high-ranking officials of governments and 
international organizations to boycott the games of the 
21st World Cup of the Fédération Internationale de 
Football Association (FIFA) scheduled to be played in the 
Russian Federation from June 14 to July 15, 2018. The 
UWC said it is unacceptable for high-ranking officials of 
governments and international organizations to attend 
any FIFA World Cup soccer games in the Russian 
Federation when it remains an aggressor state that illegal-
ly occupies Crimea and for the fourth year brutally ignores 
the international order, persistently waging war in eastern 
Ukraine and grossly violating the human rights of 

Ukrainians and Crimean Tatars. Thus, in a December 20 
released, the UWC called upon its 53-country network to 
urge officials of their countries of residence and interna-
tional organizations to refrain from attending FIFA World 
Cup games in Russia.

Elsewhere in the Ukrainian diaspora, the Australian 
Federation of Ukrainian Organizations, which represents 
22 top Ukrainian organizations in the country, played a 
very active role. On February 1, the AFUO cited the “esca-
lation of activity of Russian-terrorist forces in the Donbas 
region in eastern Ukraine.” In a letter to Foreign Affairs 
Minister Julie Bishop, the AFUO called on the Australian 
government to officially protest to the Russian Federation 
and demand it cease hostilities immediately and comply 
strictly with the ceasefire. “…the time has now come again 
to become far more proactive in sending strong messages 
internationally that Australia condemns the Russian 
aggression and will assist Ukraine to ensure that our com-
mon values and principles are not eroded or compro-
mised.,” the AFUO stated. The organization’s strong voice 
continued to be heard throughout 2017.

In Poland, the Ukrainian minority was in peril, accord-
ing to Askold Lozynskyj, a former president of the 
Ukrainian World Congress who is now a journalist accred-
ited at the United Nations in New York. In his op-ed article 
published in our October 8 issue, Mr. Lozynskyj wrote: 
“Over the last three years the Ukrainian minority in 
Poland has been persecuted by this right-wing regime [led 
by the Party of Law and Justice]. Societal Polish anti-
Ukrainian activity has been emboldened, often encour-
aged and almost invariably condoned by the regime in 
power.” He went on to point out: “The southeastern terri-
tory of today’s Poland was formerly considered a part of 
Ukraine and occupied in heavy concentrations until 1947 
by Ukrainians. In 1947 the Polish Communist government 
forcibly relocated that ethnic Ukrainian community to the 
far reaches of northwestern Poland, territory belonging to 
Germany prior to World War II. The thrust of this police 
action [known as Akcja Wisla], which many have con-
demned as an attempted genocide of Ukrainians in 
Poland, was not simply to relocate but to ‘solve the 

Ukrainian problem in Poland.’ That specific language was 
used in the secret directive for this action. Ukrainians 
were to be resettled in non-concentrated communities so 
that they would cease to exist as an ethic entity.” 

Since the time that Poland’s and Ukraine’s indepen-
dence was restored, in 1989 and 1991, respectively, many 
Ukrainians had returned to Poland. “There they exhumed 
and buried their long fallen civilian ancestors, as well as 
fallen soldiers of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army that 
fought the Soviets and the Polish Communists on Polish 
territory after 1945. Monuments were erected both with 
and without the consent of the Polish authorities. In fact, 
some memorials to the Ukrainian deceased were erected 
at the cost of the Polish government,” Mr. Lozynskyj noted. 
“Most former Ukrainian community property and church-
es that were taken over by the Polish Communist govern-
ment in the late 1940s and decreed confiscated in 1949 
have remained with their new owners, but singular struc-
tures have been returned to the Ukrainian ethnic commu-
nity.” These, buildings, churches, memorials, monuments 
and gravesites “have been the targets of a recent 
onslaught by chauvinistic elements of Polish society and 
sanctioned by the current regime. They have been defaced 
and/or destroyed,” Mr. Lozynskyj continued. 

A four-page Polish-language chronology of recent 
attacks against Ukrainians in Poland – prepared by the 
Union of Ukrainians in Poland – was submitted by Mr. 
Lozynskyj to the permanent representative of the 
Republic of Poland to the United Nations in New York, but 
“There has been no response.” That document, he said, 
would be forwarded to the U.N. secretary general, the U.N. 
Human Rights Council and its high commissioner, as well 
as the 192 other countries that comprise the U.N.

Speaking of Akcja Wisła, Ukrainians in various parts of 
the world observed the solemn 70th anniversary of this 
forced resettlement by the Polish Communist government 
of the Ukrainian minority from the southeastern provinc-
es of post-war Poland to the so-called Recovered 
Territories in the west of the country. Over 140,000 ethnic 
Ukrainians were thus uprooted from their ancestral lands 
in the regions of Kholmshchyna, Pidliashia, Nadsiannia, 

The president of the Ukrainian World Congress with Australian Federation of 
Ukrainian Organizations President Stefan Romaniw (left) and members of the AFUO at 
a banquet in Melbourne marking the UWC’s 50th anniversary. Eugene Czolij was in 
Australia on August 1-13, visiting seven cities where Ukrainian communities are active.

UWC

Eugene Czolij (center) with the Ukrainians in Singapore during his visit to the coun-
try on August 14-15.

UWC

Ukrainian World Congress President Eugene Czolij delivers greetings during the offi-
cial opening on August 27 of Ukrainian Diaspora Days in Lviv at the Andrey 

Sheptytsky monument.

At the conference “UWC at 50 and Beyond: The North American Vector” at the 
Princeton Club of New York on September 16. Seen in the foreground are Presidents 
Andriy Futey (left) of the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America and Paul Grod 

of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress.

UWC
Irene Rejent Saviano
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Boykivshchyna and Lemkivshchyna. Conferences and cul-
tural events were among the events organized to mark the 
anniversary during 2017 in North America, Poland and 
Ukraine.

Meanwhile, in Moscow, a municipal court on June 5 
convicted the head of Russia’s only state-run Ukrainian lit-
erature library for “extremism.” Natalia Sharina, a native 
Muscovite and ethnic Russian, was given a four-year sus-
pended sentence for “inciting national enmity or hatred.” 
As noted by our Kyiv correspondent, the trial was part of 
“Russia’s timeworn orchestrated efforts to denigrate 
Ukrainian identity and culture.” Human rights groups, 
including London-based Amnesty International, Russia’s 
Memorial and the Kharkiv Human Rights Protection 
Group, as well as pro-Ukrainian advocacy groups, 
denounced Ms. Sharina’s prosecution, which ostensibly 
took place because a banned book authored by a 
Ukrainian nationalist was found at the Moscow library. 
Ms. Sharina testified that the book was planted at the 
library, and she told the court that the case was not about 
a single book among the 52,000 periodicals and books 
that she oversaw. “The state prosecutor herself admitted 
during the proceedings that this was a political case,” Ms. 
Sharina told reporters after the ruling. 

Russian authorities were in the process of shuttering 
the library, which also held events that included lectures 
by Ukrainian artists and renowned writers, concerts, and 
informative gatherings on Ukrainian history and culture, 
like Easter and Christmas. “This is a logical step in Russia’s 
national policy to humiliate Ukrainian history, particularly 
in the last three years,” Andriy Okara of Moscow’s Center 
for Eastern European Studies told The Ukrainian Weekly’s 
correspondent. “This criminal case was invented.” The 
overall goal, according to advocacy groups like the 
Ukrainian Congress Committee of America (UCCA), is to 
continue persecuting Ukrainians in Russia – the country’s 
second largest minority. Russia’s latest census, conducted 
in 2010, says that over 1.9 million people identify them-
selves as ethnic Ukrainians. 

The Ukrainian World Congress issued a statement on 
the Sharina case in which it appealed “to the international 
community, including all commissioners of human rights 
and human rights organizations, to take immediate action 
in response to this blatant violation of human rights and 
mockery of the rule of law and to protect the fundamental 
freedoms of all national minorities in the Russian 
Federation.”

At the United Nations, the Permanent Mission of 
Ukraine to the United Nations, along with two 
U.N.-accredited NGO partners, the World Federation of 
Ukrainian Women’s Organizations (WFUWO) and the 
Ukrainian World Congress organized “A Celebration of 
Women’s Voices” in honor of International Mother 
Language Day on March 10 at the U. N. Headquarters in 
New York City. International Mother Language Day was 
proclaimed by the General Conference of UNESCO in 
November 1999 “to promote the preservation and protec-
tion of all languages used by peoples of the world,” and 
active commemorations began in 2007. In 2017, on the 
eve of the 61st Session of the U.N. Commission on the 
Status of Women, the Ukrainian celebration of 

International Mother Language Day honored the legacy of 
women’s voices in Ukrainian arts and literature. 

Ukraine’s Ambassador to the U.N. Volodymyr Yelchenko 
delivered opening remarks, and Undersecretary-General 
Catherine Pollard underscored the importance of women 
and their communities to the United Nations’ mission. Dr. 
Martha Bohachevsky Chomiak, an authority on the history 
of the Ukrainian women’s movement and author of 
“Feminists Despite Themselves: Women in Ukrainian 
Community Life 1884-1939,” delivered the event’s key-
note address. 

The program also included a clip from the forthcoming 
feature-length drama “Julia Blue,” written and directed by 
Roxy Toporowych. Additional elements of the program 
included the poetry of Lesia Ukrainka (1871-1913), recit-
ed in Ukrainian by Nadia Tatchin and Lesya Topolya, as 
well as the work of Ayshe Ake and Sabriye Erejepova, read 
in the Crimean Tatar language by Zulfire Asanova and 
Lillia Memetova. 

Soon thereafter, on March 13-24, the U.N. Commission 
on the Status of Women attracted close to 4,000 partici-
pants from 580 civil society organizations from 138 coun-
tries, 165 U.N. missions and representatives of govern-
ment and non-governmental organizations. Panels and 
cultural events were held at more than 100 venues 
throughout New York City. The World Federation of 
Ukrainian Women’s Organizations, which has been 
involved with U.N. initiatives for almost 70 years, has been 
the lynchpin organization at the U.N. for events of concern 
for Ukrainian women worldwide; it often works in close 
cooperation with the Permanent Mission of Ukraine to the 
United Nations. On March 13, members of Ukraine’s offi-
cial delegation to the CSW – Minister of Social Policy 
Andrij Reva, Deputy Minister of Social Policy Natalia 
Fedorovych and National Deputy Iryna Lutsenko – met 
with WFUWO representatives President Orysia Sushko, 
Administrative Officer Oksana Sushko, U.N./Economic and 
Social Council (ECOSOC) main representative Dr. Martha 
Kichorowska Kebalo and U.N./ECOSOC representative 
Nadia Shmigel, as well as Dr. Lyudmyla Porokhnyak-
Hanowska, president of the National Council of Women of 
Ukraine, and Iryna Kurowyckyj, U.N./ECOSOC main repre-
sentative for the International Council of Women. Among 
the topics raised during the meeting were Ukraine’s plan 
for implementing Security Council Resolution 1325 on 
Women, Peace and Security, which was passed in 2000. 

The WFUWO was among the co-organizers of an event 
hosted on March 16 by the Permanent Missions of Austria, 
Finland, Kazakhstan and Ukraine, and moderated by 
Ambassador Melanne Verveer, to publicly introduce the 
Regional Women’s Peace Dialogue Platform in Southern 
and Eastern Europe and Central Asia. The WFUWO was 
also among the co-sponsors or host of several additional 
events, including a session organized by the U.S. League of 
Women Voters devoted to the fuller participation of 
women in the world’s parliaments; a panel organized by 

the U.N. NGO Committee on Mental Health on March 23; a 
panel on women’s entrepreneurship; and an evening at 
the Shevchenko Scientific Society devoted to the presenta-
tion of a new publication in Ukrainian about domestic vio-
lence, both of which were held March 18. “Proty 
Nasylstva/Pro Nas” (Against Violence/About Us), is an 
anthology of short stories describing real-life situations of 
domestic violence written in Ukrainian (it is being trans-
lated into English). The stories are supplemented by legal 
advice and commentary based on research on the nature 
and prevalence of domestic violence in Ukraine. 

In Germany on August 12-19, over 700 Ukrainian 
scouts came together for an international jubilee jambo-
ree celebrating the 105th anniversary of Plast Ukrainian 
Scouting Organization and the 70th anniversary of the 
first large post-war Plast gathering at the “Sviato Vesny” 
(spring camporee) in Mittenwald in 1947. The event took 
place at Jugensiedlung Hochland, near the village of 
Königsdorf, about 50 kilometers from Munich. The jambo-
ree (known by its Ukrainian acronym as YuMPZ) saw par-
ticipants from 60 different cities in 13 different countries: 
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Great Britain, France, 
Germany, Poland, Slovakia, South Africa, Sweden, Ukraine 
and the United States.

The 2017 YuMPZ, named “Amid the Forest” (a direct 
translation of the German word “Mittenwald”), was filled 
with exciting activities for young participants: 14 kilome-
ters of whitewater rafting on the Inn River in Austria’s 
Imster Schlucht canyon; a hike through the beautiful 
Höllentalklamm gorge to the base of Zugspitze, Germany’s 
highest peak; a city tour of Munich; as well as various 
scouting games around the Königsdorf campsite. Adult 
scouts also had an opportunity to participate in a week-
long cycling expedition from Berchtesgaden to 
Mittenwald.

Other highlights of the week included an international 
ecological exhibit named “Green Planet” that was pre-
pared by scouts from each country; a mini-museum titled 
“Mittenwald 1947,” which exhibited photographs and 
memoirs from the 1947 Sviato Vesny and the displaced 
persons camps where the participants of that time resid-
ed. Especially moving was the final day when more than 
500 Plast scouts traveled to Mittenwald to get a bird’s eye 
view of the town from the peak of Karwendel Mountain, 
and to learn about the town then and now. In Kurpark 
Puit, Plast scouts also unveiled a memorial dedicated to 
the displaced persons who lived there after World War II. 
The youngest members of the jamboree (cub scouts, or 
“novatsvto”) together with the six participants in atten-
dance who had taken part in the 1947 camporee, planted 
a commemorative ginkgo biloba tree at the park. This tree 
species, one of the oldest on the planet, was selected as a 
symbol of peace, environmental protection, friendship 
and strength to honor those scouts who carried on Plast’s 
tenets and continued to live by them wherever they went 
on to settle. 

A group of Plast scouts on a hike during the international jamboree of Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization held 
on August 12-19 in Germany. The country’s highest peak, Zugspitze (2,962 meters), is seen in the background. 

Taras Shchepanyak

During the 61st session of the Commission on the Status 
of Women, held on March 13-24 at the United Nations, 
seen at the Regional Women’s Peace Dialogue Platform 
event are: World Federation of Ukrainian Women’s 
Organizations President Orysia Sushko (standing) with 
(seated from left) Ukraine’s Deputy Minister of Social 
Policy Natalia Fedorovych, Ambassador Melanne 
Verveer of the U.S. and Kateryna Levchenko of 

LaStrada-Ukraine.

Marta Kebalo
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With the new administration of President Donald 
J. Trump coming into office in January, a group 
of 17 decision-makers and public figures from 

countries across Central and Eastern Europe sent a letter 
on January 9 to the president-elect warning him about 
any potential “new grand bargain with Russia.” 
According to a news story in The Washington Post, they 
wrote: “Have no doubt: Vladimir Putin is not America’s 
ally. Neither is he a trustworthy international partner. 
Both of the presidents who preceded you tried in their 
own ways to deal with Russia’s leadership in the spirit of 
trust and friendship. Big mistake: Putin treated their 
good intentions as opportunities.”

The letter cited the case of Ukraine: “Russia’s continu-
ing efforts to destabilize Ukraine, and its illegal annexation 
of Crimea, threaten the peace, predictability and security 
that Americans and Europeans created together through 
our victory in the Cold War.” 

Among the signatories were the current president of 
Bulgaria, Rosen Plevneliev, and several former leaders, 
among them former President Traian Băsescu of Romania, 
former President Toomas Hendrik Ilves of Estonia, former 
President Vaira Vīķe-Freiberga of Latvia, former Prime 
Minister and Foreign Affairs Minister Carl Bildt of Sweden, 
and former Foreign Affairs Minister Radosław Sikorski of 
Poland. The letter was similar to one sent in 2009 to 
President Barack Obama soon after he took office, which 
warned against a “reset” of U.S.-Russia relations.

Two days later, on January 11, U.S. Secretary of State-
nominee Rex Tillerson said at his confirmation hearing 
that the United States should have had a more robust mili-
tary response following Russia’s annexation of Ukraine’s 
Crimean peninsula in 2014. Asked what the U.S. response 
should have been, Mr. Tillerson said more defensive weap-
ons, intelligence and air surveillance should have been 
provided. Mr. Tillerson, who had questioned the wisdom 
of the Ukraine-related sanctions, also criticized the admin-
istration of outgoing President Obama for its response to 
the Crimea land grab, saying it emboldened Russia to back 
separatists in eastern Ukraine with weapons and soldiers. 
He added that Russia’s leadership saw the Obama admin-
istration’s response to Crimea as “weak.” Asked whether 
he believes now is the right time to lift Ukraine-related 
sanctions, Mr. Tillerson said, “I would leave things in the 
status quo so we are able to convey this can go either way.” 
Interestingly, during the hearing, Mr. Tillerson said he had 
not had a conversation with Mr. Trump about U.S. policy 
on Russia.

The very next day, January 12, the secretary of defense 
nominee, retired general James Mattis, was asked at his 
confirmation hearing about the main threats to U.S. inter-
ests. He replied: “I would consider the principal threats to 
start with Russia.” He cited Russian involvement in hack-
ing and information warfare among the challenges posed 
by Moscow. Others include treaty violations, using tactics 
short of open war to destabilize other countries and 
“alarming messages from Moscow regarding the use of 
nuclear weapons.” 

The truth of the matter was that no one was quite sure 
what the Trump administration would bring. Among 
those were Ukrainian Americans who love both the 
United States and their ancestral homeland. Meanwhile, in 

Ukraine, there were serious concerns about whether the 
country would be abandoned to Russia’s sphere of influ-
ence. The succinct lead sentence in a story by David Stern 
published by Politico summed it up well: “Donald Trump’s 
victory leaves Ukraine alone and afraid.” There were 
objective reasons for that fear: candidate Trump had com-
mented that the war in Ukraine is “really a problem that 
affects Europe a lot more than it affects us,” and he sug-
gested that he might recognize Crimea as part of Russia. 

Meanwhile, Sens. Ben Cardin (D-Md.), ranking member 
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and John 
McCain (R-Ariz.), chairman of the Senate Armed Services 
Committee, led a bipartisan group of senators on January 
10 to introduce comprehensive sanctions legislation on 
Russia for its cyber intrusions, aggression and destabiliz-
ing activities in the United States and around the world. 
The original co-sponsors of the Countering Russian 
Hostilities Act of 2017 were: Robert Menendez (D-N.J.), 
Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.), Jeanne Shaheen (D-N.H.), Marco 
Rubio (R-Fla.), Amy Klobuchar (D-Minn.), Ben Sasse 
(R-Neb.), Dick Durbin (D-Ill.) and Rob Portman (R-Ohio).

“Russia has worked to insidiously interfere with and 
influence the presidential election in the United States, 
and Russian military aggression in Ukraine and Syria has 
violated international commitments and shown a clear 
disregard for sovereignty and humanitarian norms. Our 
comprehensive sanctions package being introduced today 
will send a clear message to Vladimir Putin that he has 
gone too far, and that there will be consequences for his 
actions,” said Sen. Cardin. 

“Russia must be held accountable for its illegal annexa-
tion of Crimea, ongoing aggression inside Ukraine, exten-
sive disinformation and propaganda campaigns against 
the United States and its allies,” said Sen. Portman. “This 
bipartisan legislation sends an important message that 
the United States Senate takes its obligation to act on 
behalf of American national security interests seriously, 
and is prepared to take proactive steps to ensure that we 

live up to our commitments to our allies and uphold long-
standing American values and ideals.”

The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America on 
January 13 called on the incoming 115th U.S. Congress and 
the Trump administration “to continue our nation’s proud 
tradition of bipartisan support for Ukraine,” noting that 
“Any retreat from current sanctions or military, political 
and economic support of Ukraine, and the United States 
would signal yet another ‘reset,’ a capitulation with terrify-
ing consequences for Ukraine, the European partners of 
the U.S. and the global geopolitical security structure.”

The outgoing U.S. president on January 13 extended all 
U.S. sanctions on Russia over its annexation of Crimea and 
aggression in Ukraine by one year through March 2018. 
The move appeared designed to make it harder for 
President-elect Trump, who had said he wants to improve 
relations with Russia and would take a second look at the 
sanctions, to roll back the sanctions. President Obama said 
the Russian government and other people and organiza-
tions targeted by the sanctions have “undermined demo-
cratic processes and institutions in Ukraine” by their “use 
of force in Ukraine” and thereby “threaten its peace, securi-
ty, stability, sovereignty and territorial integrity.” Because of 
the threat to Ukraine, Mr. Obama said, Russia’s actions 
“pose an unusual and extraordinary threat to the national 
security and foreign policy of the United States.” 

Vice-President Joe Biden, who had been designated as 
President Obama’s point man on Ukraine, traveled on 
January 16 to Ukraine on what was his sixth visit as VP – 
and his fifth since the Euro-Maidan Revolution. As pointed 
out by our Kyiv correspondent, Mr. Obama was the only sit-
ting president since Ukraine re-established its indepen-
dence in 1991 not to have visited the country during his 
tenure.

Mr. Biden affirmed U.S. support for Ukraine as long as 
Kyiv continues fighting corruption and bolstering demo-
cratic institutions to instill rule of law and improve gover-
nance. He said sanctions against Russia would remain in 

U.S. Vice-President Joe Biden and Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko during their joint press availability in Kyiv 
on January 16. It was the vice-president’s sixth visit to Ukraine and his fifth since the Euro-Maidan Revolution.

U.S. Embassy Kyiv

U.S.-Ukraine relations:
concerns and action

U.S. President Donald Trump receives Ukrainian Foreign Affairs Minister Pavlo 
Klimkin at the White House on May 10. 

Ukrainian Embassy in the U.S.
Ukraine’s Minister of Foreign Affairs Pavlo Klimkin meets with U.S. Secretary of 

State Rex Tillerson in Washington on March 7.

Ukrainian Embassy in the U.S.
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place as long as the Ukrainian territory of Crimea is occu-
pied and Moscow doesn’t fulfill security commitments 
regarding a ceasfire in the Donbas that it promised to 
uphold. “And I hope the next administration will also want 
to be a supporter and a partner in your continued prog-
ress,” Mr. Biden said. “But, as you know, no one else can do 
the hard work but the Ukrainian people. It’s up to 
Ukrainian leaders and people to put the needs of the 
country above narrow personal interest, to place the gen-
eral good above point scoring and local prejudices.” 

Turning to President Petro Poroshenko during their 
joint news conference, he said: “It’s no secret that Russia 
does not want you to succeed, Mr. President. It’s not just 
about Ukraine. It’s about the future we have long sought of 
a Europe whole, free and at peace – whole, free and at 
peace – something that is in the vital national interest of 
both the United States and all Europeans.”

In her last major speech as U.S. ambassador to the 
United Nations, Samantha Power, speaking at the Atlantic 
Council in Washington on January 17, said: “Russia’s 
actions are not standing up a new world order. They are 
tearing down the one that exists.” She cited the illegal sei-
zure by Russia of the Crimean peninsula and the Kremlin’s 
intervention in the conflict in eastern Ukraine, support of 
the Syrian government in that country’s war, and efforts to 
influence elections in Western democracies through com-
puter hacking and misinformation campaigns.

Her successor as U.S. ambassador to the U.N., Nikki 
Haley, offered at her confirmation hearing that she agrees 
that Russia invaded and seized Ukrainian territory in 
2014 and that U.S. and international sanctions were an 
appropriate response. She said she would consider addi-
tional sanctions, which Mr. Trump had said he might 
oppose. Sen. Cardin said of the new envoy that she spoke 
“very strongly” about defending Ukrainian sovereignty.

From the capital of Ukraine, our correspondent report-
ed that Kyiv was still “watching and waiting” when it came 
to President Trump’s policy towards Ukraine and his 
stance towards the Donbas war that Russia has stoked 
since April 2014. “Uncertainty is a big factor here because 
you don’t know what to expect,” said Iryna Bekeshina, 
director of the Democratic Initiatives think tank. 
“Historically, as strategic partners, policy was always more 
or less anticipated. Now it’s unclear. But Russia also 
doesn’t really know what to expect [from the U.S.].”

Meanwhile, the war in Ukraine’s east– which had killed 
over 10,000 and displaced 1.7 million – continued. In late 
January, Russian and proxy forces killed eight soldiers and 
wounded 26. On January 31, the U.S. Mission to the 
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(OSCE) stated: “…the situation is dire in Avdiyivka, where a 
combined Russian-separatist assault has resulted in large 
numbers of casualties and a humanitarian emergency that 
affects 17,000 people. We call on combined Russian-
separatist forces to recommit to the ceasefire to allow for 
repairs to critical infrastructure.” U.S. diplomats at the 
OSCE Permanent Council continued to sound the alarm 
about aggression by “Russia-backed separatists” through-
out the year.

On January 30, the Ukrainian Congress Committee of 
America came out with a statement urging the new 

Trump administration to “continue America’s bipartisan 
record of support for Ukraine.” The UCCA also noted: 
“While every new administration looks to take a fresh 
approach to foreign policy, even the mention of possibly 
lifting the existing sanctions [as was suggested by a senior 
adviser to President Trump] against Russia while the two 
largest militaries in Europe are actively engaged in this 
nearly three-year-old land war sends a dangerous mes-
sage to our adversaries, and puts to question America’s 
ability to lead the Euro-Atlantic alliance through this new 
century untainted by world wars.”

There was some measure of reassurance on February 2 
when Ambassador Haley, addressing the U.N. Security 
Council, said: “…I must condemn the aggressive actions of 
Russia. …We do want to better our relations with Russia. 
However, the dire situation in eastern Ukraine is one that 
demands clear and strong condemnation of Russian 
actions.” She went on to state: “The United States stands 
with the people of Ukraine, who have suffered for nearly 
three years under Russian occupation and military inter-
vention. Until Russia and the separatists it supports 
respect Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, this 
crisis will continue. Eastern Ukraine, of course, is not the 
only part of the country suffering because of Russia’s 
aggressive actions. The United States continues to con-
demn and call for an immediate end to the Russian occu-
pation of Crimea. Crimea is a part of Ukraine. Our Crimea-
related sanctions will remain in place until Russia returns 
control over the peninsula to Ukraine.”

Two days after that, Presidents Trump and Poroshenko 
spoke by phone. The White House readout of the call 
noted that Mr. Trump said: “We will work with Ukraine, 
Russia and all other parties involved to help them restore 
peace along the border.” (Observers were quick to point 
out that the fighting was taking place not along the border 
but on Ukraine’s territory.) The Ukrainian Presidential 
Administration’s account of the phone conversation said: 
“Particular attention was paid to the settlement of the sit-
uation in Donbas and to achieving peace by political and 
diplomatic means. The two leaders expressed deep con-
cern about the spike in tension and deterioration of 
humanitarian situation, especially in the area of Avdiyivka. 
They stressed the need for establishing immediate cease-
fire regime. The president of Ukraine expressed gratitude 
to the head of the White House for firm support of 
Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.”

At a February 14 news conference, White House press 
secretary Sean Spicer told the news media that Mr. Trump 
had “made it very clear” he expects Russia to “return 
Crimea” and reduce violence in eastern Ukraine. In 
response to that remark, Russian President Putin’s 
spokesman Dmitry Peskov said on February 15 that 
Moscow will not discuss the return of Crimea to Ukraine. 
He referred to Crimea as Russian territory, saying that 
“Russia never discusses issues related to its territories 
with foreign partners, including the United States.”

In what was likely the first high-level meeting between 
officials of the Trump and Poroshenko administrations, 
Ukrainian Foreign Affairs Minister Pavlo Klimkin and U.S. 
Secretary of State Tillerson met in Washington on March 
7. Mr. Klimkin told reporters gathered outside the State 

Department: “He assured me that the United States would 
consistently continue to support Ukraine in its struggle 
against Russian aggression, that Ukraine is a key partner 
of the U.S. in the region, that the U.S. would also consis-
tently support Ukraine on its path of reforms.” RFE/RL 
reported that Ukraine’s Foreign Affairs Ministry said in a 
statement after the meeting that Secretary Tillerson told 
Minister Klimkin the U.S. sanctions against Russia would 
remain in place until “aggression is ceased,” until the 
Minsk peace deal to end fighting between Kyiv’s forces 
and Russia-backed separatists is implemented, and until 
Moscow returns to Kyiv control of Crimea and separatist-
held areas of eastern Ukraine. State Department spokes-
man Mark Toner confirmed the ministry’s statement, say-
ing, “With respect to the sanctions remaining in place until 
Russia complies, both with respect to eastern Ukraine, but 
also with respect to Crimea, that holds true.” 

Also on March 7, Minister Klimkin testified before the 
State, Foreign Operations and Related Programs 
Subcommittee of  the Senate Committee on 
Appropriations. Speaking of the Mr. Putin’s obsession 
“with restoring the former Russian greatness” and the 
Kremlin’s “aggressive expansionism in gross violation 
with the international law,” he said: “The Kremlin has 
developed the concept of hybrid warfare and launched it 
with the illegal annexation of Crimea and the invasion in 
Donbas. It is a highly sophisticated strategy, which mixes 
conventional aggression with propaganda and misinfor-
mation, as well as interference in the internal affairs of 
other countries. It is waged daily against peaceful coun-
tries to undermine, disrupt and sow dissent. It is spear-
headed in living rooms across the globe by the insidious 
television channel RT, which seeks not to promote any 
particular narrative but to undermine that of the host.”

Ukraine’s foreign affairs minister went on to ask the 
U.S. for defensive weapons and continued military and 
technical support; a long-term security arrangement for 
closer partnership and cooperation in defense and securi-
ty; support in relaunching negotiations of the signatories 
of the Budapest Memorandum; and no easing of sanctions 
“until Russia gets off Ukrainian land.”

On March 27, two Ohio senators, Republican Sen. 
Portman and Democrat Sherrod Brown introduced a reso-
lution condemning illegal Russian aggression in Ukraine 
and urging the president to maintain sanctions on Russia 
as long as it continues its military aggression in the coun-
try. S. Res. 100 “Condemning illegal Russian aggression in 
Ukraine on the three-year anniversary of the annexation 
of Crimea,” called on Russia “to immediately end its sup-
port for the separatists in eastern Ukraine, allow Ukraine 
to regain control of its internationally recognized borders, 
and withdraw its military presence in eastern Ukraine, 
including Crimea,” and declared that “the United States 
government must never recognize the illegal annexation 

The presidents of the United States and Ukraine meet on June 20 at the White House. Seen (from left) are: 
Ukraine’s Ambassador to the United States Valeriy Chaly, Foreign Affairs Minister Pavlo Klimkin and President 
Petro Poroshenko; U.S. President Donald Trump, Vice-President Mike Pence, National Security Adviser H.R. 

McMaster and Ambassador to Ukraine Marie Yovanovitch.

Presidential Administration of Ukraine

A sheet of the stamp issued by UkrPoshta to celebrate 
the 25th anniversary of Ukraine-U.S. diplomatic rela-
tions. It was presented at a reception at the Embassy of 

Ukraine in Washington on May 8. 

Ukrainian Embassy in the U.S.
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of Crimea by the Russian Federation.” It also “urges the 
president of the United States not to agree to any final set-
tlement of the conflict in Ukraine without the consent of 
the government of Ukraine.”

Four days later, on March 31, Secretary of State 
Tillerson addressed the NATO-Ukraine Commission in 
Brussels and made it clear that the U.S. and NATO “stand 
firm in our support of Ukraine’s sovereignty and territori-
al integrity” and underscored, “We do not, and will not, 
accept Russian efforts to change the borders of territory of 
Ukraine,” including its annexation of Crimea.

But, soon thereafter, the secretary of state made a com-
ment that Bloomberg news described as an offhand 
remark that left European foreign affairs ministers meet-
ing in Italy “befuddled.” On April 11, Mr. Tillerson asked: 
“Why should U.S. taxpayers be interested in Ukraine?”  
The Congressional Ukrainian Caucus expressed concern 
about the question: “It is abundantly clear that the U.S. has 
a major security interest in a free and democratic Ukraine, 
one not subject to Russian aggression,” the co-chairs of the 
Caucus, Reps. Andy Harris (R-Md.), Marcy Kaptur 
(D-Ohio), Brian Fitzpatrick (R-Pa.), and Sander Levin 
(D-Mich.) wrote. State Department spokesman R.C. 
Hammond downplayed the comments, telling Bloomberg 
that the secretary was simply using a “rhetorical device.” 
The comment succeeded only in adding uncertainly 
regarding the policies of the new administration. In 
Washington, The Hill observed that Mr. Tillerson’s com-
ments about Ukraine came at a time when President 
Trump “has been under fire for his relationship with 
Russian President Vladimir Putin.”

The Congressional Ukrainian Caucus, it should be 
noted, marked its 20th anniversary in 2017. A June 14 
reception at the Capitol Visitor Center celebrated that 
milestone. The director of the Ukrainian National 
Information Service (UNIS), Michael Sawkiw Jr., spoke, 
underlining: “…the Ukrainian American community is 
thanking our members of Congress who understood 20 
years ago the need for the formation of a group of mem-
bers of Congress on a bipartisan basis to act on behalf of 
the improvement of relations between Ukraine and the 
United States.” He introduced Rep. Levin, an organizer of 
that caucus, and presented him with the Friend of UNIS 
Award for his “leadership and staunch support of 
Ukraine’s independence.”

While visiting the U.S. capital on May 8-10 for meetings 
with representatives of the Munich Security Conference, 
Minister Klimkin participated in the celebration of anoth-
er anniversary – the 25th of U.S.-Ukraine diplomatic rela-
tions. During the May 8 reception at the Embassy of 
Ukraine, Ukraine’s Order of Princess Olha was presented to 
Melanne Verveer, the executive director of the Georgetown 
University’s Institute for Women, Peace and Security. The 
day was also marked by the first-day-of-issue signing cere-
mony of a Ukrainian postage stamp marking the anniversa-
ry of U.S.-Ukraine relations.

Also on May 8, a bipartisan group of U.S. senators sent a 
letter to President Trump encouraging him to prioritize 
meeting with President Poroshenko of Ukraine before 
meeting with Russian President Putin at the G-20 confer-
ence in July. The letter was sent by Sens. Portman, 

Menendez, McCain, Shaheen, Bob Casey (D-Pa.) and James 
Inhofe (R-Okla.). “Meeting with democratically elected rep-
resentatives from Ukraine would send a strong signal that 
the United States continues to prioritize our relationship 
with longstanding allies, and will continue our commit-
ments to support Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial 
integrity in the face of ongoing aggression,” they under-
scored.

Two days later, President Trump received Minister 
Klimkin at the White House. That meeting was preceded 
by talks between Minister Klimkin and Vice-President 
Michael Pence. The interlocutors discussed in detail the 
situation in the Donbas. Mr. Klimkin expressed thanks for 
the unwavering position of the U.S. administration in sup-
port of Ukraine’s territorial integrity and in countering 
Russian aggression. Ukraine’s Ambassador to the United 
States Valeriy Chaly also participated in the meetings. It 
was significant that the meeting with Mr. Klimkin took 
place the same day that Russian Foreign Affairs Minister 
Sergey Lavrov and Russian Ambassador Sergey Kislyak 
met at the White House with Secretary of State Tillerson 
and President Trump.

The Senate once again weighed in on June 14 when it 
overwhelmingly passed – by a vote of 97 to 2 – new legis-
lation imposing sanctions on Russia for its aggression in 
Ukraine and Syria, and its attempt to interfere in the U.S. 
presidential election. The measure, which was an amend-
ment to an Iran sanctions bill (the Countering Iran’s 
Destabilizing Activities Act), also allowed Congress to 
block the administration from unilaterally lifting or scal-
ing back sanctions imposed against Moscow. (For the 
record, three different bills increasing sanctions on Russia 
had been filed in the Senate in response to Russia’s actions 
in Ukraine and Syria and its meddling in the 2016 U.S. 
presidential election.) Present in the Senate when the bill 
was passed was Verkhovna Rada Chairman Andriy 
Parubiy, who attended as a guest of the Senate Ukraine 
Caucus, which is co-chaired by Sens. Portman and Durbin.

Meanwhile, the movement to arm Ukraine was picking 
up steam. On June 21, a bipartisan task force made up of 
former U.S. defense officials, ambassadors and security 
experts renewed calls for the United States to give lethal 
defensive weapons to Ukraine, reported Melinda Haring of 
the Atlantic Council. The National Security Task Force of 
the Friends of Ukraine Network (an initiative of the U.S.-
Ukraine Foundation) urged the United States to provide a 
range of weapons, intelligence and training. “The purpose 
of providing defensive weapons is to help Ukraine deter 
the Russians from carrying out further attacks, and to 
increase the pressure on Russia to negotiate seriously on 
implementing the Minsk agreements,” said Alexander 
Vershbow, a member of the task force and the former dep-
uty secretary general of NATO. “The aim is not to encour-
age Ukraine to seek a military victory, which Kyiv knows 
isn’t possible,” he said at the launch event in Washington. 

Ms. Haring explained that previous attempts to press 
the United States to arm Ukraine in 2015 didn’t get far. 
The Obama administration resisted, although it did pro-
vide $20 million for long-range counter-battery radars. 
John E. Herbst, a task force member and a former U.S. 
ambassador to Ukraine, commented: “The odds for this 
tough, but pragmatic policy are greater now because the 

Trump administration recognizes that at times the use of 
hard power is necessary to secure American interests.”

U.S. relations with Ukraine saw a major development 
on July 9 when Secretary of State Tillerson visited Kyiv, 
where he re-affirmed America’s consistent policy toward 
helping Ukraine preserve sovereignty amid a prolonged 
war with Russia that has killed more than 10,100 people 
and severed 7 percent of the country’s territory. He stated 
that Washington’s goal is to “restore Ukraine’s territorial… 
integrity” and he revealed that he had been “clear in my 
discussions with [the] Russian leadership on more than 
one occasion that it is necessary for Russia to take the first 
steps to de-escalate the situation in the east part of 
Ukraine, in particular by respecting the ceasefire, by pull-
ing back the heavy weapons.”

During his trip Mr. Tillerson announced the appoint-
ment of a new American envoy to find peace in the 
Donbas war that Russia started: Kurt Volker, a former 
ambassador to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(2008-2009). “This is indicative of the appointment of – 
again, of Ambassador Volker for a more direct engage-
ment… We are going to be exploring ways to change the 
status quo, because continuing to leave things the way 
they are is simply not acceptable,” Mr. Tillerson explained.

Ambassador Volker, whose somewhat unwieldy title is 
“U.S. special representative for Ukraine negotiations,” vis-
ited the frontline in the Donbas, including Avdiyivka, on 
July 23. RFE/RL reported that he told a news conference 
in Kramatorsk, the headquarters of Kyiv’s military opera-
tion against the Russia-backed militants, that Ukraine is 
locked in a “hot war” whose origins he blamed on 
Moscow. “This is not a frozen conflict, this is a hot war, and 
it’s an immediate crisis that we all need to address as 
quickly as possible.”

Two days later he was in Paris, where he told Current 
Time TV that providing lethal defensive weapons would 
allow Kyiv to “defend itself if Russia were to take further 
steps against Ukrainian territory.” Ambassador Volker 
added, “Russia says it won’t do that and isn’t doing that, so 
then there should be no risk to anybody, if that’s the case.”

Next, the House of Representatives took action, on July 
25 overwhelmingly passing – by a vote of 419-3 – the 
Russia sanctions that had been approved by the Senate. 
Minority Whip Steny H. Hoyer (D-Md.), told The 
Washington Post: “This is critical at a moment when our 
allies are uncertain about where this administration 
stands with respect to Russian aggression.” Rep. Hoyer 
pointed out that that Congress could pursue additional 
sanctions targeting the Russian energy industry if 
President Putin and allies “fail to heed the message of this 
bill that their business as usual cannot and must not con-
tinue.” Because the House version of the bill had an addi-
tional North Korea component, it had to go back to the 
Senate, which voted 98-2 to approve it. In a statement on 
July 29, Secretary of State Tillerson said the near unani-
mous votes “represent the strong will of the American 
people to see Russia take steps to improve relations with 
the United States.”

The question then became whether President Trump 
would sign the bill into law. On August 2, he did so, but 
called the bill “significantly flawed” and signaled that he 
might not fully implement the sanctions. “My administra-

Representatives of Ukraine and the United States during their talks on July 9, when the U.S. secretary of state visited Kyiv.
Presidential Administration of Ukraine

Congressman Sander Levin (D-Mich.), an organizer of 
the Congressional Ukrainian Caucus, accepts the 
Friend of UNIS Award from Ukrainian National 
Information Service Director Michael Sawkiw Jr. dur-
ing a reception on June 14 that celebrated the 20th 

anniversary of the caucus.

Yaro Bihun
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tion particularly expects the Congress to refrain from 
using this flawed bill to hinder our significant work with 
European allies to resolve the conflict in Ukraine and from 
using it to hinder our efforts to address any unintended 
consequences it may have for American businesses, our 
friends and our allies,” he said, according to RFE/RL. Mr. 
Trump later explained his reasoning for signing the bill, 
saying he was doing it “for the sake of national unity.” He 
said, “It represents the will of the American people to see 
Russia take steps to improve relations with the United 
States. We hope there will be cooperation between our 
two countries on major global issues so that these sanc-
tions will no longer be necessary.” On October 27, the U.S. 
released a new list of more than three dozen Russian enti-
ties targeted by sanctions.

Russia was not pleased. “The passage of the new law on 
sanctions shows with all obviousness that relations with 
Russia have become hostage to the domestic political bat-
tle within the United States,” Russia’s Foreign Affairs 
Ministry said, adding that “the latest events show that in 
well-known circles in the United States, Russophobia and 
a course toward open confrontation with our country 
have taken hold.”

On August 24, Ukraine’s Independence Day, Secretary 
of Defense Jim Mattis was in the Ukrainian capital, where 
he reiterated the U.S. stand that Moscow’s annexation of 
Crimea will not be accepted, underscored that “the United 
States stands with Ukraine” and noted that Washington is 
“actively reviewing” supplying Ukraine with lethal defen-
sive weaponry. “Defensive weapons are not provocative 
unless you are an aggressor, and clearly Ukraine is not an 
aggressor since it is their own territory where the fighting 
is happening,” he commented. He was the first U.S. defense 
chief to visit Ukraine in a decade. Ambassador Volker was 
also in Kyiv at the time, and the U.S. officials attended the 
Independence Day parade. Notably, a contingent of the 
U.S. military was among the units marching in the parade. 
Also participating were defense ministers and troops from 
Britain, Georgia, Estonia, Canada, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Moldova, Poland and Romania. The Presidential 
Administration of Ukraine tweeted: “It’s highly symbolic 
that defense leaders and troops of our allies take part in 
Ukraine independence parade.”

In Washington, the 26th anniversary of Ukraine’s inde-
pendence and the upcoming 26th anniversary of its diplo-
matic relations with the U.S. were celebrated on 
September 12 at a reception at the U.S. Institute of Peace 
hosted by the Embassy of Ukraine. On the following day, a 
much smaller group of prominent people actively involved 
in the positive development of that bilateral relationship 
met at the U.S. Capitol Visitor Center under the auspices of 
the Congressional Ukrainian Caucus and the Friends of 
Ukraine Network of the U.S.-Ukraine Foundation. As our 
Washington correspondent Yaro Bihun reported, attend-
ees at both gatherings heard the Ukrainian government’s 
assessment of Ukraine’s development, its conflict with 
Russia and what assistance it is seeking in the West direct-
ly from Ukraine’s Vice Prime Minister for European and 
Euro-Atlantic Integration Ivanna Klympush-Tsintsadze.

In September, President Poroshenko arrived in the U.S. 
on a working visit, during which he spoke at the opening 

of the 72nd session of the United Nations General 
Assembly. On September 19 he visited the U.S. Military 
Academy at West Point, where had a chance to interact 
with the academy’s leaders as well as students. In his 
speech to West Point cadets, the president gave examples 
of successful military cooperation between Ukraine and 
the U.S., and said that battalions prepared by American 
instructors have showed the best tactics and the lowest 
level of casualties during hostilities. 

On October 30, Paul Manafort and his business associate 
Rick Gates were indicted by a federal grand jury on 12 
criminal charges, among them conspiracy against the 
United States, failure to register under the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act (FARA) and money laundering. Both men 
have pleaded not guilty. What makes this case most inter-
esting to readers of this newspaper was that the FARA 
charges are related to Mr. Manafort’s work when he repre-
sented the interests of the odious Viktor Yanukovych and 
his cronies. Mr. Manafort is suspected of concealing mil-
lions of dollars he made while working for the pro-Russian, 
pro-Putin Party of Regions in Ukraine. And Mr. Manafort 
did more than work on the domestic image of the Party of 
Regions and Mr. Yanukovych, who was elected president in 
2010. He also lobbied on Mr. Yanukovych’s behalf in 
Washington, promoting him as a “pro-Western democrat,” 
as The Washington Post observed. Ukraine reacted by say-
ing it also wants to question Mr. Manafort. RFE/RL report-
ed that Ukrainian prosecutors planned to ask the U.S. 
Justice Department for permission to interview Mr. 
Manafort in connection with a corruption case they’re pur-
suing. Furthermore, Ukrainian officials said they want to 
cooperate with the Justice Department and the FBI.

Congressional Ukrainian Caucus co-chairs, Reps. Levin, 
Harris, Kaptur and Fitzpatrick, on November 7 introduced 

a resolution commemorating the 85th anniversary of the 
Holodomor. The resolution not only honored the estimat-
ed 7 million to 10 million Ukrainian people killed in the 
Famine-Genocide on the orders of the Stalin regime, but 
supported “the continuing efforts of the people of Ukraine 
to work toward ensuring democratic principles, a free-
market economy and full respect for human rights, in 
order to enable Ukraine to achieve its potential as an 
important strategic partner of the United States in that 
region of the world, and to reflect the will of its people.”

Ten days later the U.S. Department of State issued a 
press statement on the anniversary of the Holodomor. It 
read, in part: “…The barbaric seizure of Ukrainian land 
and crops leading to the Holodomor, or ‘death by hunger,’ 
was one of the most atrocious acts of the 20th century and 
turned Europe’s breadbasket into a land of immense 
human suffering. … The United States stands with the peo-
ple of Ukraine as we commemorate this Soviet-
manufactured tragedy and condemn efforts to deny it as a 
historical fact. We also reaffirm our commitment to a 
secure and prosperous Ukraine, free from external aggres-
sion and occupation, and able to choose its own future.”

At the end of 2017, there was good news for Ukraine 
from Washington as the defense budget for 2018 was 
passed, providing $350 million to promote security in 
Ukraine and authorizing the provision of lethal weapons. 
Sen. Portman said his amendment, introduced with Sen. 
Richard Blumenthal (D-Conn.), boosting security assis-
tance for Ukraine was part of the law signed by President 
Trump on December 12. The National Defense 
Authorization Act also contains provisions allowing the 
use of U.S. defense budget funds for the rehabilitation of 
wounded Ukrainian military personnel in medical institu-
tions of the United States, education and training of 
Ukrainian medical specialists in this field, as well as 
strengthening the capabilities of the air and naval forces of 
Ukraine – something that Ukrainian American Veterans 
and the UCCA had strongly advocated.

Finally, on December 20, the State Department 
announced it had approved an export license for Ukraine 
to buy certain types of light weapons and small arms from 
U.S. manufacturers. Department spokeswoman Heather 
Nauert said Congress had been notified of the decision a 
week earlier. The decision came several months after the 
State Department and the Pentagon had proposed to the 
White House that the U.S. help Ukraine defend itself by 
providing lethal weapons. On December 22 came updated 
news that the Trump administration had approved a plan 
to provide lethal defensive weapons, including the Javelin 
anti-tank missiles that Ukraine had long sought. “U.S. 
assistance is entirely defensive in nature, and as we have 
always said, Ukraine is a sovereign country and has a right 
to defend itself,” Ms. Nauert underscored.

A longtime supporter of Ukraine, Sen. McCain reacted: 
“President Trump’s reported decision to provide Javelin 
anti-tank munitions to Ukraine marks another significant 
step in the right direction and sends a strong signal that 
the United States will stand by its allies and partners as 
they fight to defend their sovereignty and territorial integ-
rity. This decision is years overdue. …providing defensive 
lethal assistance to Ukraine is not opposed to a peace in 
Ukraine – it is essential to achieving it.” 

Ukrainian Ambassador Valeriy Chaly welcomes a crowd of some 500 guests to a reception on September 12 mark-
ing the 26th anniversary of Ukraine’s independence and the upcoming 26th anniversary of Ukraine’s diplomatic 

relations with the United States at the U.S. Institute of Peace in Washington.

Yaro Bihun

U.S. armed forces march in Ukraine’s Independence Day parade on August 24. The Presidential Administration 
of Ukraine tweeted: “It’s highly symbolic that defense leaders and troops of our allies take part in Ukraine inde-

pendence parade.”

Presidential Administration of Ukraine
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Canadian-Ukrainian relations received a huge boost 
at the start of 2017 when Chrystia Freeland – the 
Ukrainian Canadian star in Prime Minister Justin 

Trudeau’s Cabinet – was named foreign affairs minister 
and became the third woman in Canadian history to hold 
the high-profile portfolio. 

The 49-year-old, Alberta-born former journalist previ-
ously served as Canada’s international trade minister, and 
finalized both the historic Canada-Ukraine Free Trade 
Agreement and the Canada-European Union 
Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement. As for-
eign affairs minister, Ms. Freeland retained a portion of the 
responsibilities from her previous job.

Mr. Trudeau tasked her with overseeing the trade por-
tion of the Canada-U.S. file, which became increasingly 
important through the year during negotiations for a 
redraft of the North American Free Trade Agreement.

Not as lucky in Prime Minister Trudeau’s mini-Cabinet 
shuffle was MaryAnn Mihychuk, a Ukrainian Canadian 
Liberal member of Parliament for a Winnipeg riding who 
was dropped as minister of employment, workforce devel-
opment and labor.

At a late January event celebrating the 25th anniversary 
of diplomatic relations between Canada and Ukraine, the 
Embassy of Canada in Ukraine along with the Ukrainian 
Canadian Congress (UCC) and the international charitable 
foundation Caritas Ukraine transferred 10 Canadian ambu-
lances to medical institutions in different regions of Ukraine.

The Ambulances for Ukraine project, initiated by the 
Saskatchewan government’s Saskatchewan-Ukraine 
Relations Advisory Committee and now led by the UCC 
Ukraine Appeal in partnership with Paramedic Chiefs of 
Canada, is intended to provide high-tech medical ambu-
lances to hospitals and emergency services from Luhansk 
Oblast to Chernivtsi. In September 2015, four equipped 
ambulances from Canada were donated to military hospi-
tals in Kharkiv, Dnipro and Vinnytsia. 

Before the Canadian government announced an exten-
sion to Operation UNIFIER, an opposition member of 
Parliament told The Ukrainian Weekly in February that 
the military mission in western Ukraine would be extend-
ed and that Canadian soldiers training their Ukrainian 
counterparts were planning well until 2018.  Former 
Conservative Cabinet Minister Peter Kent, who served at 
the time as the Official Opposition foreign affairs critic, 
said that the commander of the Canadian operation in 
Ukraine told him during a fact-finding visit to Ukraine in 
January that there were no plans to conclude the mission 
despite a March 31 deadline.

Mr. Kent, who was in Ukraine as a member of the House 
of Commons Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and 
International Development, said that while the 200 
Canadian Army soldiers stationed in Ukraine had no 

orders to stand down, the Ukrainian government was 
“uncertain about Canada’s resolve” in assisting Ukraine as 
its government troops resumed intense fighting with 
Russian-backed rebels in the eastern part of the country 
in late January.

Ukraine’s ambassador to Canada also sought more sup-
port from Canada, including providing Ukraine with long-
requested weapons. 

Canadian Defense Minister Harjit Sajjan told reporters 
in late January that he was examining options in terms of 
how Canada could improve its support for Ukraine. But 
Ambassador Andriy Shevchenko said that, by providing 
Ukraine with arms, Canada could help send a “strong sig-
nal” of deterrence to Russia. He also said that UNIFIER has 
led to a direct benefit for Canada. 

When Mr. Shevchenko accompanied Prime Minister 
Trudeau on a July 2016 visit to the International 
Peacekeeping and Security Center in Yavoriv in western 
Ukraine, where 150 Canadian soldiers are stationed, some 
of them told the ambassador that they had learned from 
Ukrainian soldiers about the reality of trench warfare, 
which the Canadians “might have only read about in 
books or seen in movies in the context of World War II,” 
according to Mr. Shevchenko.

Also in February, UCC representatives met with senior 
Canadian government officials from the departments of 
Global Affairs, which Minister Freeland heads, and 
National Defense, headed by Minister Sajjan, to discuss the 
further development of Canada-Ukraine relations. The 

meeting included the signing of terms of reference for the 
Canada Ukraine Stakeholder Advisory Council, a forum for 
consultations and cooperation between the Canadian gov-
ernment, represented by Global Affairs Canada, and the 
Ukrainian Canadian community, represented by the UCC, 
which recognizes “the special partnership between 
Canada and Ukraine.”

The UCC also announced the launch of a project to 
mark Canada’s 150th anniversary in 2017. 

“Celebrating the Strength of Canada’s Diversity: Youth 
Engaging Youth,” which received financial support from 
the Canadian government, was intended to organize 10 
youth-led events each in the provinces of British 
Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Ontario, 
involving as many as 2,500 young people and attracting 
up to 50,000 Canadians across the country.

In March, The Ukrainian Weekly reported on a 
25-member Canadian medical team led by Dr. Oleh 
Antonyshyn – a Ukrainian Canadian craniofacial surgeon 
and professor of plastic surgery at the University of 
Toronto – who returned to Ukraine in 2017 for their fifth 
mission to treat Ukrainian soldiers injured in fighting 
against Russian-backed rebels in the Donbas. A total of 42 
patients underwent reconstructive procedures from the 
Canadian team working alongside their Ukrainian coun-
terparts at the Defense Ministry’s Main Military Hospital. 
The medical missions have received funding from the 
Canadian government and the Ukrainian diaspora, includ-
ing donations from hockey legend Wayne Gretzky and 
Ottawa Senators owner Eugene Melnyk.

On March 6, Ministers Freeland and Sajjan announced 
that Operation UNIFIER would indeed be extended, until 
March 31, 2019. More than 5,580 Ukrainian soldiers have 
received training from their Canadian counterparts since the 
mission began in September 2015. The Canadian Armed 
Forces operation would transition “over time to support 
strategic institutional reform of Ukraine’s defense establish-
ment,” the Canadian government said in a news release.

Kirill Kalinin, press secretary of the Russian Embassy in 
Ottawa, called the Canadian government’s decision to 
extend UNIFIER “counterproductive,” but UCC President 
Paul Grod welcomed it as a demonstration of “Canada’s 
unequivocal commitment to assisting Ukraine as [it] 
defends its sovereignty, territorial integrity and indepen-
dence from brutal Russian aggression.”

The Russian Embassy in Ottawa was implicated in a 
campaign to discredit Minister Freeland. A member of the 
Canadian Parliamentary Press Gallery in Ottawa told The 
Ukrainian Weekly in March that one of his regular 
Embassy contacts was “pushing the narrative” that Ms. 
Freeland’s late Ukrainian maternal grandfather, Michael 
Chomiak, was not just the chief editor of the Krakow-
based, Ukrainian-language Krakivski Visti (Krakow News), 
but that he was also “working with the Nazis,” who con-
trolled the newspaper.

Justin Ling, who was then VICE News Canada’s parlia-
mentary correspondent, said he chose not to run with a 
story since it was “neither publicly relevant nor publicly 
important, and added that it was “a story being shopped 
by the Russians.”

Chrystia Freeland, at that time Canada’s minister of international trade, addresses the Montreal Council on 
Foreign Relations on January 6. She was named minister of foreign affairs on January 10.

Chrystia Freeland/Facebook

Ukrainian Canadian Congress President Paul Grod (left) with Arif Virani (center), parliamentary secretary to the 
minister of Canadian heritage responsible for multiculturalism, and Alexandra Chyczij, UCC first vice-president. 
On February 13 the UCC announced the launch of “Celebrating the Strength of Canada’s Diversity: Youth 

Engaging Youth” as part of its Canada 150 Project.

UCC

Canada: support for Ukraine
and community involvement
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Still, stories about Mr. Chomiak’s alleged Nazi connec-

tions popped up on the Internet. Minister Freeland chose 
not to directly address the allegations, telling reporters at 
the news conference announcing the extension of Canada’s 
military mission to Ukraine that it was no “secret… that 
there were efforts on the Russian side to destabilize democ-
racies in the West” and that it “shouldn’t come as a surprise 
if these same efforts are used against Canada.”

When asked whether the Russian Embassy had contact-
ed Canadian journalists regarding Ms. Freeland’s grandfa-
ther, Mr. Kalinin said in an e-mail: “We do not comment on 
our private contacts with representatives of the media.” 

Russia was sent “a clear message” that Ukraine has 
“many friends,” including Canada, Ukrainian Defense 
Minister Stepan Poltorak said in Ottawa on April 3 when 
he and Minister Sajjan signed a bilateral defense coopera-
tion agreement.

The Conservative shadow minister for national defense 
and Ukrainian Canadian member of Parliament for the 
Manitoba federal riding of Selkirk-Interlake-Eastman, 
James Bezan, said in an interview that the agreement, 
which he said was finalized when his party was in power, 
would enable Ukrainian soldiers to train with their 
Canadian counterparts on joint exercises in Canada and 
facilitate officer exchanges between both countries as part 
of “an ongoing cooperation needed to bring the Ukrainian 
military up to NATO standards.” Minister Poltorak said 
that Ukraine would meet that goal by 2020.

On April 9, the UCC issued a statement commemorating 
the centennial of the Battle of Vimy Ridge during World 
War I in which several thousand fought with the Canadian 
Expeditionary Force. About 3,600 Canadian soldiers died 
and over 7,000 were wounded in the battle before they 
captured Vimy Ridge on April 9, 1917. 

The Canadian Corps fought the German army near 
Lens, France, in August 1917. Cpl. Filip Konowal, a 
Ukrainian Canadian, was one of six Canadians awarded 
the British Empire’s prestigious Victoria Cross for his 
valor at the Battle of Hill 70. A Konowal Walk, which is 
part of a memorial to the battle, was officially unveiled on 
August 22 in France.

Cpl. Konowal was also remembered as the only 
Ukrainian to ever receive the Victoria Cross when a bill-
board honoring him was erected in Kyiv through an initia-
tive from both the Ukrainian Canadian Civil Liberties 
Association (UCCLA) and its Ukrainian partner, Free 
People (Vilni Lyudy).

In May, Minister Freeland announced that the Liberal 
government would support a bill sponsored by Ukrainian 
Canadian Conservative Sen. Raynell Andreychuk that tar-
gets global human rights abuses and foreign corruption.

Bill S-226, the Justice for Victims of Corrupt Foreign 
Officials Act (Sergei Magnitsky Law) that Sen. Andreychuk 
introduced in the upper chamber in May 2016, would 
freeze assets and impose travel bans on foreign nationals 
responsible for gross violations of internationally recog-
nized human rights.

The private member’s bill is named after the Moscow 
lawyer who uncovered the largest tax-refund fraud in 
Russian history that unwittingly involved Hermitage 
Capital Management, a foreign-investment company run 
by Chicago-born hedge-fund manager Bill Browder.

The Canadian version won’t just target Russia, but will 

have a “global application,” said MP Bezan, who sponsored 
Sen. Andreychuk’s bill in the House. “If Russia has nothing 
to hide, it shouldn’t fear this.” Mr. Bezan added that, “cor-
rupt Russian oligarchs profiteering from their positions of 
influence at a cost to the Russian public will be held to 
account too.”

Russia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs called the Canadian 
government’s support for Sen. Andreychuk’s bill “a means 
to make unsubstantiated human rights claims” and an 
“openly hostile move” against Russia. “Should the 
Canadian Parliament approve this punitive legal act, it 
would seriously damage relations between our countries, 
which are not experiencing the best of times already,” said 
the statement released from Moscow.

On May 4-7, about 50 post-secondary student dele-
gates of the Ukrainian Canadian Students’ Union (known 
by its Ukrainian acronym as SUSK) met in Ottawa for their 
annual national congress. The theme of the four-day meet-
ing was “True North SUSK and Free,” and students were 
encouraged to spearhead the future of youth leadership 
and involvement in Canada-Ukraine issues.

Later in the month, on May 18, Ukrainian Canadian 
activists joined politicians from all parties, along with 
Ambassador Shevchenko and former Ukrainian Prime 
Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk on Parliament Hill to mark 
International Vyshyvanka (Ukrainian Embroidery) Day. 
Over 50 MPs wore vyshyvanky in the House of Commons 
during the Question Period.

The Spirit Lake Internment Interpretive Center in 
Quebec entered its seventh year in 2017 – 100 years after 
the internment camp located at the site closed. In 2016, 

the center joined a special Quebec government cultural-
educational school program in which the province reim-
burses schools 50 percent of their expenses for bus tours 
visiting a recommended Quebec museum. 

Spirit Lake, which provides guided school tours, is the 
largest internment museum in Canada, and tells the story 
of the camp, which operated from 1915 to 1917 and was 
the second largest of 24 internment sites in the country. 
Most of the 1,200 internees at Spirit Lake were Ukrainians, 
many of whom were taken from the Montreal area.

An internment exhibit, a legacy project of the Canadian 
First World War Internment Recognition Fund, was 
unveiled at the newly renovated Canadian History Hall at 
the Canadian Museum of History across the river from 
Ottawa in Gatineau, Quebec.

The UCCLA executive met in Canada’s National Capital 
Region for their annual conclave and agreed to continue 
pushing the Canadian government to properly commemo-
rate and address the situation of the rundown and over-
grown internee cemetery on private land in La Ferme 
(Spirit Lake), Quebec, where 16 men and some children 
are believed to be buried in unmarked graves.

Meanwhile, the question of Canada providing arms for 
Ukraine came up at a Ukrainian Canadian town-hall meet-
ing in Ottawa on June 21, but Defense Minister Sajjan said 
that Canada’s goal in providing military assistance to 
Ukraine is to “de-escalate the conflict” and not “create any 
more suffering” for Ukrainians. 

 “We want Russia to leave Ukraine alone,” he told the 
gathering at the meeting organized by the Ottawa branch 
of the UCC and held in the basement of St. John the Baptist 
Ukrainian Catholic Shrine. Mr. Sajjan said that “going 
down the path” of helping to arm Ukraine could lead to a 
“full-scale war” with Russia.

At July 1 Canada Day celebrations on Parliament Hill, 
Lt. Col. Joshua Kutryk, a Ukrainian Canadian, was wel-
comed by Prime Minister Trudeau as one of two new 
Canadian astronauts. The 35-year-old, Alberta-born and 
-raised test pilot with the Royal Canadian Air Force traces 
his Ukrainian roots to his great-grandfather, who immi-
grated to Canada from western Ukraine in 1910. Lt. Col. 
Kutryk holds a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineer-
ing, and master’s degrees in space studies, flight-test engi-
neering and defense studies. He is currently training at the 
Johnson Space Center in Houston.

In late July, the Ukrainian Embassy in Ottawa held a 
media preview before the official launch of the Canada-
Ukraine Free Trade Agreement (CUFTA) on August 1. 
Ambassador Shevchenko hailed the bilateral pact as bene-
fiting both Canada, “the symbol of the free world,” and 
Ukraine, “a new frontier of the free world.”

CUFTA allows Canada to enter a Ukrainian market of 
some 45 million consumers with a 99.7-percent literacy 
rate in Europe’s largest country by area (at 233,062 square 
miles) of which over 70 percent of the land is agricultural 
and produces one-third of the world’s black-earth soil.

With fewer tariff-related restrictions, Ukraine now has 

On May 18, Ukrainian Canadian activists gathered with leaders from all political parties from across the country 
on Parliament Hill to mark International Vyshyvanka (Ukrainian Embroidery) Day. Also joining the group seen 
above were Ukraine’s Ambassador to Canada Andriy Shevchenko and former Primer Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk. 

Over 50 members of Parliament donned vyshyvanky in the House of Commons.

UCC

Canadian Defense Minister Harjit Sajjan and Ukrainian Defense Minister Stepan Poltorak sign the Canada-
Ukraine Defense Cooperation Agreement on April 3.

Ukrainian Canadian Congress
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access to the Canadian market of over 36 million consum-
ers, and potentially a lot more through the North American 
Free Trade Agreement between Canada, the United States 
and Mexico, which U.S. President Donald Trump’s adminis-
tration wants to overhaul. Ukraine does not have a free 
trade deal with the U.S. but a Ukrainian company could 
bring part of a product to Canada, add something to it in 
Canada and export the final product to the U.S. under the 
current version of NAFTA. 

Later in August, the UCC’s Toronto branch held its 26th 
annual Ukrainian Independence Day celebration on August 
19. A record-setting crowd of over 12,000 people attended 
the largest such celebration in the diaspora. Federal 
Conservative and Official Opposition Leader Andrew 
Scheer was among the politicians in attendance. 

Also in the summer, the Holodomor National Awareness 
Tour’s mobile classroom traveled from southwestern 
Ontario to the Maritime provinces in the east and 
Vancouver Island in the west and back to Ontario to 
increase awareness of the Famine-Genocide of 1932-1933.

Following a September 22 meeting with Ukrainian 
President Petro Poroshenko on the margins of the Invictus 
Games in Toronto, Prime Minister Trudeau told reporters 
at their joint news conference that a United Nations 
peacekeeping mission to Ukraine could ensure that “peo-
ple are able to live their lives in peace and security in a 
way that upholds the principles of international law that, 
quite frankly, Russia violated with its illegitimate actions.” 
But he did not commit Canadian troops to such an opera-
tion, which President Poroshenko has requested for the 
Donbas region since 2015.

However, UCC President Grod told The Ukrainian 
Weekly that the congress not only wants Canadian peace-
keepers in Ukraine, it hopes that Canada would direct the 
U.N. mission there. “Canada has the experience and the 
history of peacekeeping and is best positioned to do this,” 
said Mr. Grod, who raised the issue in a discussion with 
Prime Minister Trudeau and President Poroshenko after 
their meeting.

Meanwhile, the Ukrainian president was over the moon 
with Team Ukraine’s second-place finish with 14 medals 
from its inaugural participation at the Invictus Games. But 
the athletes, who competed in athletics, power lifting, 
swimming, archery, cycling and indoor rowing, reached 
the top of the podium in terms of the support and admira-
tion they received from within and outside the Ukrainian 
Canadian community.

The lead cheerleader was the Ukrainian Canadian 
Congress (UCC), which established a committee to host 
the 28 Ukrainian athletes (15 participants and 13 back-
ups), organized opening and closing receptions, and 
helped raise $100,000 (about $80,000 U.S.) to provide 
needed assistance to active and former members of 
Ukraine’s Armed Forces and National Police through the 
Ukraine Wounded Warriors Fund.

Both President Poroshenko and Prime Minister 
Trudeau attended the UCC’s September 22 gala reception 
on the eve of the third edition of the games, which were 
held in Torotno. Maryna Poroshenko, Ukraine’s first lady, 
was there too, along with Ukrainian and Canadian Cabinet 
members: Stepan Kubiv (first vice prime minister, and eco-
nomic development and trade minister), Pavlo Klimkin 
(foreign affairs) and Arsen Avakov (internal affairs) of 
Ukraine, and Mr. Sajjan (national defense) and Seamus 
O’Regan (veterans affairs) of Canada. About 800 people 
paid $200 ($160 U.S.) a ticket to attend the sold-out event.

Later in September, the Canada-Ukraine Parliamentary 
Program welcomed 15 Ukrainian university students for 
the 27th installment of its internship program with the 
Canadian Parliament. On October 31, the students held a 
prayer vigil for peace in Ukraine and around the world at 
Canada’s Peacekeeping Monument on Parliament Hill, and 
a reception later that evening, which was attended by 
Ukrainian Prime Minister Volodymyr Groysman and 
Canadian parliamentarians.

Also in October, MP Bezan told The Ukrainian Weekly 
that Canada could push Russia to support Ukraine’s pro-
posal for a U.N. peacekeeping mission along the Ukrainian-
Russian border but should start sending arms to help 
Ukraine defend itself against Russian-backed rebels in the 
Donbas region.

“Russia holds veto power in the U.N. Security Council, 
so the Ukrainian proposal has little chance of succeeding,” 
said Mr. Bezan, who had recently traveled to Ukraine with 
a delegation from the House Standing Committee on 
National Defense, of which he is a member. He explained 
that if Canada signs onto the Russian proposal, which 
would be restricted to only protecting monitors from the 
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe 

(OSCE) near the battlefield and involve Russian peace-
keepers, which Ukraine has rejected, “we are guaranteeing 
a frozen conflict and guaranteeing that Ukraine would be 
forced to give up its sovereignty over the Donbas.”

Mr. Bezan also scored a victory on October 4 when 
Canada’s long-awaited Magnitsky bill, which he sponsored 
in the House of Commons, received unanimous support 
from MPs as it headed for the Senate, where it was expect-
ed to receive the same endorsement and become law, six 
years after the idea behind it was first introduced in the 
House by Irwin Cotler, a former Liberal Canadian justice 
minister of Ukrainian and Russian heritage, and long-time 
human rights lawyer who represented Soviet dissidents 
Andrei Sakharov and Natan Sharansky.

In October 2011, Mr. Cotler, then Liberal critic for rights 
and freedoms and international justice in the Commons, 
introduced a private member’s bill that would have 
declared anyone in admissible to Canada who was respon-
sible for both the torture and death of Mr. Magnitsky in 
2009 and the conspiracy to defraud the Russian govern-
ment of taxes paid by Hermitage Capital, which Mr. 
Magnitsky discovered. 

The bill went nowhere, so in 2015 Mr. Cotler tried 
again, via a motion, to get Canada to impose sanctions 
against not only those involved in the Magnitsky case, but 
against any human-rights violators in countries either 
“unable” or “unwilling” to conduct their own investiga-
tions into such violations. MPs and senators adopted the 
non-binding motion, which Mr. Cotler followed up with 
another private member’s bill that again died when 
Parliament rose for the summer and a fall election result-
ed in Mr. Trudeau’s Liberals wresting power from Stephen 
Harper’s Conservative government.

Although Mr. Cotler did not run for re-election, his 
Magnitsky bill found life in the Senate, where in 2016 
Conservative Sen. Andreychuk, a Ukrainian Canadian, 
introduced the Justice for Victims of Corrupt Foreign 
Officials Act (Sergei Magnitsky Law) that would freeze the 
assets of and impose travel bans on foreign nationals 
responsible for gross violations of internationally recog-
nized human rights.

Sen. Andreychuk’s Bill S-226 passed the Senate in April, 
and was sent to the House via her fellow Conservative, Mr. 
Bezan. In June, the House Foreign Affairs Committee 
tweaked the bill, which was supported by the Trudeau 
government, to strengthen sections related to criminal 
offences for sanctions violations and due process for per-
sons subject to sanctions measures. 

The Kremlin’s reaction to the pending Canadian legisla-
tion was fast and furious.

At an October 4 briefing to reporters in Moscow, 
Russian Foreign Affairs Ministry spokesperson Maria 
Zakharova warned that “nothing good will come” from 
Canada’s Magnitsky bill that she said is “simply copied 
from the odious American Magnitsky Act” and which 
would not “go unanswered” and likely result in the expan-
sion of the list of Canadian officials banned from entering 
Russia. Mr. Cotler, Sen. Andreychuk, Mr. Bezan, Minister 
Freeland, UCC President Grod and Mr. Scheer (when he 
was House speaker) are already on that list created in 

retaliation for Canadian sanctions imposed on Russia fol-
lowing its annexation of Crimea in 2014.

“Guised as a pro-human rights and anti-corruption 
measure, [Bill S-226] is a deplorably confrontational act 
blatantly interfering into Russia’s domestic affairs,” 
Russia’s Embassy said in a statement. “This hostile move, 
as well as any new anti-Russian sanctions, will be met 
with resolve and reciprocal countermeasures.”

On Canada’s west coast in Vancouver, the UCC held its 
annual general meeting, along with a board meeting, on 
October 13-15. Over 40 delegates from member organiza-
tions, provincial councils and local branches attended the 
three-day gathering highlighted by an address by Defense 
Minister Sajjan – who represents a Vancouver riding for 
the governing Liberals in the House of Commons – at the 
UCC National Leadership Dinner on October 14.

And as expected, Canada’s Magnitsky law came into 
effect on October 18 after the Senate unanimously passed 
Bill S-226 – and the man closely connected to the law’s 
namesake who campaigned for the legislation, found him-
self further targeted by Russia.

Mr. Browder, the Chicago-born, London-based financier 
who hired Magnitsky as the lawyer and accountant for his 
Moscow-based Hermitage Capital Management hedge fund 
in 2005, had his visa revoked (and later reinstated) by the 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security after the Russian 
government placed his name on Interpol’s wanted list. It 
was the fifth time the Kremlin had tried to use Interpol as a 
way to arrest Mr. Browder, who was sentenced to nine 
years in prison by a Russian court after being tried and con-
victed in absentia for tax evasion in 2013.

In a phone interview from London, Mr. Browder told 
The Ukrainian Weekly that he considered Moscow’s latest 
move against him to be “a badge of honor” and “a direct 
response” to Canada’s new Magnitsky law. “What this law 
does is that it creates a certain amount of credibility and 
momentum for Magnitsky sanctions worldwide that didn’t 
exist before Canada joined into the fray,” said Mr. Browder, 
who testified before the Senate and House foreign affairs 
committee in support of the law and who successfully lob-
bied the U.S. Congress to adopt the bipartisan Magnitsky 
Act that President Barack Obama signed into law in 2012 
that has resulted in sanctions against 44 people.

The United Kingdom and Estonia are the only other 
countries with Magnitsky-style legislation.

On October 23, the UCC submitted a brief on Russia’s 
three-year war against Ukraine in the eastern oblasts of 
Donetsk and Luhansk to the House of Commons Standing 
Committee on National Defense that accompanied testi-
mony by Mr. Grod. The briefing note cited daily attacks on 
Ukrainian positions by Russian-proxy forces, resulting in 
the deaths of at least 316 Ukrainian soldiers between May 
1, 2016 and October 18, 2017, and at least 1,922 soldiers 
wounded in combat in combat on the eastern front. “This 
is not a frozen conflict,” said the UCC. “It is a hot war.”

The UCC called on the Canadian government to take 
several steps to deter further Russian aggression, such as 
adding Ukraine to the Automatic Firearms Country 
Control List (which happened on December 13) and lead-
ing a U.N. peacekeeping mission in Ukraine; providing 
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Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau speaks at the gala reception organized by the Ukrainian Canadian 
Congress on September 22 for Ukraine’s athletes competing in the Invictus Games.

Presidential Administration of Ukraine
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Ukraine with long-requested lethal aid and continued sup-
port for its military and security forces; and toughening 
sanctions on Russia and its officials, including the removal 
of Russia from the SWIFT international payments system. 
The House committee adopted all of the recommenda-
tions, except the last one, in its report issued in December.

Prime Minister Groysman made his first-ever visit to 
Canada in late October.  Speaking in Ukrainian through a 
translator, the prime minister told a rare joint sitting of 
members of the House of Commons standing committees 
on international trade, foreign affairs and international 
development, and national defense on October 31 that 
one of his government’s priorities is to lift a ban on agri-
cultural land sales that has been in place since Ukraine 
declared its independence 16 years ago.

Foreigners will be excluded from buying Ukrainian 
farmland, which will only be available to purchase from 
Ukrainians to “boost the development” of the country’s 
farms, Mr. Groysman said in response to a question from 
Mr. Bezan, who serves as vice-chair of the House Defense 
Committee.

In addition to an October 31 sit-down with Prime 
Minister Trudeau in Ottawa, the Ukrainian prime minister 
also attended a reception organized by the Canada-Ukraine 
Parliamentary Program across the street from Parliament 
Hill and visited Toronto, where he addressed the Ukrainian-
Canadian Business Forum the day before. He spoke of part-
nership opportunities in Ukraine “from land to space” that 
range from gas extraction to aircraft manufacturing. 

“We have 3,500 enterprises, which today are state-owned 
but are in the process of privatization so they can find new 
owners, new technologies and new horizons for develop-
ment,” said Mr. Groysman, who in Toronto joined Ontario 
Liberal Premier Kathleen Wynne, in announcing Ukraine 
International Airlines’ new direct flight between Kyiv and 
Toronto – a first for Canada – set to launch this summer. 

The prime minister also traveled to Montreal following 
his meeting with Mr. Trudeau to seek investment from 
Canadian aerospace companies in Ukraine’s airplane 
industry.

Shortly after Mr. Groysman left Canada, Prime Minister 
Trudeau’s government announced on November 3 the 
first set of sanctions under the country’s newly enacted 
Magnitsky law against 52 officials from Russia, Venezuela 
and South Sudan. Thirty of the individuals listed are 
Russians “linked to acts of significant corruption sur-
rounding the $230 million (U.S.) tax fraud uncovered by 
Magnitsky in 2008 and to the subsequent gross violations 
of his legal and human rights during his investigation and 
pretrial detention, including psychological and physical 
abuse that ultimately led to his death in a Russian deten-
tion center in November 2009,” according to Global Affairs 
Canada, the department headed by Minister Freeland. 

Meanwhile, her Cabinet colleague, Canadian Heritage 
Minister Mélanie Joly, participated in the site-dedication 
ceremony on November 2 in Ottawa for Canada’s 
Memorial to the Victims of Communism, titled “Canada, 
Land of Refuge.” Construction will begin in 2018, and the 
memorial is scheduled for completion by early next year. 
The UCC contributed $25,000 (about $20,000 U.S.) from a 

special Tribute to Liberty fund earmarked in 2008 toward 
the building of such a memorial.

A week later, Canada’s Official Opposition Conservative 
Party joined the UCC in calling for a Canadian-led U.N. 
peacekeeping mission in eastern Ukraine. “The defense of 
Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity should be a 
priority for Canada’s government on the international 
stage,” said Mr. Scheer on November 9 when he 
announced that a Conservative-led Canadian government 
would call for such a mission that “would allow Ukraine to 
restore control over its eastern border with Russia” and 
ensure the Russian military stays out of Ukraine. 
Canadians head to the polls next year in October to vote in 
a general election for their next government.

Roman Waschuk, Canada’s ambassador to Ukraine and 
a first-generation Ukrainian Canadian, told The Ukrainian 
Weekly in a November 29 interview that Ukrainians 
expect too much when it comes to eradicating corruption 
and moving Ukraine toward its stated goals of integrating 
with the West. 

Regarding Ukraine’s military, he said many “things at 
the tactical level have advanced a lot” and hoped that 
Canadian soldiers and police officers providing training 
on the ground remain “long enough… so that they could 
get to know people and identify who are the change 
agents and work with them.”

In a report released on November 22, the House of 
Commons Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and 
International Development called on Prime Minister 
Trudeau’s Liberal government to maintain its major initia-
tives regarding Ukraine and add new ones in the areas of 
cybersecurity and visas.

The report, based on fact-finding missions committee 
members made to Ukraine, Poland, Latvia and Kazakhstan 
in January along with witness testimony, said the 
Canadian government should maintain “its sanctions 
against Russian and post-annexation Crimean officials, 
those responsible for the armed conflict in eastern 
Ukraine, as well as those involved in the abduction and 
illegal show trials of Ukrainian citizens in Russia and 
Crimean Tatars and others within Crimea.” 

Ottawa “should also engage with the Russian govern-
ment on the need to respect international law and 
Ukraine’s sovereignty” and “continue to support multilater-
al efforts” through such international bodies as the U.N. and 
NATO “to help bring about a resolution to Russia’s military 
invasion and illegal annexation of Crimean territory,” as 
well as provide “logistical and military support for the 
armed conflict in eastern Ukraine” by continuing Operation 
UNIFIER, the House committee recommended in the report 
unanimously adopted by the 14 government and opposi-
tion members of Parliament who serve on the committee.

In its report, titled “Strengthening Canadian 
Engagement in Eastern Europe and Central Asia,” the 
House Foreign Affairs Committee called on the Canadian 
government to help “improve collective defense mecha-
nisms against cyberattacks, as well as proactively monitor 
disinformation campaigns and develop countermeasures 
to minimize damage inflicted by information warfare,” but 
provided no detail as to how to reach these objectives.

The committee heard from witnesses “about how 
Russian state-run information agencies use various media 
platforms to foment discontent and anti-government sen-
timent within ethnic-Russian populations” in neighboring 
countries to Russia, and that “such discontent could serve 
as a prelude to Russian intervention if these groups made 
the case that their rights or interests were being denied,” 
said the report.

The House committee also recommended that the 
Canadian government should “improve the efficiency of 
the visa-application process” without compromising 
Canadian security for nationals of countries in the region 
covered by the report.

The committee was told there was an “uneven quality 
of the necessary supporting documents from Ukrainian 
applicants that have led to increased scrutiny of such doc-
umentations and applications more generally.”

 On November 24, the UCC released a statement to 
commemorate Holodomor Memorial Day and remem-
bered the Famine Genocide of 1932-1933 as “one of histo-
ry’s greatest crimes” in which the Soviet Union’s “totalitar-
ian Communist regime turned food into a weapon… 
against a nation of grain growers who sought to live free 
on their own land.”

The UCC, the Canada-Ukraine Parliamentary Friendship 
Group and the Ukrainian Embassy also held a solemn com-
memoration to mark the 84th anniversary of the 
Holodomor on November 20 on Parliament Hill. Famine-
Genocide survivors Julia Woychyshyn and Halyna Zelem lit 
the ceremonial candle at the start of the ceremony.

At the same time, the UCCLA, in partnership with 
Ukraine’s Free People movement, unveiled four bilingual 
billboards in Kyiv, reminding passers-by about who per-
ished in the Holodomor and who was responsible.
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During their meeting in Ottawa on October 31, Prime Ministers Volodymyr Groysman of Ukraine and Justin 
Trudeau of Canada.

Volodymyr Groysman/Facebook

At the solemn commemoration of the Holodomor on Parliament Hill on November 20, members of Parliament and 
Ukraine’s ambassador to Canada are seen with Holodomor survivors Dr. Julia Woychyshyn and Halyna Zelem.

UCC
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During 2017, two Catholic bishops were installed in 
the United States, readers were updated on the 
development of the Ukrainian Catholic University in 

Lviv and fund-raising efforts in the United States by the 
Ukrainian Catholic Education Foundation, and learned of 
the repose of Cardinal Lubomyr Husar, former primate of 
the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, among other news.

Bishop Benedict Aleksiychuk, M.S.U., was named bish-
op of the Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy of St. Nicholas in 
Chicago as announced on April 20 by Metropolitan-
Archbishop Stefan Soroka of the Archeparchy of 
Philadelphia. Bishop Benedict, from Lviv, succeeded 
Bishop Richard Seminack, who died on August 16, 2016. 
The Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy of St. Nicholas includes 
most of the central and western United States, as well as 
Hawaii and Alaska. Bishop Benedict, born in 1968, is a 
Ukrainian Studite monk who was ordained as a priest 25 
years prior in Lviv and was elevated to bishop in 
September 2010. He was enthroned as bishop on June 29 
at St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral in Chicago. 
The enthronement was led by Patriarch Sviatoslav, pri-
mate of the Ukrainian Catholic Church, Metropolitan-
Archbishop Stefan, Archbishop Christophe Pierre, apostol-
ic nuncio to the United States, and Archbishop Ihor 
Vozniak, metropolitan of Lviv, who were joined by numer-
ous hierarchs and clergy. 

Thousands attended the annual St. Thomas Sunday 
Pilgrimage weekend on April 22-23 at St. Andrew 
Ukrainian Orthodox Memorial Church and cemetery 
grounds. Divine liturgy was celebrated by Archbishop 
Daniel on Saturday and by Metropolitan Antony on 
Sunday. As the faithful had the gravesites of relatives 
blessed by local and visiting clergy, visitors had an oppor-
tunity to enjoy Ukrainian foods as well as the myriad items 
for sale at the Ukrainian Cultural Center. Other events dur-
ing the weekend included a picnic, sponsored by the 
Ukrainian Orthodox League to benefit the St. Sophia 
Theological Seminary, and the blessing of an icon of the 
history of Christianity in Kyivan Rus’ by Rem Bahautdinov, 
in addition to six other works by Mr. Bahautdinov that 
were displayed at the Ukrainian Historical and Educational 
Center of New Jersey. Following divine liturgy on Sunday, 
visitors prayed for the victims of the Holodomor and the 
Chornobyl disaster, as well as all servicemen and women 
who have fought for the United States and Ukraine. 
Prayers were also offered at the crypt of Patriarch 
Mstyslav I, located in Holy Resurrection Mausoleum 
underneath St. Andrew Memorial Church.  An ice cream 
social was hosted at the St. Sophia Theological Seminary 
on Sunday afternoon to conclude the weekend’s events, 
while children played on the grounds nearby. 

Cardinal Lubomyr Husar, major archbishop of the 
Ukrainian Catholic Church from February 26, 2001, to 
February 10, 2011, died on May 31 following a serious ill-
ness at the age of 85. He was revered as patriarch of the 
Ukrainian Catholic Church. Born in Lviv in 1933, he and 
his family in 1944 fled westward, ahead of the advancing 

Soviet army. He lived in displaced persons’ camps near 
Salzburg, Austria, and in 1949 emigrated to the United 
States. He studied at St. Basil’s College in Stamford, Conn., 
from 1950 through 1954, and continued his studies at the 
Catholic University of America in Washington and at 
Fordham University in New York. 

Cardinal Husar’s priestly years began with his ordina-
tion on March 30, 1958, in Stamford, Conn., where he 
taught at St. Basil’s until 1969. Between the years 1966 and 
1969, he was pastor at Holy Trinity Ukrainian Catholic 
Church in Kerhonkson, N.Y.  From there, he went to study in 
Rome, he earned his doctorate at the Pontifical Urbaniana 
University in 1972, where he joined the Studite Ukrainian 
monastic order at the Studion Monastery and was elected 
hegumen (superior) of the monastery in 1974.  In 1977 he 
was consecrated a bishop by Cardinal and Patriarch Josyf 
Slipyj and in 1978 was named archimandrite of the Studite 
Monks in Europe and North America. With the collapse of 
the Soviet Union, Bishop Lubomyr returned to Ukraine to 
re-build the Church beginning with its Holy Spirit Seminary 
in Lviv. When Major Archbishop Myroslav Ivan Lubachivsky 
died on December 14, 2000, Pope John Paul II named 
Bishop Lubomyr as apostolic administrator. In 2001, 
Bishop Lubomyr was elected by the Synod as head of the 
Ukrainian Greek- Catholic Church and the following month 
was named a cardinal by Pope John Paul II, who visited 
Ukraine that year. Cardinal Husar was named the first chan-
cellor of the Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv. Under his 
leadership, the major archiepiscopal see was moved from 
Lviv to Kyiv, Ukraine’s capital. 

Cardinal Husar’s funeral, which was held at the 
Patriarchal Cathedral of the Resurrection of Christ in Kyiv 
on June 5, was led by Patriarch Sviatoslav. He was joined 

by Archbishop Cyril Vasil, secretary of the Congregation 
for the Eastern Churches, as a personal envoy of Pope 
Francis, and Archbishop Claudio Gugerotti, apostolic nun-
cio to Ukraine. Pope Francis paid his final respects to 
Cardinal Husar in a letter addressed to Patriarch 
Sviatoslav. After his ministry as “father and head” of the 
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, the pope said, and with 
the onset of old age and illness, Cardinal Husar’s presence 
became “even more intense and rich.” He prayed for all, 
and when he spoke, “everyone felt that a Christian was 
speaking, a Ukrainian passionate about his identity, 
always full of hope, open to the future of God.”

The Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv hosted a con-
ference on April 24 with U.S.- and Canada-based as well as 
worldwide leaders of occupational therapist organiza-
tions. With a focus on Ukraine, the conference hoped to 
highlight foreign experience in occupational therapy and 
explore how it can help the development of the practice in 
Ukraine. These topics were discussed not only at the aca-
demic level, but at the governmental level as well. At the 
time of the conference, only four certified OTs in Ukraine 
had received education abroad. It was explained that stu-
dents should focus on the OT standard practice to not pro-
pose prescriptions, and how they should be sensitive to 
local culture, support human rights and that they look to 
prevent health issues and promote good health as these 
relate to intervention and treatment. The entire needs of 
the patient must be considered – physical, cognitive and 
emotional. UCU’s School of Rehabilitation Medicine and 
Ukraine’s Ministry of Health are cooperating on programs 
in Kyiv in addition to Lviv and Dnipro.

Pope Francis announced on August 8 the appointment of 
the Very Rev. Andriy Rabiy as auxiliary bishop of the 

Metropolitan-Archbishop Stefan Soroka, joined by numerous bishops and clergy, pays his last respects to Cardinal 
Lubomyr Husar, former primate of the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, at the Patriarchal Cathedral of the 

Resurrection of Christ in Kyiv on June 5.

UCC

Our Churches: hierarchs,
institutions in the news

Metropolitan Antony (fifth from right) and Archbishop Daniel (left of Metropolitan 
Antony), lead a memorial service at the Great Memorial Cross at the center of St. 
Andrew Cemetery during the St. Thomas Sunday Pilgrimage in South Bound Brook, 

N.J., on April 22-23.
Bishops, clergy and faithful in front of St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral in 

Chicago on June 29 for the enthronement of Bishop Benedict Aleksiychuk. 

Photography by Stanley

uocofusa.org
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Ukrainian Catholic Archeparchy of Philadelphia. The 
appointment came in response to the recommendation of 
the Synod of the Ukrainian Catholic Bishops. Bishop 
Andriy was assigned the Titular See of Germaniciana, and 
was tapped to serve as vicar general and vice-chancellor 
for the Ukrainian Catholic Archeparchy and as dean of the 
Lehigh-Schuylkill Deanery in Pennsylvania. Born in 1975 
in Lviv, he completed his studies in Ivano-Frankivsk and 
St. Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic Seminary, in addition to 
the Catholic University of America in Washington and the 
Dominican House of Studies in Washington. He was 
ordained a subdeacon in May 1998, as deacon in 
November 1999, then as priest in 2001. He served as an 
administrator for three parishes in New Jersey and as pas-
tor of Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary Ukrainian 
Catholic Church in Reading, Pa., as well as St. Andrew the 
Apostle Church in Lancaster, Pa. He was ordained a bishop 
by Patriarch Sviatoslav on September 3 at St. George 
Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral in Lviv. Bishop Andriy cele-
brated his first divine liturgy at the Ukrainian Catholic 
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception in Philadelphia 
on September 24.

The Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky Center of the 
Ukrainian Catholic University on September 10 opened its 
first exhibit, “Ecce Homo: Sheptytsky Among Us.” Oleh 
Yaskiv, director of the center, recounted how the metro-
politan from the years 1865-1944 can speak to today’s 
youth through a non-traditional exhibit and can perhaps 
serve as a motivator. The exhibit space itself, with its glass 
walls, forces a modern approach toward video, audio, 
installations and artifacts. The center, Dr. Yaskiv noted, 
hopes to attract not only scholars, researchers and histori-
ans, but intellectuals, the general public and youth as well. 
The center was blessed by Bishop Borys Gudziak on 
September 10, with some 180 guests from the United 
States and Canada to witness the event and take part in 
the celebrations. The center was made possible with 
donations during UCU’s campaign “A New Generation, A 
New Ukraine” (2010-2016). Bishop Borys noted that the 

aspergillum he used to bless the center was the same one 
used by Pope John Paul II during his visit to Ukraine in 
2001. The main funder of the center, James Temerty, a 
Canadian philanthropist, was honored with a symbolic 
key to the center, and Stefan Behnisch, the architect who 
designed the center, was recognized for his work. 

The Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the U.S.A. kicked off 
its centennial celebrations with a proclamation and adver-
tisement card. The card was distributed on August 14 as 
part of the Great Feast of the Baptism of Ukraine, and the 
proclamation was made on September 12. Founded in 
1918, the UOC-U.S.A. will celebrate 100 years at St. Andrew 
Memorial Church in South Bound Brook, N.J., during the 
Feast of Holy Equal-to-the-Apostles Great Prince 
Volodymyr on July 28, 2018, during the convention of the 
Ukrainian Orthodox League, scheduled to be hosted at the 
Metropolia Center of the UOC-U.S.A. in Somerset, N.J.

The League of Ukrainian Catholics (LUC) held its 78th 
annual convention on October 6-8 in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., 
hosted by the North Anthracite Council of the LUC. The 
convention slogan this year was “Serving One’s Neighbor, 
Serving Christ,” and the delegates were joined by Bishop 
John Bura, auxiliary bishop of Philadelphia who is based 
in Washington, and Bishop Andriy Rabiy, auxiliary bishop 
of Philadelphia. During the convention, guest speakers 
presented examples of caring for one’s neighbor. 
Delegates also visited St. George Orthodox Church in 
Taylor, Pa., to venerate the Myrrh-Streaming Icon of the 
Blessed Mother. The convention concluded with the cele-
bration of divine liturgy, led by Bishop John and local cler-
gy, which was followed by a farewell brunch. It was com-
municated that the 2018 convention is to be hosted by the 
Niagara Frontier Council.

Sen. Chris Murphy (D-Conn.), ranking member of the 
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Europe and Regional 
Security Cooperation, and U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine 
Marie Yovanovich met with approximately 75 students at 
the Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv on October 
21.This was Sen. Murphy’s fourth trip to Ukraine (having 

stood on the stage during the Revolution of Dignity in Kyiv 
with Sen. John McCain) and his first to Lviv and UCU. He 
informed the students that he is impressed by the capabil-
ities of Ukraine’s younger generation and its impact on the 
transformation of Ukraine. Sen. Murphy explained how 
the U.S. cooperates with Ukraine to stabilize the economy 
with grants and credits, in addition to anti-corruption 
efforts. Corruption, the students noted, had become nor-
malized in Ukraine, from teachers and doctors, to parking 
enforcement officers. The students underscored how cor-
ruption benefits Russia, as it undermines the Ukrainian 
government, which is defending the country from the 
Russian invasion. 

Cardinal Timothy Dolan, archbishop of New York, held 
an impromptu meeting with the entire student body and 
faculty of St. George Academy (SGA) in New York on 
November 1. The cardinal was in the school to celebrate a 
mass for All Saints Day that was organized by LaSalle 
Academy, which shares the SGA building.  LaSalle 
Academy invited the students from SGA to attend the 
mass. Following the service, the SGA students gathered in 
the library to hear an address by SGA principal Andrew 
Stasiw. It was then that Cardinal Dolan entered the library 
to surprise the students. Not only has Cardinal Dolan been 
to Ukraine twice, he explained his understanding of the 
perils endured during the Ukrainian Catholic Church’s his-
tory, especially during Soviet times, and his friendship 
with Patriarch Sviatoslav. 

The Ukrainian Catholic Education Fund hosted two 
major fund-raising events in 2017 – one in Chicago on 
October 29 at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel and one in New York 
City on November 5 at The St. Regis – that together col-
lected more than $500,000 for the Ukrainian Catholic 
University. In Chicago, guest speakers included Bishop 
Venedykt Aleksiychuk of the Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy 
of St. Nicholas in Chicago (a graduate of UCU’s Lviv 
Business School and former member of the UCU’s board) 
and Adrian Slywotzky, a noted international businessman. 
In New York, guest speakers included Bishop Borys 

The Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky Center on the campus of the Ukrainian 
Catholic University in Lviv that was consecrated on September 10. 

The Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv hosts a conference on occupational therapy 
on April 24.

Oleksandr Laskin Oleksandr Laskin

The Very Rev. Andriy Rabiy was installed as auxiliary 
bishop of the Ukrainian Catholic Archeparchy of 
Philadelphia on September 24 during a hierarchical 
divine liturgy at the Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral of 

the Immaculate Conception in Philadelphia.
U.S. Sen. Chris Murphy and U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Marie Yovanovich with students of the Ukrainian 

Catholic University in Lviv on October 21. 

Oleksandr Laskin
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Gudziak, president of UCU, and acting Minister of Health 
Dr. Ulana Suprun. During the Chicago event, guests viewed 
a film that showcased the progress of the seven-year cam-
paign “A New Generation for a New Ukraine,” which had 
collected $67.1 million for the development of UCU, its aca-
demic offerings and its campus facilities. Students from 
UCU in Lviv, who were visiting the U.S. as part of gaining 
experience on how business works, shared their experi-
ences from UCU. 

During the Chicago event, $230,000 had been raised for 
the support of UCU, and an additional $100,000 scholar-
ship endowment was made possible by the Selfreliance 
Foundation and the Selfreliance Ukrainian American 
Federal Credit Union, and the Heritage Foundation of First 
Security Federal Savings Bank. At the New York event, 
Bishop Borys introduced the Rev. Taras Lonchyna, and 
together they honored Jaroslawa Rubel and Mykola Haliv, 
members of the original New York Friends committee, for 
their years of friendship, personal support and efforts to 
build UCU. Other noted speakers included the Rev. Michael 
Perry, who recounted his experience at UCU, and Dr. Boris 
Lushniak, a childhood friend of Bishop Borys and former 
acting surgeon general of the United States, who intro-
duced Dr. Suprun to the audience, noting that she was 
responsible for the establishment of UCU’s School of 
Rehabilitation Medicine. 

Alex Kuzma, chief development officer of UCEF, thanked 
all of the donors who made it possible to raise $137,500, 
including from institutions such as Self Reliance New York 
Federal Credit Union, SUMA (Yonkers) Federal Credit 
Union, Brody-Lew and the Kozicky family Foundation.  
Individual donations from major supporters were recog-
nized, including by George Smith and Maria Moroz-Smith, 
the Rev. Michael Perry and a large anonymous donation, 
totaling $161,000. Awards were presented by Bishop Borys 
to Self Reliance New York, the Ukrainian National Women’s 
League of America, and Roma and George Temnycky for 
their contributions to the Comprehensive Campaign. 

Through their political mobilization, Ukrainian 
Americans in 2017 had quite a number of achieve-
ments, including Holodomor resolutions in three 

states on the 85th anniversary of the Famine-Genocide of 
Ukraine (most notably Oregon), as well as the passage of 
the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 
2018, which provides funds for Ukrainian soldiers wound-
ed in Ukraine to be medically treated in the U.S. Numerous 
organizations held conventions and conferences, and 
there were informative meetings with elected officials.

Ukrainian Americans met with Sen. Robert Menendez 
(D- N.J.) on January 6 at his office in Newark, N.J., to voice 
concern about President-elect Donald Trump’s nomination 
of Rex Tillerson as U.S. secretary of state. The meeting was 
coordinated by Ukrainian National Association National 
Secretary Yuriy Symczyk, and was attended by Ukrainian 
American Bar Association (UABA) representatives Victor 
Rud and Myroslaw Smorodsky, as well as Tamara Olexy and 
Ronya Lozynskyj of the Ukrainian Congress Committee of 
America (UCCA). The UABA submitted proposed areas of 
questioning – including sanctions against Russia as well as 
the territorial integrity of Ukraine and the inviolability of 
independent states – for the confirmation hearing before 
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on January 11. The 
delegation reminded Sen. Menendez that Ukraine voluntari-
ly gave up its nuclear arsenal based on security assurances 
from the U.S., Great Britain and Russia. 

Sen. Menendez said that the U.S. needed to take more 
meaningful and effective action in response to Russia’s 
annexation of Crimea and its invasion into eastern Ukraine.  
U.S. failure to act, he added, would corrode America’s credi-
bility in the international arena, destabilize Europe and 
greatly fuel Russian international adventurism and expan-
sionism. During the confirmation hearing, Sen. Menendez 
pushed Mr. Tillerson to explain his policy on Russia, to 
which Mr. Tillerson replied that he had not yet discussed 
Russia policy with Mr. Trump.

Ukrainian women – Jeanne Schmolze, Mary Kalyna, 
Olena Mishchuk, Irina Bronshteyn, Yulia Kurka – protested 
at the Women’s March on Philadelphia on January 21 that 
attracted 600-plus participants. They hoped to voice con-
cerns of Ukrainians and Ukrainian Americans following the 
presidential inauguration of Donald Trump, in particular the 
U.S. relationship with Russia. This group of Ukrainian women 
was joined by Roman Cybriwsky. The Philadelphia march 
was part of a larger protest Women’s March on Washington 
that attracted approximately 500,000 protesters.

Sen. Chris Murphy (D-Conn.) met with the Ukrainian 
community of Hartford, Conn., on January 15 at St. 
Michael Ukrainian Catholic Church to discuss concerns 
about the security situation in Ukraine and to share his 
perspective on the latest developments in Washington. 
Sen. Murphy said that he planned to vote against the nom-
ination of Mr. Tillerson as U.S. secretary of state. He also 
voiced concern about President Trump’s stated willing-
ness to lift sanctions against Russia. He said he was com-
mitted to resist any policy that might lend any legitimacy 

to Russia’s desire for a “sphere of influence” over Ukraine 
or other former Soviet republics, and he emphasized that 
sanctions against Russia must be kept in place until Russia 
removes all of its troops from Ukrainian territory and 
respects Ukraine’s right to self-determination. 

A vigil to commemorate the heroes of the Heavenly 
Brigade was held on February 19 and 20 at the Lincoln 
Memorial in Washington. The ceremony began with the 
singing of the Lemko song “Plyve Kacha” that had become 
an anthem of the Revolution of Dignity. The event was led 
by members of the Ukrainian community and Ukraine’s 
Ambassador to the U.S. Valeriy Chaly, who was joined by 
diplomats from the Embassy of Ukraine. Also addressing 
the crowd were leaders of Ukrainian American organiza-
tions in Washington, including the U.S.-Ukraine 
Foundation, United Help Ukraine and Razom. A prayer for 
the Heavenly Brigade was offered by Ukrainian Orthodox 
and Catholic priests, with participants singing the national 
anthems of Ukraine and the U.S. A candle-lit ceremony 
officially closed the vigil. 

The Ukrainian organization Razom for Ukraine, in col-
laboration with experts in Ukrainian policy and internation-
al affairs, launched its report “U.S. Policy on Ukraine: 
Challenges and Opportunities” on February 23 in 
Washington on Capitol Hill. The 95-page report provided 
analysis of current policy and concrete recommendations 
for the future. Mykola Murskyj, a Razom project lead for the 
report, described the report’s recommendations. He 
explained the need for a real and sustained ceasefire to 
address security, political and humanitarian concerns. 
Heavy weapons, he continued, needed to be withdrawn 
from the conflict line. The fact that previous ceasefires had 
failed demonstrated the need for increased international 
pressure on Russia to make it hold. Under the conditions in 
the occupied Donbas, young people continued to be suscep-
tible to radicalization to support the Russia-led fighters. 
Civil society and NGOs needed more widespread support 
from the U.S., particularly local organizations that are not 
based in Kyiv, and U.S. support for the government in Kyiv 
should be conditioned on specified, concrete progress on 
reforms. Ukraine’s judiciary is among the most important 
areas of reform, as corrupt courts cannot defend property 
rights or lock in the necessary reforms, Mr. Murskyj added.

The first Ukrainian Days advocacy event of 2017 – host-
ed by the Ukrainian National Information Service and the 
Ukrainian Congress Committee of America – was held on 
March 8-9 in Washington. Nearly four dozen Ukrainian 
Americans (from New Jersey, New York, Illinois, Virginia, 
Connecticut, Ohio, Florida, Pennsylvania, Colorado, North 
Carolina, Washington state, the District of Columbia and 
Michigan) visited more than 50 offices in the House of 
Representatives and the Senate. Participants were joined 
by community leaders from the Central and East 
European Coalition, as well as the Syrian American com-
munity. Rep. Marcy Kaptur (D-Ohio), co-chair of the 
Congressional Ukrainian Caucus, and Rep. Gerry Connolly 
(D-Va.), who sponsored the Crimean Annexation Non-
Recognition Act, were presented “Friend of UNIS” awards 
by the UCCA. Present were UCCA President Andrew Futey, 
Ambassador Chaly, Ukrainian World Congress President 
Eugene Czolij and UNIS Director Michael Sawkiw Jr. Sen. 
Murphy was presented the Shevchenko Freedom Award 

Ukrainian Catholic University President Bishop Borys 
Gudziak presents awards to Jaroslawa Rubel and 
Mykola Haliv, members of the original New York 
Friends of UCU Committee, on November 5 during the 

fund-raiser in New York. 

Roman Verhnyak

UCU President Bishop Borys Gudziak with Ukraine’s 
acting Minister of Health Dr. Ulana Suprun. The two 
were the main speakers at the New York fund-raiser on 

November 5 for the Ukrainian Catholic University. 

Roman Verhnyak

Ukrainians in the U.S.:
politically mobilized

ABC 7 News anchor Ravi Baihwal moderates a community meeting at the Ukrainian Cultural Center in Chicago 
on March 12 with Sen. Dick Durbin and Rep. Mike Quigley.

Charles Cherney
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for his support of Ukraine-related issues and his active 
role in shaping policy toward Ukraine. On March 9, partici-
pants gathered at the Taras Shevchenko monument to 
mark the poet’s birth date and lay  flowers at the foot of 
the monument.

Sen. Dick Durbin and Rep. Mike Quigley, both 
Democrats representing the state of Illinois, met with the 
Ukrainian American community on March 12 at the 
Ukrainian Cultural Center in Chicago. They described their 
recent trip to Ukraine and their meeting with President 
Petro Poroshenko. Rep. Quigley has returned to Ukraine 
numerous times since his 2014 visit to the Revolution of 
Dignity. Sen. Durbin, who is of Lithuanian heritage, showed 
his keen awareness of Russian aggression and President 
Vladimir Putin’s ambitions during the meeting. The two 
described their efforts to supply Ukraine with lethal weap-
ons, bolster Ukraine’s military upgrades, and to support 
Ukraine’s chosen path toward Euro-integration. Rep. 
Quigley and Sen. Durbin urged the audience to contact 
their representatives with requests for aid to Ukraine.

In a March 22 letter to U.S. Secretary of State Tillerson, 
the UCCA urged him to visit Ukraine during his upcoming 
European trip in April. The letter called on the U.S. to take 
a leadership role with definitive action to stabilize the 
security in the trans-national and trans-Atlantic frame-
work. Such a visit would, the letter argued, reaffirm 
America’s steadfast commitment to Ukraine’s sovereignty 
and territorial integrity. The letter reminded him of the 
passage of the Ukraine Freedom Support Act of 2014, and 
the U.S. stance on non-recognition of Russia’s annexation 
of Crimea and Russia’s continued violations of interna-
tional law.  The letter also underscored the role of a demo-
cratic and prosperous Ukraine as a U.S. national security 
interest, as well as Ukraine’s longstanding partnership 
with NATO operations and missions during the past 20 
years, despite its non-member status.    

The Ukrainian National Women’s League of America 
(UNWLA) was recognized by the Association of Charities 
of Ukraine as the best provider of Aid from Abroad during 
an award ceremony on March 29 in New York. In 2016, the 
UNWLA sponsored or supported: two summer camps in 
Yaremche and Lviv for families of soldiers serving in the 
ATO; training courses related to the assessment and treat-
ment of traumatic injuries, in cooperation with Dr. Ulana 
Suprun acting minister of health of Ukraine; the Center of 

Hope at the Institute of Psychiatric Health at the Ukrainian 
Catholic University in Lviv; medical equipment for a mili-
tary hospital in Zhytomyr; the care of children with Down 
syndrome with the Children of the Sun in Zhytomyr; a chil-
dren’s camp “Don’t Be Afraid! Be Free”; a robot simulator 
for medical educational training of the 80th Brigade; the 
visitation to Lviv of six physicians and two nurses from 
Massachusetts General Hospital to treat children and pedi-
atric burn victims free of charge; the purchase of 240 beds 
and mattresses for the Ivan Bohun military high school in 
Boyarka (Kyiv region). Also noted was the UNWLA’s  visita-
tion to injured soldiers in hospitals in Kyiv, Dnipro, 
Zhytomyr, Lviv and Zaporizhia; its ongoing aid to orphan-
ages and orphans in Ukraine as well as aid to the aged, 
needy and families; humanitarian aid as part of the “Aid to 
Victims of the Ukrainian War of Dignity”; 250 scholarships 
for 2016 through the UNWLA Scholarship Program; and 
five Christmas camps for children from the ATO. 

St. George Academy in New York has undergone a 
renaissance during the last few years thanks to the 
school’s principal since 2015, Andrew Stasiw. Mr. Stasiw is 
an active member of the Ukrainian community in the East 
Village and his reforms have included technological 
updates to the classrooms and a high-tech security system, 
as well as a revitalized sports program. New opportunities 
have been made available to the students, including visits 
by First Lady of Ukraine Maryna Poroshenko and Mamuka 
Mamulashvili of the Georgian National Legion fighting in 
Ukraine. The school has been a welcoming place for stu-
dents from Ukraine as well as other parts of the world, 
with a strong English as a Second Language program.

The Organization for the Defense of Lemkivshchyna 
(OOL) and the Ukrainian American Youth Association 
(UAYA) held an educational presentation about Akcja 
Wisla that was led by OOL President Mark Howansky and 
Diana Howansky Reilly, national board member of the 
OOL, on April 12 at the Ukrainian Center in Passaic, N.J. A 
coordinated effort to have survivors of Akcja Wisla meet 
with the youth of the UAYA has been ongoing, with multi-
ple presentations within the Ukrainian American commu-
nity. The official Akcja Wisla date is commemorated on 
April 18, when in 1947 nearly 140,000 Ukrainians were 
forcibly relocated to Poland. A number of commemorative 
events were hosted in 2017, including the annual UAYA 
Zlet competition on Memorial Day weekend at the UAYA 

camp in Ellenville, N.Y.
Rep. Brendan Boyle (D-Pa.) met with Ukrainian 

American leaders from the Philadelphia area at a roundta-
ble meeting on March 18 at the Ukrainian Educational and 
Cultural Center in Jenkintown, Pa. Rep. Boyle, a member of 
the House Foreign Affairs Committee and the 
Congressional Ukrainian Caucus, explained the current 
legislation related to Ukraine, the ongoing impact of 
Russian interference in U.S. domestic policies, as well as 
the deteriorating human rights and humanitarian situa-
tion in eastern Ukraine. The Ukraine Cybersecurity 
Cooperation Act, co-introduced by him and Rep. Brian 
Fitzpatrick (R-Pa.), aimed to increase cooperation 
between Ukraine and the U.S. on cybersecurity threats 
and methods to protect against those threats. 

Rep. Peter J. Roskam (R-Ill.) met with the Ukrainian 
community during a roundtable meeting on April 18 at St. 
Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral – Kyiv Patriarchate 
in Bloomingdale, Ill. During the community meeting, Rep. 
Roskam explained that he had written to U.S. Secretary of 
State Tillerson about the need to support Ukraine.

A memorial service was held on April 23 during the St. 
Thomas Sunday Pilgrimage at St. Andrew Cemetery in 
South Bound Brook, N.J., to honor the memory of the fall-
en soldiers of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA). The 
year 2017 marked the 75th anniversary of the founding of 
UPA, the 70th anniversary of Akcja Wisla and the 70th 
anniversary of the Great Raid of the UPA. The prayer ser-
vice was led by the Rev. Andriy Dudkevych of St. Nicholas 
Ukrainian Catholic Church in Passaic, N.J. 

The UCCA hosted an initiative meeting of Ukrainian 
national community organizations on March 4 at its offic-
es in New York to plan commemorative events marking 
the aforementioned three anniversaries. The meeting 
included the Society of Veterans of the Ukrainian 
Insurgent Army Inc., the Organization for the Defense of 
Lemkivshchyna (OOL) and Former Members of Ukrainian 
Insurgent Army-UPA. Commemorative events including a 
cultural evening and an academic conference were sched-
uled for October 13-14. Planning was coordinated by the 
Ukrainian National Committee, comprising Ukrainian 
community members who are active in numerous organi-
zations.

The 70th anniversary of the founding of the New York 
branch of the Selfreliance Association of American 

Delegates to the 70th Convention of the Ukrainian Orthodox League on July 26-30 in Woonsocket, R.I.

Rep. Peter J. Roskam (center) meets with Ukrainians during a roundtable meeting on 
April 18 at St. Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral – Kyiv Patriarchate in 

Bloomingdale, Ill. 

New officers of the Ukrainian Medical Association of North America (from left): Dr. 
Andriy Ripecky, president; Dr. Peter Lenchur, president-elect; Dr. Leo Wolansky, vice-
president; and Dr. Liza Plich, treasurer, during the UMANA convention held on June 

14-18 in Arlington, Va.
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Ukrainians was marked during the organization’s regular 
general meeting on April 2 in New York. Founded in 1947 
by Ukrainian immigrants, the association has been com-
mitted to providing social service programs for the elderly 
and newly arrived immirgants, as well as sponsoring the 
Self Reliance School of Ukrainian Studies. The association 
is also an initiator of young professional organizations in 
the U.S. as well as the Self Reliance (New York) Ukrainian 
Federal Credit Union. Natalia Duma, branch president, 
opened the meeting, which included reports on the vari-
ous activities throughout the year. Social services are a key 
aspect of assistance the provided by the association; this 
is made possible by grants from the City of New York, 
which are coordinated by Irene D’Alessio. The city has 
been providing funds for Selreliance Association pro-
grams for the past 20 years. 

United Help Ukraine is a charitable non-profit that aids 
those who have been affected by the war in the Donbas, 
including displaced persons, soldiers who return wound-
ed or families whose soldiers do not come home at all. The 
organization is focused on medical aid, defender’s aid, 
humanitarian aid and raising awareness. Having raised 
more than $245,000 since its founding, UHU has been able 
to supply a 3-D scanner for the Nodus rehabilitation clinic 
in Kyiv, massive shipping containers filled with medical 
supplies (with cooperation from the Brother’s Brother 
Foundation); it has coordinated rehabilitative therapy and 
equipment in addition to fund-raising for medical treat-
ments. First-aid kits that were prepared by UHU were sent 
to the frontlines, as were uniforms, socks and insulating 
layers of clothing. On the homefront in Ukraine, UHU has 
sent children’s clothing and toys, as well as adult clothing 
and medicine.  Events in 2017 included a rally on the 
National Mall in Washington in February, a charitable con-
cert at the Embassy of Ukraine in Washington and a classi-
cal piano concert on April 22 to benefit Ukraine’s wound-
ed soldiers. 

The 36th annual meeting and spring conference of the 
Ukrainian National Credit Union Association (UNCUA) was 
held in Washington on June 8-10. The event was hosted by 
the Ukrainian Selfreliance Federal Credit Union in 
Philadelphia, which marked its 65th anniversary. The meet-
ing and conference attracted 33 participants representing 
13 Ukrainian American credit unions. They had an oppor-
tunity to meet with legislators at their offices on Capitol 
Hill, to hear presentations on current topics of interest to 
credit union leaders and to elect a new board of directors. It 
was announced that on July 23, the UNCUA would be pre-
sented the 2017 Distinguished Service Award by the World 
Council of Credit Unions at its conference in Vienna. During 
the convention in Washington, Brian Branch, CEO of 
WOCCU, noted this was the highest honor of the global 
credit union movement. Mr. Branch also updated delegates 
on the credit union movement in Ukraine. A roundtable 
was led by Tamara Denysenko of the Ukrainian Federal 
Credit Union in Rochester, N.Y., and presentations were 
made by Rep. Ed Royce (R-Calif.), Ambassador Chaly and 
President Czolij of the Ukrainian World Congress. 
Selfreliance FCU in Philadelphia was presented a plaque in 
recognition of its 65 years of service to the Ukrainian 
American community. Andrew Horbachevsky (SUMA 
Yonkers, N.Y.) was elected chair of the UNCUA. Orysia 
Burdiak was elected as president of UNCUA and the 
Ukrainian Cooperative Insurance Agency in Chicago. 

The Ukrainian Medical Association of North America 
(UMANA) held its 44th Scientific Conference and 37th 

Assembly of Delegates on June 14-18 at the Key Bridge 
Marriott Hotel in Arlington, Va. The biennial convention’s 
theme was “Rehabilitation and Reintegration – Helping 
Ukrainians Help Themselves.” Conference participants 
heard presentations on the ongoing conflict in Ukraine 
and the associated health challenges, including the need 
for rehabilitation and reintegration services. Noted guest 
speakers from Ukraine included acting Minister of Health 
of Ukraine Dr. Ulana Suprun and Vadim Sviridenko, com-
missioner of the president of Ukraine for rehabilitation of 
ATO (anti-terrorist operation) wounded veterans. Various 
fields of medicine were represented during the presenta-
tions as were specialists in humanitarian relief work and 
researchers in population response to trauma and dis-
placement. 

During the conference banquet, numerous U.S.-based 
humanitarian organizations showcased various projects 
in Ukraine, including; United Help Ukraine, United 
Ukrainian American Relief Committee, Revived Soldiers 
Ukraine, Razom for Ukraine (Co-Pilot Project), National 
University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, Ukrainian Catholic 
Education Foundation (Ukrainian Catholic University in 
Lviv), Fulbright Program in Ukraine, Andrey Sheptytsky 
Hospital Charities, UMANA Foundation and the World 
Federation of Ukrainian Medical Associations. 

The 70th Convention of the Ukrainian Orthodox League 
(UOL) was held on July 26-30 in Woonsocket, R.I., where it 
was hosted by Holy Archangel Michael Ukrainian 
Orthodox Parish. Metropolitan Antony and Archbishop 
Daniel actively participated in the daily sessions, with cler-
gy and laity presenting on various topics related to the 
UOL. Presentations focused on the work of the Church in 
supporting the Znamianka Children’s Orphanage, with 
mission trip participants explaining their experiences, as 
well as the challenges of the modern world and how the 
Church responds to them, the charitable work of St. 
Andrew Society and the summer events at All Saints Camp 
in Emlenton, Pa. The UOL Essay Contest Awards were pre-
sented by Teresa Linck. Reports and formal business con-

cluded before the Senior and Junior UOL bodies elected 
their respective executive boards. It was announced that 
the 2018 convention would be hosted at the Metropolia 
Center of the UOC-U.S.A. in South Bound Brook, N.J., to 
coincide with the centennial celebration of the founding of 
the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the U.S.A. 

During a working visit to the United States on 
September 18-21, President Petro Poroshenko and the 
first lady of Ukraine met with Ukrainian American com-
munity leaders and Crimean Tatar representatives at The 
Ukrainian Museum in New York. They were joined by 
Crimean Tatar leader Mustafa Dzhemilev, who is commis-
sioner of the president of Ukraine for the affairs of 
Crimean Tatars. Mr. Poroshenko expressed thanks for the 
support Ukraine has received from the Ukrainian diaspora 
and from the U.S. Congress. He said that technological 
developments and partnerships with the U.S., Canada and 
the United Kingdom can be used on the battlefield to con-
firm Russia’s violations of the Minsk agreements and 
other crimes that will be pursued in the International 
Criminal Court, underscoring that “it is not just weaponry 
[that is important], but a legal instrument of protecting 
the Ukrainian position.” Mr. Poroshenko also highlighted 
the plight of the Crimean Tatars in light of Russia’s annex-
ation of the Crimean peninsula, and the need for unified 
support for them. The 85th anniversary of the Holodomor 
was also cited by the president, and he stressed the 
importance of its international recognition as genocide. 
Mr. Futey, president of the Ukrainian Congress Committee 
of America, said that a united community can influence 
the decisions of the U.S. government and Congress regard-
ing Ukraine and thereby help bilateral efforts. Areas of fur-
ther cooperation include not only weapons for Ukraine, 
but greater funding for defense, energy, humanitarian 
assistance and necessary reforms.

Ukrainian American Veterans called on members and 
Ukrainian Americans to action to urge congressional sup-
port for the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal 
Year 2018. The 2018 version of the act includes funding 

Ukrainian American community leaders and Crimean Tatar representatives at The Ukrainian Museum in New 
York in September during a meeting with President Petro Poroshenko during his working visit to the U.S. on 

September 18-21. 

Presidential Administration of Ukraine

At Sen. Richard Blumenthal’s office in Washington on April 18 (from 
left) are: Col. Sergiy Panchenko of the Embassy of Ukraine, and 
Michael Hrycak, Myron Melnyk and Ihor Rudko of Ukrainian 

American Veterans.

Representatives of the Ukrainian National Association, the Ukrainian National Foundation and 
Soyuzivka Heritage Center with Ukraine’s departing consul general of New York and his wife on 
September 28 (from left): Yuriy and Nataliya Symczyk, Natalia and Igor Sybiga, Roma Lisovich, 

Stefan and Swiatoslawa Kaczaraj, and Nestor and Petrusia Paslawsky. 
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for treatment, transport, lodging and meals for those 
wounded from Ukraine who are being treated at U.S. facili-
ties. The act also supports education and training for 
Ukrainian health-care specialists, including continuing 
care and rehabilitation services for wounded Ukrainian 
soldiers. These amendments were added thanks to the 
advocacy efforts of Ihor Rudko, UAV Connecticut 
Department commander, Michael Hrycak, UAV New Jersey 
Department commander, and Myron Melnyk of UAV Post 
33 in New Haven, Conn. They were joined by Col. Sergiy 
Panchenko (air attaché, Office of Military Cooperation, 
Embassy of Ukraine in the United States) during a meeting 
with key staff at the office of Sen. Richard Blumenthal 
(D-Conn.). Other meetings with staff on Capitol Hill includ-
ed Oleksandr Kosopalov, who was receiving medical treat-
ment at Navy Inn hospital in Bethesda, Md. The meetings 
succeeded also in gaining the support of Sen. John McCain 
(R-Ariz.) and the amendment passed in the Senate Armed 
Services Committee. 

During a community meeting on July 16 at St. Michael 
Ukrainian Catholic Church in New Haven, Conn., Sen. 
Blumenthal announced progress on the NDAA, “…to bring  
[these] bravest soldiers to the United States to obtain the 
best treatment that our military hospitals can provide.” 
Thanks to the efforts of local doctors (Dr. Alla Vash and Dr. 
Lesia Kushnir), four Ukrainian soldiers had received treat-
ment at Connecticut hospitals. Other groups, the senator 
noted, included Revived Soldiers Ukraine, which had helped 
30 soldiers to receive treatment at medical facilities in the 
U.S. The senator also acknowledged the work of UAV mem-
bers and of New Haven-based activists, Mr. Melnyk, Halia 
Lodynsky and Carl Harvey, UAV Post 33 commander. Mr. 
Melnyk informed everyone that the Senate passed the NDAA 
amendments 89-8 on September 18, and prior to that the 
Senate Armed Services Committee passed the amendments 
unanimously. The renewed focus was on the parallel legisla-
tion proposed in the House of Representatives, as the new 

provisions in the amendments the Senate passed were not 
included in the House version. The reconciliation of the two 
bills was resolved during a conference of appointees from 
the House and Senate Armed Services Committees that 
began its work on October 16. 

The UAV had partnered with the Ukrainian National 
Information Service in Washington, together with the 
Congressional Ukrainian Caucus, to rally support. Ukrainian 
soldiers themselves came to Washington for the Marine 
Marathon in Arlington, Va., on October 22, and meetings 
were scheduled in Congress to include those soldiers. Other 
assistance had come from singer Hanna Cheberenchyk 
(Anychka) from Lviv, who had raised more than $100,000 
for the Revived Soldiers Ukraine project in support of the 
UAV initiative. Sen. Blumenthal announced on November 8 
that the final version of the NDAA for Fiscal Year 2018 had 
been adopted. A co-sponsor of the legislation was Sen. Rob 
Portman (R-Ohio), co-chair of the Senate Ukraine Caucus 
and a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. A 
press release from Sen. Portman noted: “…For the first time, 
the amendment authorizes assistance to bolster Ukraine’s 
naval capabilities, which were severely degraded following 
Russia’s seizure of Crimea. The amendment also conditions 
U.S. aid on progress toward key reforms, including institut-
ing civilian control of the military, cooperation and coordi-
nation with Ukrainian parliamentary efforts to exercise 
oversight of the Ministry of Defense and military forces, and 
improvements in sustained capabilities, inventory manage-
ment and security of foreign technologies.” Mr. Melnyk 
noted the work of Reps. Rosa DeLauro and Joe Courtney, 
both Democrats from Connecticut, as well as Reps. Kaptur, 
Mac Thornberry (R-Texas) and Adam Smith (D-Wash.). 
President Donald Trump signed the act into law on 
December 12, 2017.  

The Oregon state legislature, for the first time in its his-
tory, designated the fourth Saturday in November – 
November 25, 2017 – as Holodomor Remembrance Day in 

the state. The legislation was introduced – also a first in the 
history of the state – at the request of the local Ukrainian 
American community. The legislation was passed unani-
mously by both houses of Oregon’s legislature – the Oregon 
Senate and the House of Representatives. It was filed with 
the Oregon secretary of state on June 26, 2017. The 
Ukrainian American Cultural Association of Oregon (UACA) 
met with legislators, beginning with Sen. Laurie Monnes 
Anderson, who introduced the legislation at the request of 
Ukrainians in the Gresham area of Oregon. Legislators 
were then educated by the UACA about the Holodomor to 
build support. Sen. Jeff Kruse acted as sponsor of the legis-
lation, with an additional 13 legislators signing on as spon-
sors. Sen. Chris Edwards from Eugene, Ore., introduced the 
legislation. In the House, the legislation had the support of 
Rep. Mitch Greenlick, whose ancestors came from Ukraine. 
A special signing ceremony was held on September 20 in 
the Oregon Senate Chamber.  

A lively panel discussion that was hosted by the non-
profit volunteer organization Razom on September 23 at 
the New York Civic Hall in New York focused on contem-
porary Ukraine and associated issues related to journal-
ism, cultural diplomacy, medicine, civic engagement and 
manufacturing of backpacks. The event was part of 
Razom’s annual meeting that attracted 100 people, who 
heard about the organization’s projects. Panelists included 
Andrii Suslenko (a journalism fellow at the United 
Nations), Daria Sipigina (Penn State University), Luke 
Tomycz, M.D., Mariya Soroka (Razom co-founder and pres-
ident), and Igor Gudz, entrepreneur.

Ukraine’s consul general in New York, Igor Sybiga, and 
his family were bid a fond farewell on September 28 at the 
Consulate General. Joining the well-wishers were 
Ukrainian religious leaders, diplomats and members of 
the Ukrainian American community of New York, New 
Jersey and Pennsylvania. Mr. Sybiga, who had served as 
consul general in New York since 2012, was previously 

Stefan Slutsky Christine Syzonenko

Ukrainian American Veterans lead the solemn March of Remembrance from St. 
George Ukrainian Catholic Church to St. Patrick’s Cathedral on November 18 in 

New York. 

Ukrainian Catholic and Ukrainian Orthodox hierarchs and clergy officiate at the 
requiem service for the victims of the Holodomor of 1932-1933 at St. Patrick’s 

Cathedral on November 18 in New York. 

Doug Gross

Michael Sawkiw Jr. (right) presents a Friend of UNIS Award to State Sen. Stewart 
Greenleaf (second from left) of Pennsylvania on November 15 in recognition of the 
passage of the “Holodomor Remembrance Month” resolution at the Pennsylvania 

Senate Chambers in Harrisburg, Pa. 

The new leadership of Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization in the U.S.A. is sworn into 
office during the 35th convention at Soyuzivka Heritage Center on October 20-21 in 

Kerhonkson, N.Y. 

Andrea Zharovsky
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posted at the Consulate General in 2002-2004. Mr. Sybiga 
was honored for his many years of service and assistance 
to the Ukrainian American community, and was presented 
a plaque of appreciation by Stefan Kaczaraj, president of 
the Ukrainian National Association. Roma Lisovich, trea-
surer of the Ukrainian National Foundation, and Nestor 
Paslawsky, general manager of Soyuzivka Heritage Center, 
presented an honorary “key to Soyuzivka,” following the 
many summers the Sybiga family had spent there, includ-
ing the Heritage Camp attended by the Sybiga children. 
Mr. Sybiga thanked everyone in attendance, especially the 
Ukrainian credit unions – Self Reliance New York Federal 
Credit Union, the SUMA Yonkers Federal Credit Union and 
the Ukrainian National Federal Credit Union – that had 
aided the Consulate General in its work.

The Ukrainian National Information Service, the 
Washington-based bureau of the Ukrainian Congress 
Committee of America, marked its 40th anniversary with 
an evening reception on Capitol Hill on October 11 in 
Washington. The reception attracted 100 people and coin-
cided with the conclusion of the third Ukrainian Days 
advocacy event for 2017. During the reception, Friends of 
UNIS Awards were presented to: Rep. Boyle of the House 
Foreign Affairs Committee, Ambassador Chaly and 
Lithuanian Foreign Affairs Minister Linas Linkevicius. Rep. 
Boyle thanked Mr. Sawkiw and the Ukrainian community 
for the recognition, and said he was proud to represent a 
community of strong, vibrant and proud Ukrainian 
Americans from his congressional district in Pennsylvania. 
Ambassador Chaly thanked UNIS and its network of orga-
nizations and volunteer members, and in a surprise move 
presented a state award, the Order of Prince Yaroslav the 
Wise (fifth degree) to Mr. Sawkiw for his work with UNIS 
and UCCA in strengthening U.S.-Ukraine relations. Mr. 
Linkevicius was unable to attend, but the ambassador of 
Lithuania to the U.S., Rolandas Krisciunas, accepted the 
award. Mr. Linkevicius sent a letter of thanks, read by 
Ambassador Krisciunas, noting that Lithuania will contin-
ue supporting Ukraine. 

Other members of Congress who congratulated UNIS 
included Reps. Kaptur  and Paul David Tonko (D-N.Y.), as 
did John Lansing, CEO of the Broadcasting Board of 
Governors. George Nesterczuk and Tamara Olexy, both for-

mer directors of UNIS, shared their experiences and well 
wishes. U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Marie Yovanovich sent 
greetings via video message; quoting Taras Shevchenko, 
she said, “Keep fighting – you are sure to win.”

The 35th annual national convention of Plast Ukrainian 
Scouting Organization was held on October 20-21 at 
Soyuzivka in Kerhonkson, N.Y. Reports were presented on 
the various activities of the previous year, and there were 
discussions to determine goals for the organization in the 
coming year. The convention delegates also learned that 
the organization is expanding in New York state and 
across the U.S. The year 2018 was declared the Year of Sea 
Scouting, as it was on April 29, 1918, that Ukrainian sail-
ors hoisted the Ukrainian national flag on all the ships in 

the Black Sea Fleet. George Huk was re-elected as chair/
chief corporate officer of the Plast National Board of 
Directors and Dr. Christine Kochan was re-elected as chair 
of the Plast National Council.

The New Jersey State Senate and the General Assembly 
on November 7 in Trenton, N.J., adopted a joint legislative 
resolution that recognized November 2017 as Ukrainian 
Genocide Remembrance Month. The resolution was intro-
duced by Sen. Anthony R. Bucco and co-sponsored by 
Assemblymen Anthony M. Bucco and Michael Patrick 
Carroll. The resolution noted the commemorative events in 
Washington on November 7 at the Holodomor Memorial 
and in New York on November 18 at St. Patrick’s Cathedral. 
The resolution named the Soviet regime under Joseph 

Members of the Ukrainian American community of Oregon look on as Oregon Senate President Peter Courtney 
signs the state’s Holodomor resolution on September 20 in the Oregon Senate Chamber, designating the fourth 

Saturday in November as Holodomor Remembrance Day. 

Yuri Boyechko

by Mark Raczkiewycz

KYIV – Almost every week last year, 
Andriy Futey found himself on the road, 
whether in California, Georgia, North 
Carolina or Ukraine.

He wasn’t job or house hunting. 
The president of the Ukrainian 

Congress Committee of America (UCCA) 
was using his first year in office doing 
outreach. It’s part of a plan to “revitalize” 
the country’s biggest advocacy group for 
Ukrainian Americans. 

The trips, albeit exhausting and costly, 
are what Mr. Futey, 52, says were 
designed to bring former member organi-
zations back into the fold, establish new 
chapters and enlist new groups, to get the 
youth more involved, and re-discover the 
UCCA’s core mission of advocacy starting 
at the local level. 

Asked what his preliminary findings 
were, the native Ohioan said: “we are, and 
have been since our inception, the stron-
gest unifying voice to represent the com-
munity in front of U.S. government struc-
tures… and we still need to organize local-
ly wherever we are, and I want to help 
those communities do that.”

Just by appearing at a local chapter 
meeting in Atlanta, Mr. Futey saw its paid 
membership double after his visit. 
Following a visit to Texas, the UCCA joined 
forces with local Ukrainian parishes there 
to help with Hurricane Harvey relief 
efforts. A visit to Yonkers, N.Y., to meet 
with Ukrainian American Veterans was 
“important for them to hear that we rec-
ognize their efforts and also tell them 
what we’re doing,” he said. 

Including a half dozen trips to Ukraine 
in 2017 where, according to Mr. Futey, he 
enjoys “an open door policy,” this year, his 
itinerary includes trips to see older com-
munities in Minnesota, and newer ones in 
Seattle and Portland. 

The reason being that the latest immi-
gration of Ukrainians lives in these areas, 
but the “activists, if you ask them what 
UCCA is, they look at you with a blank face 
and say, ‘I don’t know,’ ” he told The 
Ukrainian Weekly in Kyiv on December 
19, 2017, before a private meeting with 
President Petro Poroshenko.

He also said he wants to utilize the 
Internet and social media to communi-
cate more effectively. Thus, the UCCA 
website will be revamped in the first 
quarter of this year.

Two former member organizations, 
the Ukrainian American Veterans and the 
Ukrainian Medical Association of North 
America, rejoined the UCCA last year. Two 
additional organizations will soon have 
their applications reviewed by the UCCA.

Negotiations are ongoing with Plast 
Ukrainian Scouting Organization, which is 
considering the UCCA’s overtures to 
rejoin the umbrella body. “I very much 
look forward to continued conversations 
with them… having them as part of our 
organization is important,” Mr. Futey said. 

Plast was among the over 20 national 
organizations that walked out of the 13th 
congress of the UCCA in 1980. They did so 
in protest against violations of the organi-
zation’s by-laws, procedural irregularities 
and intolerance for differing viewpoints 
during that congress.

On the financial side, Mr. Futey credit-

ed dues-paying members and the credit 
unions for helping fund projects and pro-
grams. 

To get more supporters, he helped 
establish a finance committee to assist 
with fund-raising. To cut costs, a recently 
formed real estate committee has been 
reviewing vendor and maintenance con-
tracts. Insurance and workers’ compensa-
tion are also being looked at. 

Another reason for logging air miles is 
let communities know that the UCCA is 
there to assist with their advocacy cam-
paigns, all the while ensuring that the 
group speaks for America’s 1.5 million 
Ukrainians “with a coordinated message.”

“There’s so much potential in our com-
munity and if there’s some way to coordi-
nate our messages, our activities, we 
could be so much more successful,” Mr. 
Futey said. “We have to find the ways to 
communicate that… and say, ‘Use us as a 
resource. We are a resource for you, and 
we could help assist you with what you 
want to do.’ ”

A l r e a d y ,  c o m m u n i t i e s  i n 
Massachusetts, Michigan and Ohio have 
started the process of getting state resolu-
tions passed to designate the Stalin-era 
Famine, or Holodomor, as genocide. The 
three states are also pushing to make the 
Holodomor part of public school curricu-
la. 

Perhaps, most of all, Mr. Futey would 
like to see more Ukrainian Americans 
elected to office. 

“The year 2018 is going to be a perfect 
opportunity, so I tell community mem-
bers to get involved, don’t hide from your 
Ukrainian heritage… go to town hall 

meetings, ask questions [about] where 
the candidates stand on Ukraine.”

The UCCA leader also has been reach-
ing out to student organizations and 
wants the group’s internship program 
“revitalized” in New York and at the 
Ukrainian National Information Service in 
Washington.

If unity in the U.S. is a priority of Mr. 
Futey’s term, he wants to see the same 
come out of Ukraine. 

Speaking of the political scene in Kyiv, 
he said some politicians “continue to put 
their personal agendas ahead of unified 
national interests.”

He continued: “That’s why I’m calling 
them to unify to find some common 
ground. It seems like they’re constantly 
on the defensive putting out forest fires 
and only reacting. They need to go on the 
attack, and clearly identify what they’ve 
done and accomplished.”

In Washington, Mr. Futey said he has 
witnessed certain visiting Ukrainian poli-
ticians (he did not name them) who only 
complain “how bad things are in Ukraine,” 
yet never “provide a solution” when 
speaking to lawmakers. 

“I take great exception to that,” he said, 
adding that, “there’s no Ukraine fatigue 
yet in Washington, but there is ‘stop com-
plaining fatigue’… Do something, I say.”

Three main priorities for Ukraine this 
year, according to Mr. Futey, are to “clean 
up the court system,” which is where the 
main anti-graft problem lies, “stop the 
infighting between law enforcement agen-
cies,” and do a better job of communicat-
ing to the public what’s been achieved 
over the last years in terms of reforms.

UCCA President Futey looks back on first year in office
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Stalin as responsible for the forced starvation of millions of 
Ukrainians. It noted: “This Legislature …remembers the vic-
tims of the Ukrainian Holodomor Genocide, salutes all those 
involved in the memorial services taking place throughout 
our country to commemorate this dark chapter in history, 
and urges the citizenry of the Garden State to participate fit-
tingly in these observances…”

The 85th anniversary of the Famine-Genocide of 
Ukraine of 1932-1933 was marked in the United States 
with events across the country. 

The U.S. Committee for Ukrainian Holodomor-Genocide 
Awareness organized several major events to honor the 
victims. In Washington, a requiem service was held on 
November 7 at the Holodomor Memorial that was officiat-
ed by Ukrainian Orthodox and Ukrainian Catholic clergy. 
Honored guests addressed the gathering before a congres-
sional briefing at the Capitol Visitor Center. During the 
briefing, experts and members of Congress noted the his-
torical, political and social ramifications of the Holodomor. 

On November 18, more than 1,000 people representing 
various Ukrainian American organizations participated in 
the March of Remembrance that began at St. George 
Ukrainian Catholic Church on Seventh Street to 51st Street, 
concluding at St. Patrick’s Cathedral, where a commemora-
tive event was held that included a requiem service led by 
Ukrainian Orthodox and Ukrainian Catholic hierarchs, with 
responses and the recessional prayer sung by the 
Ukrainian Chorus Dumka, under the direction of Vasyl 
Hrechynsky. The service was followed by remarks by hon-
ored guests, including Ms. Olexy of the UCCA, Ambassador 
Chaly, Sen. Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.), Jenifer Rajkumar, rep-
resenting New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo, New York City 
Councilwoman-elect Carlina Rivera, Steven Kashkett of the 
U.S. Department of State, Ambassador Volodymyr 
Yelchenko and Mr. Sawkiw, chairman of the U.S. Committee 
for Ukrainian Holodomor-Genocide Awareness. 

In addition to the above-mentioned events, the U.S. 
Committee for Ukrainian Holodomor-Genocide Awareness, 
the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America, as well as 
the United Ukrainian American Organizations of New York 
had organized conferences and exhibits, and requested 
that governors issue executive proclamations honoring the 
victims of the Holodomor, in addition to developing 
Holodomor education curricula for high schools and col-
leges.

The Pennsylvania Senate on November 15 approved 
Senate Resolution 244, designating November as “Ukraine 
Genocide Remembrace Month.” The resolution notes that 
the Ukrainian population was deliberately targeted for 
starvation due to their will to not live under the Soviet 
yoke of Moscow. Following the unanimous passage of the 
resolution in the Pennsylvania Senate Chambers in 
Harrisburg, Pa., State Sen. Stewart Greenleaf was recog-
nized for his work for Ukraine and was presented a Friend 
of UNIS award by Mr. Sawkiw of the U.S. Committee for 
Ukrainian Holodomor-Genocide Awareness. Also present 
in the Ukrainian delegation were Eugene Luciw, president 
of the Philadelphia branch of the UCCA, and Ulana Baluch 
Mazurkevich, head of the Philadelphia Holodomor 
Committee. The delegation met with Lt. Gov. Mike Steck in 
his chambers to encourage trade between Ukraine and the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

On February 22, the Ukrainian National Association 
celebrated the 123rd anniversary of its founding 
back in 1894, when its first convention was held in 

Shamokin, Pa. It was there that 10 brotherhoods with a 
total membership of 439 people and assets of $220 
resolved to form a fraternal association as had been sug-
gested by an editorial published in the Ukrainian-language 
newspaper Svoboda on November 1, 1893. Today the UNA 
continues to live up to its founding principles, succinctly 
described in its mission statement: “In accordance with its 
charter, the Ukrainian National Association exists: to pro-
mote the principles of fraternalism; to preserve the 
Ukrainian, Ukrainian American and Ukrainian Canadian 
heritage and culture; and to provide quality financial ser-
vices and products to its members.”

The Ukrainian Weekly reminded readers that by joining 
the UNA (that is, by purchasing an insurance policy or an 
annuity), members support the continuation of many 
worthwhile programs, including the publication of two 
weekly newspapers, Svoboda (in Ukrainian) and this 
newspaper. “And that’s what separates a fraternal organi-
zation like the UNA from a commercial insurance compa-
ny. As the UNA’s mission statement underlines: ‘As a frater-
nal insurance society, the Ukrainian National Association 
reinvests its earnings for the benefit of its members and 
the Ukrainian community,’ ” our February 19 editorial 
pointed out.

Speaking of membership, the UNA Organizing Report 
for 2016 was published on July 16. Prepared by new UNA 
National Secretary Yuriy Symczyk, it included various 
membership initiatives that were undertaken during the 
tenure of his predecessor Christine Kozak (who passed 
away on June 27, 2016). Among the highlights of the 
report was praise for UNA Advisor Lubov Streletsky, who 
is also secretary of UNA Branch 10 and chairs the 
Philadelphia District Committee. Ms. Streletsky was 
deemed the champion of the “Club of UNA Builders,” hav-
ing enrolled 17 new members for life insurance coverage 
totaling $865,500. Other top organizers were Eugene 
Serba of Branch 173, a UNA auditor, and George 
Fedorijczuk of Branch 162. Ms. Symczyk also cited the 
work of the three district committees that brought in the 
most new members: Philadelphia (31 members), New 
Jersey (29 members) and Chicago (16 members).

The UNA continued its community outreach program in 
2107. “The World of Garlic,” a presentation by Roman 
Osadca, was hosted by the UNA’s New Jersey District 
Committee at St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Parish in 
Passaic, N.J., on March 5. Besides learning about the health 
benefits of garlic, attendees learned about the UNA and 
the benefits of membership in our community’s oldest and 
largest fraternal association.

Also that month, the UNA supported Ukrainian 
Heritage Day at the New Jersey Devils hockey game at the 
Prudential Center in Newark, N.J., on March 19. The UNA 
information table had booklets about the UNA’s offerings, 
and copies of Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly. 
Ukrainian flags were distributed to all interested.

On April 22, the spring meeting of the UNA’s 
Connecticut District Committee was preceded by a pre-
sentation by Dr. Petrusia G. Kotlar on “Wellness and 
Nutrition as a Means to Healthy Longevity” that was open 
to the public.

There were other examples of community outreach.  In 
Los Angeles on April 2, during the annual Pysanka 
Festival, Zoryana Keske, secretary of UNA Branch 257, and 
Luba Poniatyszyn-Keske, UNA adviser and president of the 
branch, hosted a UNA table that provided information 
about the UNA, its two newspapers, and Soyuzivka 
Heritage Center. In addition, UNA coloring books and min-
iature maps of Ukraine with historical information were 
handed out. Meanwhile, in New Haven, Conn., on April 9, 
UNA Branch 414 hosted its 14th annual Easter Egg Hunt 
on the grounds of St. Michael Ukrainian Catholic Church. 
The event was coordinated by Gloria Horbaty, a UNA advi-
sor and financial secretary of the local branch, and her 
husband, Donald, who is treasurer of Branch 414.

On May 18, the Home Office of the UNA celebrated 
International Vyshyvanka Day as staff came dressed in 
Ukrainian embroidered finery on a day aimed as express-
ing the unity of Ukrainians worldwide.

As always, the UNA during 2017 demonstrated care for 
its members of all ages. Seniors of the Ukrainian National 
Association and friends enjoyed a special week at 
Soyuzivka Heritage Center from Sunday, June 11, through 
Friday, June 16. UNA members who are attending college 
in the United States and Canada received scholarships for 
the 2017-2018 academic year. The 42 scholarship recipi-
ents were featured in a special section of The Weekly pub-
lished on September 3, published just in time for the 
Labor Day weekend festivities at Soyuzivka, which are 
attended by many young people, and as the fall semester 
was getting under way. Over $11,000 in scholarship aid 
was distributed in 2017.

The year 2017 was a pre-convention year for the UNA, 
and the last pre-convention meeting of the UNA General 
Assembly was convened on November 17-18 at Soyuzivka. 
The meeting’s business sessions were marked by good 
news about the UNA’s continued progress, as for the fifth 
straight year the fraternal organization enjoyed net prof-
its. Reports on the UNA’s finances and activity were deliv-
ered by the full-time executive officers of the UNA, 
President Stefan Kaczaraj, National Secretary Symczyk 
and Treasurer Roma Lisovich. All other General Assembly 
members – executive officers, advisors and auditors – as 
well as the editor-in-chief of the UNA’s official publica-
tions, Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly, had the oppor-
tunity to deliver addenda to their written reports. 

Mr. Kaczaraj underscored that the state of the UNA is 

The Ukrainian National Association and its two newspapers were major partners of the Ukrainian Heritage Day 
held on March 19 at the Prudential Center during a National Hockey League game between the home team, the 
New Jersey Devils, and the visiting Columbus Blue Jackets. Seen at the UNA information are: (from left) Ola 

Bihuniak, UNA National Secretary Yuriy Symczyk, Maria Drich and Tanya Bihuniak.

Chris Bytz

Ukrainian National Association:
marking 123 years of service

Andrij Dobriansky
Rep. Brendan Boyle receives the Friend of UNIS Award 
from Michael Sawkiw Jr., UNIS director and UCCA 

vice-president. 
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strong as its surplus has been consistently going up for the 
past four years. In 2017, he said, the surplus grew by 
$850,000 as of September 30; it was anticipated that the 
surplus would grow by $1 million by the end of the year. 
National Secretary Symczyk noted that the UNA had visit-
ed more districts in 2017 than in recent years – even 
those that were previously inactive. Mr. Symczyk cited the 
“very positive responses we’ve received from communi-
ties visited” and the eagerness of people to become 
involved and sell UNA products. Treasurer Lisovich stated 
that the UNA’s biggest accomplishment of the year was 
reaching $10 million in surplus. Other highlights of the 
“solid financial performance” noted by this executive offi-
cer were: five consecutive years of net profit of $1 million 
annually; total net admitted assets of $186 million; 
expenses that were below projections; and a strong 
investment portfolio.

General Assembly members also heard a presentation 
by Advisor Andrij Szul, a lawyer, who updated them on the 
corporate governance structure that is to be implemented 
by the UNA. He provided details on the General Assembly 
that, if the proposed by-laws changes are enacted, would 
be composed of a Corporate Board of Directors, an Audit 
Committee and a Fraternal Advisory Board.

There was news also about the Ukrainian National 
Foundation (an affiliated company that performs charita-
ble activities on behalf of the UNA). 

The UNF continuously provides grants enabling less 
fortunate students in Ukraine – those who come from 
needy families, are orphaned, or have been displaced by 
the war in Ukraine’s east – to pursue university studies at 
the National University of Ostroh Academy. One of the stu-
dents who received such assistance from the U.S.-based 
foundation was Olha Klymchuk of Ostroh, Rivne Oblast, 
who is studying toward a bachelor’s degree in psychology. 
The third-year student recently expressed her thanks in a 
letter she sent in 2017 to the UNF’s president, Mr. 
Kaczaraj. “I, along with my parents, express sincere thanks 
to you for the assistance given me, an invalid since child-
hood, to enable me to fulfill my most heartfelt dream: to 
receive an education in my chosen specialty,” she wrote. 
Thank-you letters were received also from 15 students 
who hail from Rivne Oblast; six from Khmelnytsky Oblast; 
and one each from the Volyn, Lviv, Ternopil and Zhytomyr 
oblasts.

The UNF’s Soyuzivka Heritage Center held its 11th 
annual Ukrainian Cultural Festival on July 14-16.
Thousands of guests, hailing from venues as diverse as 
California and Ukraine, came for the festival, whose head-
liners were the a capella group Pikkardiyska Tertsiya, the 
rock band Kozak System and vocalist Oksana Mukha from 
Ukraine, the women’s vocal ensemble Lanka Halychanka 
of Connecticut and the Roma Pryma Bohachevsky 
Ukrainian Dance Workshop. Other performers during the 
course of the weekend were the Ukrainian folk band Hurt 
Udech, violinist Vasyl Popadiuk (who also served as emcee 

with Lydia Kulbida), and singers Ruslan (he uses only his 
first name) and Hanna Daczko. Also featured that week-
end were: a film festival; workshops in folk crafts and 
Ukrainian singing at the Ukrainian Village; vendors’ and 
food courts; a varenyky-eating contest; and dances to the 
music of the Zabava Band.

A Friday evening fund-raising gala, “Retro Lviv,” attract-
ed nearly 160 people. Held under a decorated tent on the 
Lviv lawn, the event included a cocktail hour reception, a 
four-course meal and a performance by some of the head-
lining acts. It was sponsored by the UNF with proceeds 
going directly toward a career center for soldiers in 
Ukraine. The charitable partner of the 2017 gala was the 
International Alliance for Fraternal Assistance, a respected 
and highly awarded Kyiv-based NGO. Viktoria Voronovych, 
assisted by her husband, Roman Woronowycz, spoke about 
the work of the IAFA, including its latest focus on establish-
ing a career center to help Ukraine’s soldiers returning 
from the frontlines. The evening gala transported guests to 
the 1930s and 1940s, and featured a gourmet dinner of old 
Lviv cuisine, including Lviv’s famous coffee, prepared by 
Chef Andrey Sonevytsky and his staff .

Later in the summer, the annual Miss Soyuzivka con-
test, sponsored by the Ukrainian National Association, 

was held on August 12. Ukrainian-born Isabella White 
was crowned as the new Miss Soyuzivka for 2018. The 
daughter of Sherry and Morgan White of Mainesburg, Pa., 
she was adopted at the age of 13 from Odesa, Ukraine. The 
first runner-up was Natalia Muzyka of Kerhonkson, N.Y., 
and Andrea Wasylyk of Cottekill, N.Y., was the second run-
ner-up.

At the end of the year, scouts from the Kerhonkson 
branch of Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organizations shared 
with readers of The Ukrainian Weekly the story of how 
they had cleaned up and blazed trails at Soyuzivka 
Heritage Center during the spring. Led by scoutmasters 
Roman Hrab Sr., Roman Wasylyk and Nadia Maczaj, the 
team included Roman Hrab Jr., Vera Hrab, Julianna Maczaj 
and Pavlo Mysak, all members of the Plast scout patrol 
named Pumas. To complete the project, the scouts 
designed and installed trailhead signs for each of the five 
trails. 

“Since completing our project, we have heard that visi-
tors have enjoyed the newly marked trails. We are proud 
to know that our work has been noticed and appreciated. 
We plan to keep up on maintenance of the trails and to 
add more trail blazes in the spring of 2018 where needed,” 
the Plast scouts wrote.

Staff at the Ukrainian National Association’s Home Office in Parsippany, N.J., attired in Ukrainian embroidered 
finery, pose for a group photo on the occasion of International Vyshyvanka Day, marked in 2017 on May 18.

Members of the Ukrainian National Association’s General Assembly at the 2017 annual meeting at Soyuzivka 
Heritage Center on November 17-18.

The front page of the UNA scholarship section pub-
lished in The Ukrainian Weekly on September 3. 

Roma Hadzewycz
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There was much for Ukrainians to enjoy and experi-
ence in the realm of culture and the arts. Here we 
will try to recap the major happenings of 2017 in 

literature, film, art, music and theater, as well as develop-
ments at Ukrainian museums.

Literature

On March 9 in Kyiv, while accepting the Taras 
Shevchenko National Prize for literature, renowned poet 
and publisher Ivan Malkovych exalted the Ukrainian lan-
guage and Ukraine’s bard, Taras Shevchenko, in a stirring 
speech that went viral across the media and the Internet. 
He lamented that school curriculums still portray 
Shevchenko as a “serf and peasant poet-martyr… because 
the real meanings of Shevchenko sound like heavy hard 
rock, and not syrupy pop music.”

 Mr. Malkovych noted that “a nation should defend its 
language more than its territory,” adding that “if there’ll be 
Ukrainian language here, then we’ll have order; and if not, 
then we’ll have an eternal Putin [a reference to Russian 
President Vladimir Putin], no matter what he may be 
called.”

 Books published by Mr. Malkovych’s company A-BA-
BA-HA-LA-MA-HA are of consistently high quality with 
eye-catching illustrations and are extremely popular. 
(Although Russia’s market share is shrinking, books of 
Russian origin still account for about 70 percent of the lit-
erary market in Ukraine.) Mr. Malkovych announced he 
will donate the $8,900 Shevchenko Prize money to chil-
dren whose parents were killed in the Russian-instigated 
war in the Donbas.

Film

February 24 saw the American film premiere of “Bitter 
Harvest,” Canadian director George Mendeluk’s lyrical 
epic-romance set against the backdrop of the 1930s geno-
cidal famine in Ukraine, known as the Holodomor. With a 
production budget of $21 million, this movie was mostly 
filmed in Pyrohiv, an open-air museum of Ukrainian folk 
architecture six miles from Kyiv. The film was financed 
and produced by Canadian businessman Ian Ihnatowycz, 
whose family fled Ukraine in the 1940s.

 To make the film accessible to the widest audience, the 
director resolved to use all English-speaking actors; the 
three principals were Max Irons, Samantha Barks and 
Tamer Hassan. In addition to telling a story about the 
Holodomor, Mr. Mendeluk informed The Ukrainian 
Weekly he wanted to “immortalize, resurrect and preserve 
for posterity the ritual and culture for Ukrainian genera-
tions to come and for the world to see.” Indeed, the film’s 
poetic images and the evocative cinematography of 
Douglas Milsome met with wide critical acclaim.

Flowing with dreams and omens, “Bitter Harvest” is an 
intimate tale of young love. It also subtly references report-
ers Gareth Jones and Walter Duranty, and the tragic figure 
of Mykola Skrypnyk, leader of the brief Ukrainization 

movement, who in 1933 shot himself at his desk in 
Kharkiv. A stirring adventure story, it interweaves life in 
the village and the inner halls of the Kremlin with scenes 
in Kharkiv and Kyiv. “Bitter Harvest” is a multi-layered film 
that rewards repeated viewings.

 On February 28, “Bitter Harvest” premiered in Canada 
at the Canadian War Museum in Ottawa. The audience had 
an opportunity to greet the film’s director, Mr. Mendeluk, 
and the producer, Mr. Ihnatowycz, a well-known Ukrainian 
Canadian community leader, philanthropist and patron of 
the arts. Among those present were Ukraine’s Minister of 
Culture Yevhen Nyschuk, Ukraine’s Ambassador to Canada 
Andriy Shevchenko, and member of Canadian Parliament 
Borys Wrzesnewskyj.

 The release of the film “Bitter Harvest” brought inter-
national awareness to the little known 1932-1933 
Famine-Genocide in Soviet Ukraine and sparked interest 
in many people to find more detailed information about 
this genocide. A new website (www.genociderevealed-
movie.com) was launched in Montreal to make available 
English, Ukrainian and French versions of a multi-award-
winning feature documentary film “Genocide Revealed.” 

 Based on survivor testimony, this 75-minute documen-
tary by Canadian filmmaker Yurij Luhovy exposes 
Moscow’s genocide against the Ukrainian nation and the 
Famine engineered by Stalin’s regime and the accompa-
nied decimation of the national elite and destruction of 
Ukraine’s historical past. The Ukrainian version is called 
“Okradena Zemlya” and is narrated by Bohdan Beniuk. 
The English version is narrated by Oscar-nominated 
Canadian actor Graham Greene, and the French version is 
narrated by international star Genevieve Bujold.

In May 2014 Ukrainian filmmaker Oleg Sentsov, who 
supported the Maidan protests and opposed the annexa-
tion of Crimea by Russia, had been arrested by the Federal 
Security Service of the Russian Federation in his home in 
Crimea and eventually sentenced to 20 years in jail for 
“crimes of a terrorist nature.” In Berlin on February 11, 
2017, the European Film Academy and Amnesty 
International teamed up with 650 spectators brandishing 
signs to protest his incarceration. A panel discussion fol-
lowing the screening of the documentary “The Trial – The 
State of Russia vs. Oleg Sentsov” was led by the film’s 
directors Askold Kurov, Agnieszka Holland and Volker 
Schlöndorff.

In March, Women’s Month in Washington was celebrat-
ed with discussions on the role of women in the 
Revolution of Dignity in Ukraine, and director Olha 
Onyshko’s documentary “Women of Maidan” was 
screened at the U.S. Capitol. This film was also later shown 
in Harvard University and in Detroit, Toronto, San 
Francisco and New York. Meanwhile in Florida, local 
Ukrainians helped organize an impromptu benefit lunch 
for the filmmaker that netted $2,500. Residents of coastal 
cities from Naples to St. Petersburg attended screenings of 
the film between March 9 and 14. “Women of Maidan” 
also won the award for best documentary at the Fort 
Myers Films Festival.

Two years in the making, the award-winning feature 
documentary film “Recovery Room” directed by Adriana 
Luhova was screened across Canada and the United States 
throughout 2017. A documentary under the patronage of 
the Ukrainian World Congress, it tells the story of the 
impact of the current war in eastern Ukraine and the dias-

The audience applauds the director of “Bitter Harvest,” George Mendeluk, at the movie’s Canadian premiere in 
Ottawa on February 28.

UCC

Culture and the arts:
literature, film, music, etc.

Poet and publisher Ivan Malkovych receives the Taras Shevchenko 
National Prize for his contribution to promoting Ukrainian literature 

from President Petro Poroshenko on March 9.

“Carpathian Maiden” (1995, collection of the 
Ukrainian Museum and Library of Stamford) 
was among the works comprising “Prints and 
Paintings by Bohdan Borzemsky: Retrospective,” 
which opened on September 17 at The Ukrainian 

Museum in New York. 

“The Face of War,” a portrait of Vladimir Putin 
created by Daria Marchenko using bullet shells, 
was on view as part of the exhibit “Five 
Elements of War” that opened in Chicago’s 
Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art on August 26.

Presidential Administration of Ukraine

Raymond Staples
Courtesy of The Ukrainian Museum
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pora’s response on a humanitarian level. Ms. Luhova 
began by photographing the medical missions in Ukraine 
organized by the Canada Ukraine Foundation. She then 
filmed interviews with Canadian and Ukrainian medical 
teams who performed reconstructive surgery on soldiers 
injured by sniper fire and explosions.

Art

An extraordinary installation by Daria Marchenko and 
Daniel Green, two artists from Ukraine, opened at the 
Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art in Chicago on August 
26. Titled “Five Elements of War,” it comprises five emo-
tionally charged works about the causes, turmoil and con-
sequences of war. To strike home with the horrific reality 
of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the artists incorporat-
ed bullets, shell casings, shrapnel and barbed wire in their 
works titled “The Heart of War,” “The Flesh of War,” 
“Honor,” and “The Brain of War,” which underscores the 
role of propaganda. 

 The dramatic centerpiece of the exhibit is “Faces of 
War,” an eight-foot-tall depiction of the face of Russian 
President Vladimir Putin, formed entirely from 5,000 shell 
casings gathered at the battlefront in Donbas. Both artists 
participated in the Maidan Revolution and saw many of 
their friends killed. Mr. Green stated “Art sometimes has 
more power than wars. Art has the power to provoke long 
lasting changes.”

 In the words of Ms. Marchenko, “After people are killed, 
what is left are the bullets and parts of weapons. That is 
why I chose bullets and debris of weapons to represent 
the lives of individuals they killed.” Amid all the carnage, 
Ms. Marchenko saw only one face: “the face of Vladimir 
Putin, former KGB officer and de facto dictator of Russia – 
the one person responsible for all this brutality.” This 
remarkable work “Faces of War” garnered widespread 
media attention, being featured in such outlets as the BBC, 
The Wall Street Journal, Reuters, NBC and ABC News, The 
Guardian, Die Welt and others.

Lviv-based designer Slava Salyuk is attracted to the 
wealth and variety of craftsmanship and design relation-
ships from Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, South Asia, Latin 
America and Ukraine’s Carpathian mountains. Ms. Salyuk 
collects diverse arrays of materials such as Hutsul and 
Coptic crucifixes, old Venetian trade beads, Ghanaian 
Krobo beads, brass Hutsul fibulas and antique silver 
Austrian coins of the late 1800s, incorporating them har-
moniously in her colorful creations. The Ukrainian Institute 
of America in New York presented an extensive showing, 
on view through the beginning of April, of her intricate and 
ornate necklaces based on traditional global motifs. 

On September 29, the Ukrainian Institute of America in 
New York commenced its fall 2017 season with an exhibit 
of 30 expressionist landscape paintings by Ukrainian art-
ist Roman Luchuk. Painted in vibrant and lush colors, 
these works show an emotional rather than representa-
tional view of the artist’s fondness for the mysteries of the 
Hutsul landscape in western Ukraine. Mr. Luchuk lives and 
works in Kosiv, Ivano-Frankivsk Oblast in western 
Ukraine, where he teaches painting at the Kosiv regional 
branch of the Lviv National Academy of Art.

Ola Rondiak, a graduate of Hunter College in New York, 
grew up in Ohio in a Ukrainian family. She studied art in 
both Ukraine and Hungary, and has lived for the past 20 
years in Kyiv. On August 15, The Delaware Contemporary 

in Wilmington presented an exhibit of her works titled 
“Behind the Lines,” referring to both an artist’s lines and 
enemy lines in battle. The events of the Orange Revolution 
and Maidan shaped Ms. Rondiak’s worldview, and the emo-
tional experiences started to surface in her paintings, such 
as her iconographic portraiture of Ukrainian women with 
their determined and indomitable spirit. Ms. Rondiak’s 
faceless “motanka” sculptures are inspired by the ancient 
Ukrainian dolls typically passed on from mother to daugh-
ter, talismans of good health and fortune.

On September 17, The Ukrainian Museum in New York 
opened an exhibit celebrating the artist Bohdan 
Borzemsky with a retrospective of his prints and paintings. 
This important exhibit featured a variety of paintings, 
woodcuts and prints. Mr. Borzemsky was born in 1923 in 
Kolomiya, Ukraine, and graduated from the graphics 
department at Cooper Union in New York in 1951. 
Byzantine icons and mosaics were sources of inspiration 
for the artist, as well as the scenes and inhabitants of his 
native regional Carpathian culture. Mr. Borzemsky decorat-
ed his paintings with expressive images of flowers, birds, 
mountains, wood churches and Hutsul people dressed in 
national attire.

Museums

Founded in 1971, the Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art 
(UIMA) celebrated its 45th anniversary on March 25 in 
Chicago. The UIMA’s vision also included education as a 
core mission for the future, with a dedicated educational 
resource center for both Ukrainian American children and 
the community at large. As a way to recognize its anniver-
sary year, the UIMA announced a campaign to raise 
$450,000 for the Children’s Art Learning Center.

Over three years in development, “Trunk tales: Leaving 
home… finding home” opened at the Ukrainian Museum 
of Canada in Toronto on April 29. It told the poignant sto-
ries of Ukrainian immigration to Canada beginning in the 
late 1800s. Part of the celebration of Canada’s 150th anni-
versary of Confederation, this exhibit revolved around 
four luggage trunks brought by Ukrainians over four 
major periods of immigration, with each individual histo-
ry of hardship, loss and ultimately great hope and joy 
found in a new home in Canada. Visitors could not only 
meet some of the immigrants through their passports, 
visas and letters from the “Old Country,” but could also 
hear their compelling stories recorded in their actual voic-
es in intimate taped interviews.

On June 4, attorney Chryzanta Hentisz was elected pres-
ident of the board of trustees at The Ukrainian Museum of 
New York. A longtime community activist and lover of the 
arts, Ms. Hentisz at one time ran an art gallery and orga-
nized a number of exhibitions featuring Ukrainian artists. 
She had been a vice-president on the museum’s board 
since 2014 and a member of the board since 2012.

On October 5 the Ukrainian National Museum in 
Chicago marked its 65th anniversary with a gala showcas-
ing Ukrainian immigration through music. Today, the 
museum is home to over 10,000 items – including rare 
17th century maps, numismatic and philatelic collections, 
sabers, helmets, badges and medals of 17th century het-
mans, artifacts from displaced persons camps, and exten-
sive pysanka and embroidery collections. The museum 
also hosts film screenings, musical and poetry perfor-
mances, and even yoga classes.

On October 7, the Ukrainian Museum and Library of 
Stamford, Conn. (UMLS), the oldest cultural institution of 
its kind in the United States, celebrated its 80th anniversa-
ry. The UMLS was founded by Bishop Constantine 
Bohachevsky in 1937 and was envisioned not only as a 
repository for both religious and secular art, but also as an 
important cultural resource for the preservation of 
Ukrainian identity in the U.S. Occupying a grand 19th cen-
tury mansion dubbed “The Chateau,” the UMLS now holds 
7,000 objects of folk art, 1,000 items of religious art, and a 
fine collection of over 3,000 paintings and sculptures.

A wide array of member organizations took part in a 
three-day conference titled “Conservation and 
Preservation” held by the Ukrainian Heritage Consortium 
of North America (UNHCNA) on October 27-29. Brief 
activity reports were also given by representatives of 
museums at Harvard and in Chicago, Cleveland, New York, 
Washington, Rochester, N.Y., Stamford, Conn., and 
Somerset, N.J., as well as the Ukrainian Sports Museum in 
Whippany, N.J. Participants had an opportunity to attend 
various workshops and informative sessions conducted 
by collections and preservation specialists.

On November 11-12, the Ukrainian American Archives 
and Museum of Detroit held a grand opening at its new 
location in Hamtramck. Crain’s Detroit Business listed this 
event as one of the top five in their “10 things to do this 
weekend” column. Events planned for 2018 include liter-
ary readings, classes in icon painting, memoir writing as 
well as more artists’ exhibits. 

Music

The National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine (NSOU) 
undertook a 44-concert North American tour during the 
first three months of 2017. Its conductor laureate, 
Theodore Kuchar, showcased the orchestra in Florida, 
North Carolina, Massachusetts, Missouri, Nevada, New 
Jersey, California, Illinois, Alabama , Georgia, Virginia, 
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, Oklahoma, 
Colorado and New York. 

 A cultural ambassador for Ukraine, the NSOU is also 
one of the world’s most recorded orchestras, producing 
over 100 compact discs over the past two decades for 
labels like Naxos, Marco Polo and Brilliant. During past 
tours of Spain, England and Australia, music critics singled 
out both Maestro Kuchar and the NSOU for their precision 
of execution and their intense and vivid performances. Mr. 
Kuchar has served as music director of the Janacek 
Philharmonic Orchestra, Reno Chamber Orchestra and the 
Orquestra Sinfonica de Venezuela, and has guest conduct-
ed orchestras from Amsterdam to Seoul. The NSOU’s 
North American tour included works by Ukrainian com-
posers Mykola Lysenko, Yevhen Stankovych and Myroslav 
Skoryk, and featured as soloists the pianist Alexei Grynyuk 
and violinist Dmytro Tkachenko.

 Over the course of its history, the National Symphony 
Orchestra of Ukraine has been chosen to premiere compo-
sitions by Sergei Prokofiev, Dmitri Shostakovich and Aram 
Khachaturian, and has accompanied such legendary solo-
ists as pianists Sviatoslav Richter, Emil Gilels, Arthur 
Rubinstein, Van Cliburn, violinists Leonid Kogan, David 
Oistrakh, Isaac Stern and Yehudi Menuhin, and cellist 
Mstislav Rostropovich.

Yevhen Stankovych is a venerable composer, teacher 
and ambassador of Ukrainian music. His compositions, 

Family photos and immigration documents from the personal collection of Dr. 
Ihor Gadacz were among the items exhibited as part of “Trunk Tales: Leaving 
home… finding home” at the Ukrainian Museum of Canada, Ontario Branch, 

beginning on April 29.

Courtesy of the Ukrainian Museum of Canada

The National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine with guest conductor Theodore Kuchar at the 
Moss Arts Center, Virginia Tech, in Blackburg, Va., on February 5.

Moss Arts Center
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which include six symphonies, ballets, concertos, chamber 
works and music for over 100 films, have been recorded 
by Melodiya, ASV and Naxos. Born in 1942 in the 
Zakarpattia Oblast, Mr. Stankovych encountered various 
difficulties under the Soviets in his artistic growth. At that 
time, the only window to the West was through Poland; 
out of favor with the Soviet regime, many Ukrainian com-
posers attended performances in Warsaw and brought 
back new scores to study.

 The March 19 “Meet the Composer “ concert dedicated 
to Mr. Stankovych at the Ukrainian Institute of America 
(UIA) was organized by violinist Solomiya Ivakhiv. Also 
performing with Ms. Ivakhiv were flautist Nora Lee Garcia, 
cellist Yves Dharamraj, and pianists Tanya Bannister and 
Philip Edward Fisher. They offered a fascinating cross-sec-
tion of the composer’s works ranging from early avant-
garde experimentation to his later mature works. 

 A professor of violin at the University of Connecticut, 
Ms. Ivakhiv has long championed the music of Mr. 
Stankovych and in fact commissioned his “Angel’s Touch” 
in 2013. An interesting feature of this UIA concert was the 
pre-concert discussion where Messrs. Stankovych and fel-
low composer Leonid Hrabovsky answered questions and 
shared their thoughts about musical life under the Soviets, 
music unions and the need for future legal reform in 
Ukraine. The third panel member was Matthew Keiser 
from Lauren Keiser Music Publishing, which advances the 
cause of Ukrainian composers like Mr. Stankovych. 

Other notable offerings in the Music At The Institute 
series included “Let’s Tango,” a selection of Ukrainian and 
Argentinian tangos on February 4; “Generation Millennium,” 
an event focusing on the works of current composers in 
Ukraine and featuring Bohdan Kryvopust, director of 
Muzychna Ukraina Publishing House, on April 2; and a con-
cert of “Beethoven, Barvinsky and Brahms” on October 7.

On March 12, The Washington Group Cultural Fund pre-
sented violinist Solomia Soroka (professor of violin at 
Goshen College in Indiana) and pianist Arthur Greene in a 
concert also devoted to the music of Mr. Stankovych. The 
works included his “Ukrainian Poem,” “Triptych” and 
“Maidan Fresco.” The composer was in attendance as Ms. 
Soroka introduced and talked about these works, which she 
also recorded for the Toccata Classics label in London under 
the title “Yevhen Stankovych, Music for Violin and Piano.” 
Ms. Soroka earlier presented a similar concert dedicated to 
the works of Mr. Stankovych in Warren, Mich., on March 5.

The inaugural Ukrainian Art Song Summer Institute 
was held at the Royal Conservatory of Music (RCM) in 
Toronto on August 7-13. Artistic director operatic bass-
baritone Paul Hunka joined with other fellow RCM faculty 
members to provide 12 young professionals an opportuni-
ty to develop their skills in singing new repertoire of clas-
sical Ukrainian art songs.

DakhaBrakha (the name means “give/take” in the old 
Ukrainian language) is an avant-garde four-person ensem-
ble, combining Ukrainian folk music with the added 
rhythms of world music such as Indian, Arabic, African, 
Russian and Australian traditional instrumentation. The 
group terms its sound “ethnic chaos.” Ensemble members 
dress in unique, colorful costumes, and perform on myriad 
instruments. Founded in 2004 in Kyiv, DakhaBrakha has 
posted numerous songs and performances on their popu-

lar YouTube site. On April 15 they were welcomed back for 
a concert at the Schimmel Center in New York City.

Violinist Oleh Krysa first came over from the Soviet 
Union on a grand musical tour of the United States in 
1971. Since then he has been concertizing and giving mas-
ter classes all over the world. After a seven-year absence 
from The Washington Group Cultural Fund (TWGCF) 
music series, he returned to the U.S. capital area to give a 
recital on May 21. Accompanied by Irina Lupines, pianist 
and fellow faculty member at the Eastman School of 
Music, Mr. Krysa performed a program featuring Brahms, 
Bach and Myroslav Skoryk’s Caprice for Solo Violin.

TWGCF launched its 2017-2018 Music Series on 
September 24 with a concert by the Gerdan ensemble in a 
program of classical, folk and ethnic jazz/fusion music. The 
concert series schedule also featured violinist Bohdana 
Pivnenko on October 22, with more to come in 2018.

Based in Toronto, the Women’s Bandura Ensemble of 
North America (WBENA) comprises over 20 women from 
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Hartford, Conn., Pittsburgh, 
Toronto and other cities, who share a common interest and 
passion for music, particularly the bandura. Under their co-
directors Oksana Rodak and Oksana Zelinska, WBENA held 
its Chicago debut performance on September 30 at St. 
Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral. Prior to its Chicago 
appearance, the ensemble had performed in concerts in 
New Jersey, Connecticut and Pennsylvania. 

On November 19, the Wesleyan Concert Choir under 
the direction of Nadya Potemkina performed a choral set-
ting of the Vasyl Stus poem “Na Lysii Hori” (On Bald 
Mountain) as part of its fall concert program.

Theater

In June in New York, La MaMa Theater and the Yara Arts 
Group presented “1917-2017 Tychyna, Zhadan & the 
Dogs,” a new theater piece conceived and directed by 
Virlana Tkacz, using the poetry of Pavlo Tychyna and 
Serhiy Zhadan and the songs of the rock group the Dogs. 
The show opened with an installation in the lobby featur-
ing Bob Holman, who explained the context and performed 
his own poetry inspired by Timothy Snyder’s book “On 
Tyranny: Twenty Lessons from the 20th Century.” This pro-
duction also featured music by bandurist Julian Kytasty.

 The Yara Arts Group also received two nominations for 
New York Innovative Theater Awards: to Jeremy Tardy for 
Outstanding Actor in a Lead Role and Julian Kytasty for 
Best Original Music in recognition of their work in Yara 
Arts Group’s “Dark Night Bright Stars” directed by Ms. 
Tkacz. This was a theater piece recreating the 1858 meet-
ing of the Ukrainian poet and painter Taras Shevchenko 
and the African American actor Ira Aldrich.

Dance

On June 7, Chicago’s Hromovytsia Ukrainian Dance 
Ensemble embarked on a 10 day-tour of performances in 
three of Spain’s most iconic historical meccas: Madrid, 
Valencia and Barcelona. Under the artistic direction of 
Roxana Dykyj-Pylypczak, the ensemble was rewarded 
with enthusiastic audiences at every venue. The Ukrainian 
ambassador to Spain, Anatoliy Scherba greeted them fol-
lowing the concerts, which included appearances by violin 
virtuoso Vasyl Popadiuk. 

Serhiy Zhadan (center) and the Dogs in Yara Arts Group’s production “1917-2017: Tychyna, Zhadan & the Dogs,” 
which opened on June 9 at La MaMa’s Ellen Stewart Theater in New York.

Evgeniy Maloletka

It started with the National Hockey League’s introduc-
tion of its 100 greatest players in honoring 100 years 
of NHL hockey in 2017. Six Ukrainian hockey stars 

were included among these top 100 players: Wayne 
Gretzky, Mike Bossy, Johnny Bucyk, Terry Sawchuk, Johnny 
Bower and Turk Broda – all prominently featured on the 
pages of The Ukrainian Weekly. (Interesting to note that 
three of the six are goaltenders.)

It continued with the professional boxing exploits of ex-
Ukrainian Olympic medalists Taras Shelestyuk (16-0, 
10KOs), Oleksandr Gvozdyk (14-0, 12 KOs) and Vasyl 
Lomachenko (10-1, 8 KOs). The first two remain undefeat-
ed, while Lomachenko’s name is constantly mentioned 
atop the latest list of best pound-for-pound fighters in the 
world since the retirement of Andre Ward.

The future was on display at the third annual Invictus 
Games, held in Toronto in late September, when Team 
Ukraine debuted by winning an amazing 14 medals, 
including eight gold. A squad of only 15 athletes competed 
in only five of 11 adaptive sports as first-time participants, 
laying a solid foundation for the coming years.

The past year also witnessed a young tennis player’s 
career skyrocket upward and an aging champion boxer’s 
resume come to a sudden conclusion. Elina Svitolina won 
five WTA tour titles, flying up the women’s rankings to No. 
4. Svitolina’s success on the tour is only scratching the sur-
face, be it grass or clay. Forty-one-year-old Wladimir 
Klitschko retired from the fight game after two unprece-
dented title runs came to an end with consecutive defeats 
in the ring. Fortunately the sport will continue to be well 
represented by Ukrainians in almost every weight class.

First, our sports correspondent’s annual awards:
• Outstanding Male Athlete – Vasyl Lomachenko (box-

ing) and Pavlo Budaevskiy (swimming, Invictus Games);
• Outstanding Female Athlete – Elina Svitolina (tennis) 

and Khrystyna Pohranychna (rhythmic gymnastics);
• Rookie of the Year – Khrystyna Pohranychna;
• Coach of the Year – Lesya Shah (archery, Invictus 

Games); and
• Team of the Year – Team Ukraine (Invictus Games).
Next: the year’s highlight package of outstanding 

achievements and top performances from all sports com-
petitions (alphabetized), plus newsworthy headlines from 
around the world and our diaspora.

High jumper Yulia Levchenko, 19, was named female 
Rising Star by the European Athletics Association Golden 
Track Awards on October 14 in Lithuania. She won three 
medals (one gold in high jump) in three championship 
events during 2017. 

Kremenets, Ternopil Oblast was the site of the 
Ukrainian Little League Championships (players age 
10-12) on May 28. Nine all-star teams competed with 
Rivne outlasting Kyiv Baseball School in the final game 
7-5, advancing to the European Regional Championship in 
Poland. Visits to several cultural centers, skill competi-
tions and a prize lottery were among the events organized 
by Basil Tarasko, district administrator for Ukraine Little 
League Baseball. 

Ukrainian athletes – past,
present, future – acclaimed

Elina Svitolina, outstanding Ukrainian female athlete of 
2017, who rose to No. 4 on the World Tennis Association 

ranking.

Radio Liberty/Shutterstock
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Yuliia Dzhima won gold in the women’s 7.5 km sprint at 

the European Biathlon Championship in Poland on 
January 25-29. 

Three Ukrainians highlighted the first ever boxing card 
at MGM National Harbor in Oxon Hill, Maryland on April 
8: Vasyl Lomachenko, Oleksandr Usyk and Oleksandr 
Gvozdyk were all victorious before a sell-out crowd with a 
heavy Ukrainian contingent waving blue-and-yellow 
national flags. Wladimir Klitschko was defeated by favor-
ite Anthony Joshua with the IBF, IBO and WBA world titles 
on the line in an April 19 match at Wembley Stadium in 
London. The Ukrainian world champion and future Hall of 
Famer was dropped twice in the 11th round. August 3 was 
the official date of Wladimir Klitschko’s retirement from 
professional boxing following consecutive defeats at the 
hands of Tyson Fury and Anthony Joshua. Klitschko goes 
down as one of the most dominant heavyweight champi-
ons in boxing history. Junior lightweight world titleholder 
Vasyl Lomachenko toyed with challenger Miguel Marriaga, 
earning a seventh-round TKO in Los Angeles on August 5. 
Oleksandr Gvozdyk registered a sixth-round knockout of 
Craig Baker in Lincoln, Neb., on August 19, capturing the 
NABF and NABO light heavyweight titles. Middleweight 
Oleksandr Khyzhniak won his gold-medal bout against 
Ablikhan Amankul of Kazakhstan at the AIBA World 
Boxing Championships in Hamburg, Germany, on August 
25-September 2. Khyzhniak won the 2017 European 
Boxing Championships in Kharkiv on June 16-24 and was 
named best boxer of the Hamburg tourney. Viktor 
Vykhryst (+91 kg) and Iurii Shestak (60 kg) were gold 
medal winners in Kharkiv, where Ukraine topped the 
medals table with six. Oleksandr Usyk retained his WBO 
cruiserweight title against IBO champ Marco Huck on 
September 9 in Berlin with a 10th round TKO. Vasyl 
Lomachenko TKO’d Guillermo Rigondeaux in six rounds 
at Madison Square Garden on December 9, making 
Rigondeaux the fourth consecutive opponent who quit on 
the arguably best pound-for-pound boxer in the game. 

Anna Muzychuk won the European ACP Women’s 
Individual Rapid Chess Championship in Morocco on 
October 21-22, winning nine out of 11 points, having won 
seven matches and tying another four. 

Tetiana Klimchenko won gold in the scratch race at the 
World Cup (cycling) in Los Angeles on February 24-26. 
Ukraine won 21 gold medals at the 2017 Summer 
Deaflympics in Samsun, Turkey on July 18-30, finishing in 
second place overall with 99 total medals. 

Anna Pysmenska won gold (303.30 points) in the 
women’s 3 m springboard event at the LEN European 
Diving Championships in Kyiv on June 12-18. Illya Kvasha 
won gold in the men’s 1 m springboard event, while 
Maksym Dolhov and Oleksandr Gorshkovozov won gold in 
the men’s 10 m synchronized platform. 

Ukraine’s junior women’s épée team won first place 
(64 points) at the Junior World Cup team event in Epoo, 
Finland, on February 5. Olga Kharlan won gold at the 

World Cup of Fencing in Tunisia on May 12-14. Bogdan 
Nikitskin won gold in men’s épée at the Épée Grand Prix 
in Bogota, Colombia, on May 26. Kharlan won gold in the 
women’s saber event at the World Cup in Belgium on 
November 17-19 and then won gold in the women’s saber 
event at the Saber Grand Prix in Cancun, Mexico, on 
December 15. 

Oleh Verniaiev won gold in the men’s all-around at the 
2017 Stuttgart World Cup (gymnastics) on March 18-19, 
scoring 84.899 points. At the 2017 Stella Zakharova 
Ukrainian Int’l Cup in Kyiv on March 30-April 2, Ukraine 
won first place in the all-around with Yana Fedorova 
(50.850 pts) winning gold. Anastasiya Bachynska won first 
place in the junior all-around (53.650 pts) and Ukraine 
also finished first in the team results. Oleh Verniaiev won 
gold in the men’s parallel bars event at the 2017 Paris 
Challenge Cup on September 16-17. Oleksandra-Maria 
Tabachynska and Yuliia Pylypiak won gold in the junior 
women’s all-around at the 28th European Championships 
in Poland on October 19-22. Oleh Verniaiev won gold in 
the men’s all-around (58.050 pts) at the Arthur Gander 
Memorial in Switzerland on November 1, his fourth con-
secutive gold in this tournament.

Tyler Bozak has paid his dues in Toronto and has 
earned assistant captain status on a rebuilding Maple 
Leafs squad, serving as a mentor for youngsters like 
Austen Matthews and Mitch Marner. The Dauphin Kings 
(Manitoba Junior Hockey League) had a Ukrainian “vyshy-
vanka” motif for its team uniforms as part of its annual 
Ukrainian night on January 28. The town of Dauphin is 41 
percent Ukrainian, and 25 percent of the population 
speaks Ukrainian. The “Great One,” Wayne Gretzky, was 
actually acquired from the Indianapolis Racers by the 
Edmonton Oilers as part of a high-stakes backgammon 
game between owners Nelson Skalbania and Peter 
Pocklington. Johnny Bower, the young man born as John 
Kishkan, propelled the Toronto Maple Leafs to four 
Stanley Cup championships, was an NHL All-Star five 
times and holds the club record for most community 
appearances by a Leafs alumnus. Bower was selected as 
one of the NHL’s top 100 players. Mike Bossy scored 573 
goals and 1,126 points in only 752 regular season NHL 
games. He won four Stanley Cups and is the only player in 
league history to net Cup winning goals in consecutive 
years. No surprise he was tapped as one of the NHL’s top 
100 players. Ukrainian Terry Sawchuk is still referred to 
as the “greatest goaltender ever” and rightfully earned his 
designation as one of the NHL’s top players. Former 
Edmonton Oilers player Dave Semenko passed away at 
age 59 on June 29. A two-time Stanley Cup winner, he was 
Gretzky’s body guard – a fierce competitor and fan favor-
ite. Johnny Bucyk played 21 seasons in Boston, with 16 
years of 20+ goals, 545 goals scored, two Lady Byng 
Trophies and seven All-Star Game appearances. The ulti-
mate Bruin was still another of the Ukes in the NHL’s top 
100. He spent his entire 13+ season NHL career with 
Toronto, winning five of eight Stanley Cup finals, twice 

earning the Vezina Trophy. In 101 playoff games, Turk 
Broda totaled 13 shutouts and compiled a 1.98 GAA. Yet 
another top 100 NHL player!

President Petro Poroshenko called for support of the 
Ukrainian national team participating in the 2017 Invictus 
Games in Toronto – a world competition for soldiers and 
veterans wounded in the line of duty. Team Ukraine’s ros-
ter included several wounded warriors from Russia’s inva-
sion of eastern Ukraine. Team Ukraine was triumphant in 
its debut at the 2017 Invictus Games in Toronto on 
September 23-30, winning 14 medals, including eight 
golds. Ukrainian soldier Pavlo Budaevskiy won four gold 
medals in swimming, Oleh Zymnikov got the gold in athlet-
ics, Oleksandr Pysarenko in rowing, Vasyl Pushkevych in 
powerlifting and Roman Panchenko in archery. The team 
was limited to only 15 injured veterans, but they certainly 
made Ukraine proud and served as a definitive reminder 
of the Ukraine-Russia conflict. Team Ukraine reached the 
top of the podium in terms of the support and admiration 
they received from within and outside the Ukrainian 
Canadian community. The Ukrainian Canadian Congress 
hosted 28 athletes, organized opening and closing recep-
tions, and helped raise $100,000 (Canadian) to provide 
needed assistance to active and former members of 
Ukraine’s Armed Forces and National Police. Both 
Ukrainian President Poroshenko and Canadian Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau attended the UCC’s September 22 
gala reception in Toronto on the eve of the games. 

Iryna Kinderska (+78 kg) won gold at the World Judo 
Grand Prix in Germany on February 24-26. Daria Bilodid 
(48 kg) won gold at the European Judo Open Women in 
Prague on March 4. Bogdan Iadov (66 kg) won gold at the 
European Judo Union Open in Poland on March 4-5. 
Anastasia Balaban (40 kg) won gold at the Cadet 
European Judo Cup in Turkey on March 6. Anastasiya 
Turchyn (78 kg) won a gold medal at the Judo Grand Prix 
in Tbilisi, Georgia, on March 31-April 2.The European Judo 
Open saw Ukrainians Gevorg Khachatrian (66 kg) and 
Galyna Tarasova (+78 kg) win gold medals. Ukrainian gold 
medalists at the Veterans European Judo Championships 
in Zagreb, Croatia, on June 15-18 included Sergiy Balaban, 
Illya Chymchyuri, Oleksii Ovcharenko, Maksym 
Shapovalov and Viktor Yerokhov. Anastasiya Turchyn won 
gold at the Judo Grand Prix in Uzbekistan on October 6-8. 
Two members of Ukraine’s cadet judo team won two gold 
medals at the Koper Cadet European Judo Cup 2017 in 
Slovenia on October 28-29: Marat Kryzhanskyi (81 kg) 
and Lev Smagin (73 kg). Vasylyna Kyrychenko (+78 kg) 
won gold for Ukraine at the U-23 European Judo 
Championships in Montenegro on November 10-12. Daria 
Bilodid won gold at the IJF Judo Grand Prix on November 
17-19 at The Hague, Netherlands.

Martial Arts news saw Stanislav Horun (75 kg) win 
first place in the Premier League Karate 1 held in Paris on 
January 22-24. 

High jumper Vita Palamar had her 2008 bronze medal 
revoked by the International Olympic Committee after 

At the MGM National Harbor in Oxon Hill, Md., on April 8 are the three professional Ukrainian boxers who fought 
that evening (from left): Oleksandr Usyk, Vasyl Lomachenko and Oleksandr Gvozdyk.

Outstanding male athlete Pavlo Budaevskiy, a swimmer 
who won four gold medals for Ukraine at the Invictus 

Games in September.

112.ua

Mykola Swarnyk
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her sample tested positive for anabolic steroids. 

In paddle sports, Ukraine won two gold medals in the 
junior division at the 2017 ECA Canoe Sprint European 
Championships for juniors and U-23 in Belgrade, Serbia 
on June 22-25: Dmytro Danylenko in the K1 500-m sprint 
and Denys Filatov in the men’s C1 200-m sprint. The U-23 
division had Ukraine finishing first with six golds: Oleh 
Kukharyk (K1 1,000-m and K1 500-m), Pavlo Altukhov 
(C1 500-m), 4-man C4 500-m, Liudmyla Luzan (C1 500-
m) and two-man K2 200-m race. (Team members winning 
gold were Yuri Vandiuk, Andriy Rybachok, Artem 
Balandin, Oleh Borovyk, Ivan Semykin and Kyrylo 
Chernomorov.) Ukraine’s Maria Kichasova and Anastasia 
Gorlova won gold in the women’s K2 200-m race at the 
European Canoe Sprint Championships on July 14-16 in 
Plovdiv, Bulgaria. Ukraine won two gold medals at the 
2017 ECA Paracanoe European Championships on July 15 
in Plovdiv, Bulgaria, with Nataliia Lahutenko and Serhii 
Yemilianov coming out on top in the VL2 200-m and KL3 
200-m races. 

Ukraine won 47 medals and finished first (19 gold, 16 
silver, 12 bronze) at the World Para Nordic Skiing 
Championships (paralympics) in Germany on February 
10-19. Olga Prylutska won gold in the women’s middle, 
visually impaired final. Iurii Utkin won gold in the men’s 
middle final. Oleksandra Kononova won gold in the wom-
en’s middle standing final. Maksym Yarovyi won gold in 
the men’s sprint, sitting final. Liudmyla Liashenko won 
gold in the women’s sprint, standing final. In the men’s 
sprint, visually impaired final Anatoliy Kovalevskyi won 
gold, while Oksana Syshkova won gold in the same wom-
en’s event. Liashenko also captured a gold in standing 
sprint. Ihor Reptyukh won gold in the men’s standing 
sprint and Yarovyi won gold in the men’s seated sprint. 
Ukraine won gold in the mixed relay, Yarovyi won gold in 
the men’s long C sitting final, Reptyukh won gold in the 
men’s long C standing and Kononova won gold in the 
women’s long C standing final. Oksana Masters, who was 
born in Ukraine, but competes for the U.S.A., won gold in 
the women’s seated sprint and long C seated final. Ukraine 
won first place at the 2017 International Federation of 
Cerebral Palsy Football CP Football World Championships 
in Argentina on September 2-24, beating Iran 1-0 in the 
final.

Khrystyna Pohranychna won three gold medals and 
Olena Diachenko won one at the Miss Valentine 2017 
Competition in Estonia on February 10-12. Ukraine’s 
junior gymnastics team won five gold medals at the Bracia 
Fair Cup 2017 in Hungary on February 17-19. Ukrainian 
gold medals at the International Rhythmic Gymnastics 
Tournament in Israel on February 24-25 were won by: 
Yulia Olkhovska (senior hoop division), Viktoria Fotieva 
(club and ribbon), Anna Sobeshchakova (hoop), 
Pohranychna (junior division clubs, ribbon and all-
around). Valentina Sakysova won gold in the individual 
junior event, Pohranychna won gold in the hoop and in 
the junior women’s individual all-around, Nikol Savina 
won a gold in the pre-junior division and Ukraine won 
gold in the team all-around at the Grand Prix Kyiv 
Deriugina Cup 2017 on March 17-19. Pohranychna also 

won gold in the senior hoop final, clubs and ribbon finals. 
Ukraine won gold in the three balls and two ropes event. 

In soccer, Shakhtar Donetsk won 1-0 against Dynamo 
Kyiv on May 17 to win the Ukrainian Cup, the 11th time 
the club has hoisted the trophy. Shakhtar also won the 
Ukrainian Premier League title. Former Ukrainian nation-
al team player Anatoliy Tymoshchuk, 37, announced his 
retirement to enter coaching. Potential future Ukrainian 
soccer stars include Shakhtar’s Viktor Kovalenko, 
Dynamo’s Serhiy Sydorchuk, PSV Eindhoven’s Oleksandr 
Zinchenko and FC Oleksandria’s Roman Yaremchuk. 
Borussia Dortmund signed Dynamo winger Andriy 
Yarmolenko to a five-year contract worth 30 million euros. 
Oleksandr Kucher, a defender for Shakhtar Donetsk and 
the Ukrainian national team, signed a one-year deal with 
Kayserispor of Turkey. Ukraine’s 0-2 loss to Croatia on 
October 9 meant elimination from the FIFA World Cup 
qualifiers; Ukraine finished with a 5-3-2 record, tied for 
third in its group. Andriy Shevchenko’s contract as head 
coach of the Ukrainian national team was renewed 
through the year 2020. 

Ukraine swept first place in every event at the Canada 
Open Synchronized Swimming Championships in 
Toronto on May 5-7. Anna Voloshyna won two individual 
gold medals and six duet/team golds while Jelyzaveta 
Yakhno won two duet and four team gold medals. 
Mykhailo Romanchuk won gold in the 1,500 m freestyle 
final at the 2017 European Short Course Championships 
in Copenhagen on December 15.

Elina Svitolina topped Caroline Wozniacki 6-4, 6-2 to 
claim the 2017 Dubai Duty Free Tennis Championship on 
January 25. Svitolina defeated China’s Shuai Peng 6-3, 6-2 

to win the Taian Open in Taipei City, Taiwan, on January 
30-February 5. Alexander Dolgopolov won the Argentina 
Open in Buenos Aires on February 13-19, besting Japan’s 
Kei Nishikori in the final 7-6(4), 6-4. Elina Svitolina cap-
tured the BNP Paribas Istanbul Cup on April 24-30, 
defeating Elise Mertens in the final 6-2, 6-4. Svitolina won 
her fourth title of the year in Rome on May 20-21 after 
beating Simona Halep in the final 4-6, 7-5, 6-1. Her victo-
ries earned Svitolina a well-deserved slot in the top 10 
women’s rankings heading into the 2017 French Open. 
Svitolina won the Rogers Cup in Toronto on August 13, 
climbing to the WTA’s No. 4 ranking with her fifth tour 
title of the season. Battling through exhaustion, she man-
aged to overwhelm still another top-10 opponent, 
Wozniacki (again), 6-4, 6-0. 

Ukraine won 36 medals (12 gold) with 179 competing 
athletes in Taipei at the 2017 Summer Universiade on 
August 19-30. Gold medals were won in fencing, gymnas-
tics, swimming, taekwondo, rhythmic gymnastics and ath-
letics. 

Ukrainian gold medal winners at the European 
Weightlifting Championships held in Croatia on April 2-8 
included Oleksandr Pielieshenko (85 kg), Iryna Dekha (75 
kg) and Dmytro Chumak (94 kg). 

Nadia Bielkina (women’s biathlon 12.5 km mass start) 
and Alexandra Nazarova/Maxim Nitkin (ice dance figure 
skating) won Ukraine’s two gold medals at the 2017 World 
Universiade (winter games) in Almaty, Kazakhstan, on 
January 29-February 8.

Diaspora sports news

In diaspora sports news, the Edmonton U.A. Lions best-
ed Toronto Kontakt, 6-5, to win the second annual 
Alexander Cup hockey tournament in Toronto on February 
18-19, an event hosted by the Ukrainian Sports Federation 
of the U.S.A. and Canada (known by the Ukrainian-based 
acronym USCAK). The 63rd annual Carpathian Ski Club 
(KLK) ski races took place at Hunter Mountain on February 
25 with skiers ranging in age from 6 to 75. Maya Stawnychy 
and Erko Palydowycz won trophies for fastest skiers. 

The fourth annual Ukrainian Heritage Day happened 
on March 19 at Newark’s Prudential Center. Ukrainian 
dance groups performed throughout the afternoon with 
Ukrainians singing the national anthem, serving as color 
guards and riding the Zamboni. Lt. Col. Michael Hrycak 
was recognized as “Hero of the Game” by the host New 
Jersey Devils. The event is co-organized by Myron and 
Chris Bytz. 

A roster of 16- and 17-year-old soccer players of 
Ukrainian descent from the U.S. and Canada played exhibi-
tion matches against Dynamo Kyiv farm teams in Kyiv on 
April 3-7. The technically and tactically superior Ukrainian 
side swept both matches by resounding scores of 10-0 
and 3-0. The trip was made possible by the Shor family’s 
soccer school in Detroit, which has a connection with 
Dynamo Kyiv’s academy. A U.S.-based soccer club made up 
of Ukrainian American Youth Association members played 
in an international soccer tournament in Ivano-Frankivsk, 
Ukraine, on July 12-15. Four teams comprising players 16 
and under competed in matches held in three stadiums. 

President Petro Poroshenko on September 12 with Ukrainian military veterans and soldiers who were training for the 
third Invictus Games to be held in Toronto on September 23-30. 

Indicted into the Ukrainian Sports Museum’s Hall of Fame on September 16 were: Orest Kindrachuk (left) of the 
National Hockey League’s Philadelphia Flyers, Pittsburgh Penguins and Washington Capitals; and professional 

boxer Chuck Wepner.

Presidential Administration of Ukraine

Oksana Sorochan
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Karpaty of Kolomiya beat FC Kalush in the finals; the U.S. 
team lost its three games, scoring a total of five goals. 

More than 130 Ukrainians of greater New York City and 
guests from Ukraine took part in the third Vyshyvanka Run 
on August 20. The event, held by the Ukrainian Running 
Club New York, aimed at promoting a healthy lifestyle in 
the Ukrainian community and propagating the Ukrainian 
cultural heritage. Forty-four members of the Ukrainian 
Running Club ran the 2017 New York City Marathon on 
November 5, with Tetiana Samokysh finishing first among 
Ukrainian women (3:30:53). The running club was formed 
in 2008 by Anya Shpook and currently boasts over 70 
active members.

Father and son, Peter and Markian Fil, each won gold at 
the third World Mulimpia, held in Pyeong Chang, South 
Korea, in July. The Mulimpia is a martial arts open champi-
onship competition in taekwondo, hapkido, wushu and 
haidong gumdo. 

Archer Illya Buynevich, representing Tryzub Striltsi, 
won gold at the State Games of America on July 21-August 
4. Competitions were held at various Pennsylvania venues. 

The sixth annual USCAK National Beach Volleyball 
Tournament was held on August 25 in Wildwood Crest, 
N.J., and won by Toronto’s Babushkas, barely beating 
“ROMMA.” Roman Darewych, one of two fathers playing 
with his son, won MVP. 

The 61st annual USCAK-East Tennis Tournament was 
held at Soyuzivka on July 1-2 with Mykola Stroynick and 
Anastasiya Dudaryk finishing as men’s and women’s 
champs. New faces, complications and uncooperative 
weather headlined the 2017 USCAK National Tennis 
Championships at Soyuzivka during Labor Day weekend. 
Co-champions were Adrian Charchalis and Oleksandr 
Zavorotnyi in men’s and Maryna Zhytska in women’s play. 

The Ukrainian Sports Museum inducted its second Hall 
of Fame class in Whippany, N.J., on September 16. Among 
inductees present at the ceremony were Ottawa Senators 
owner Eugene Melnyk (keynote speaker), boxer Chuck 
Wepner (whose mother is Ukrainian), ex-Philadelphia 
Flyers Stanley Cup champion Orest Kindrachuk and 
Ukraine’s biathlon coach, Vasiliy Karlenko, who also repre-
sented the National Olympic Committee of Ukraine. The 
Weekly’s long-time sports correspondent, Ihor Stelmach, 
was inducted in the “builders” category and returned as 
the evening’s master of ceremonies. Former N.Y. Jets 
receiver Wayne Chrebet was presented his Ukrainian 
Sports Hall of Fame plaque by Myron Bytz and Teo Bodnar 
at a Jets meet and greet on January 28; he had been induct-
ed in 2016.

Ukrainian Tania Prymak, from Goshen, N.Y., was pursu-
ing an opportunity to represent the U.S. at the 2018 Winter 
Olympics in ski cross, where four skiers race each other 
down a course filled with bumps, turns, rolling hills and 
jumps. As of November, she was ranked the No. 1 female 
ski cross racer in the U.S. and No. 15 in the world. 

Academia: Major conferences 
focus on the Holodomor

The calendar in 2017 was filled with conferences on 
the Holodomor and scholarly events on Ukraine, its 
history and the current situation, and how the dias-

pora can help. Also significant in 2017 was the release of 
the groundbreaking book by Anne Applebaum “Red 
Famine: Stalin’s War on Ukraine.” 

The scholarly conference, “Ukrainian Statehood 1917-
1921: Institutions and Individuals,” was held on February 
24-25, at Columbia University and featured scholars from 
the U.S., Canada and Ukraine. The conference marked the 
100th anniversary of the Ukrainian Revolution and the cre-
ation of the modern Ukrainian state. The creation of state 
institutions at the time proved to be essential in organiz-
ing and giving structure to Ukrainian political, education-
al, cultural and religious developments. A concert at the 
Ukrainian Institute of America officially closed the confer-
ence, and focused on priest, composer and Ukrainian 
National Republic (UNR) government minister Kyrylo 
Stetsenko and the genre of the Ukrainian art song, which 
recently had been rehabilitated.

The U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington 
and the Ukrainian Museum-Archives of Cleveland signed a 
cooperation agreement on February 6 at the Holocaust 
Museum in Washington to digitize the UMA’s collection of 
archived materials from post-World War II displaced per-
sons camps. UMA Acting Director  Andrew Fedynsky and 
USHMM Collections Director Michael Grunberger signed 
the agreement. The signing ceremony was the culmina-
tion of work that began in May 2016, when a delegation 
from the Holocaust Museum visited the UMA to assess the 
scope and quality of its DP camp collection. The delega-
tion made its recommendation in September 2017 for a 
cooperative digitization project. Mr. Grunberger said that 
the UMA’s collection – “one of the world’s most important 
collections of Ukrainian history and culture” focusing on 
the post-World War II period – will help “ensure that our 
collections document the stories of non-Jewish victims of 
Nazi persecution as well.” The digitization will make these 
available “to anyone, anywhere and anytime.” The digitiza-
tion itself was conducted in February and March by 
Archival Data Systems based in Kyiv. The company was 
selected based on its experience with Ukraine’s Central 
Archives, Yad Vashem in Israel, the Harvard Ukrainian 
Research Institute, the Shevchenko Scientific Society in 
Lviv and many more institutions.

Arizona State University’s Melikian Center, with gener-
ous seed funding from Advisory Board Member Patience 
T. Huntwork and her husband, James R. Huntwork, 
announced it was set to add Ukrainian language courses 
to its Critical Languages Institute beginning in the sum-
mer of 2017 and sought to raise funds to endow a 
Ukrainian Studies Program in perpetuity. The couple 

made the announcement in February. They have been rec-
ognized for their work in human rights efforts in Ukraine, 
and both served as election observers in Ukraine since the 
Gorbachev era and worked to support commercial law 
reforms in Ukraine. The Melikian Center is under the 
interim directorship of Dr. Mark von Hagen, who devel-
oped the Ukrainian Studies Program at the Harriman 
Institute of Columbia University. Dr. von Hagen noted that 
the Ukrainian language “is a gateway to a rich culture and 
dynamic society. After two years of Russia’s war with 
Ukraine, the teaching of this language will also likely 
become a national security priority for the United States.”

The book “Jews and Ukrainians, a Millennium of 
Co-Existence,” by Profs. Yohanan Petrovsky-Shtern and 
Robert Magocsi was presented on February 12 at the 
Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art in Chicago. Distributed 
by the University of Toronto Press, the book shows that 
the two peoples have a shared narrative of commonalities 
that contradict the stereotypes perpetuated by ignorance 
and also by intent. Dr. Petrovsky-Shtern underscored 
these commonalities, especially as evidenced during the 
Revolution of Dignity and the war in the Donbas. The pre-
sentation was co-sponsored by the UIMA, the Kyiv-Mohyla 
Foundation of America and the Chicago Business and 
Professional Group. Dr. Petrovsky-Shtern is professor of 
Jewish studies and Jewish history at Northwestern 
University, where he teaches history and culture of 
Ukraine, Slavic-Jewish history and other relevant subjects. 

The academic conference “Securing Ukraine’s 
Sovereignty: The Road Ahead” was held on February 15 at 
the U.S. Library of Congress. The daylong roundtable con-
ference, which featured two dozen leading voices on 
national security, international diplomacy and govern-
ment affairs, was organized by the Center for U.S.-Ukraine 
Relations, the American Foreign Policy Council and the 
Ukrainian Congress Committee of America. Presenters 
discussed the damage done to European security and 
international law by Russian aggression against Ukraine, 
and debated what advancements had been made in the 
areas of diplomacy, economic reform and military readi-
ness. Notable guests included Reps. Brian Fitzpatrick 
(R-Pa.) and Sander Levin (D-Mich), co-chairs of the 
Congressional Ukrainian Caucus, as well as Ukraine’s 
Minister of Foreign Affairs Pavlo Klimkin. Gen. Wesley 
Clark (ret.) and Dr. Phillip Karber received Friends of 
Ukraine awards presented by the UCCA. Gen. Clark and Dr. 
Karber also were presented special wristwatches from the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs that were created to celebrate 
the 25th anniversary of diplomatic relations between 
Ukraine and the U.S.

The Holodomor Education Conference “Education – 
Awareness – Action” was held on May 5-7 at the Canadian 
Museum for Human Rights in Winnipeg, Manitoba. The 
conference was hosted by the Holodomor Research and 
Education Consortium. The HREC was established through 
a gift of the Temerty Family Foundation (Toronto) to the 
Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies at the University of 
Alberta. This was the second Holodomor Education 
Conference in Canada. Presentations described methodol-
ogies, resources and technologies for teaching about the 
Holodomor, and featured keynote speaker Dr. Joyce Apsel, 
president of the Institute for the Study of Genocide at New 

Holocaust Memorial Museum Collections Director 
Michael Grunberger (left) and Ukrainian Museum-
Archives Director Andrew Fedynsky congratulate each 
other on signing a cooperation agreement in Washington 
on February 6 to digitize the Cleveland-based archives’ 
post-World War II collection of documents and stories 

about non-Jewish victims of Nazism.

Yaro Bihun

Members of Ukrainian Running Club before the opening ceremony of the New York City Marathon on November 5. 
Forty-four members of the club ran in the marathon.

URC NY
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York University. Areas of focus for the conference included 
the application of teaching methodologies from primary 
through university levels. Other presenters described the 
Holodomor in light of human rights and genocide study in 
general.

“Michigan in Perspective,” a Michigan history confer-
ence, was held on March 3-4 in Sterling Heights at the 
Wyndam Garden Hotel and featured a session topic 
“Adding to the Melting Pot: Ukrainians in Detroit.” The 
event attracted 600 people and featured a presentation by 
Vera Andrushkiw, vice-president of the U.S.-Ukraine 
Foundation and president of the Detroit Regional Council 
of the Ukrainian National Women’s League of America. Ms. 
Andrushkiw described the arrival of the first Ukrainian 
immigrant to Detroit, Mykola Stefansky, in 1885. With this 
wave of immigration, a small wooden church was built on 
Cioette Avenue on the west side of Detroit. From there, the 
Ukrainian community expanded into Hamtramck and 
other parts of Michigan. Her presentation also highlighted 
the community’s role in promoting human rights for dissi-
dents in Ukraine and described how the community has 
been mobilized in the aftermath of renewed Russian 
aggression against Ukraine. A Detroit Ukrainian, Dr. Ulana 
Suprun, Ms. Andrushkiw noted, serves as acting minister 
of health of Ukraine. Two exhibit tables, manned by mem-
bers of the Ukrainian American Archives and Museum, 
UNWLA members and the editorial board of Detroitski 
Novyny/Ukrainian Metro News, supported the presenta-
tion and showcased Ukrainian culture and books by local 
Ukrainian American authors. 

Manor College, located in Jenkintown, Pa., launched its 
official new brand to students, faculty, staff, friends and 
various members of the college community on January 27. 
The rebranding included a new logo, an athletic logo (fea-
turing a fierce-looking blue jay), a tagline (“You Belong 
Here”) and a website. 

Manor College hosted a presentation “Ukraine: 
Education as the Battlefront of Democracy” on April 6 that 
attracted more than 100 people from New York, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware and Washington. 
Educational reform is needed in Ukraine, the discussants 
explained, to protect and preserve free and democratic 
ideals. The event included presentations by: Dr. Serhiy 
Kvit, former minister of education and science of Ukraine; 
Dr. Andriy V. Zagorodnyuk, vice-rector of Vasyl Stefanyk 
Precarpathian National University; Alex Kuzma, executive 
director of the Ukrainian Catholic Education Foundation; 
and Dr. Leonid Rudnytzky, retired professor at La Salle 
University and former rector of Ukrainian Free University 
in Munich.

Manor College President Jonathan Perri and Vice-
President of Academic Affairs Stephen Greico signed a 
partnership agreement with Igor Tsependa and Andriy 
Zagorodnyuk of Vasyl Stefanyk Precarpathian National 
University in Ivano-Frankivsk, Ukraine, on May 31 via 
Skype. The agreement is intended to: engage in joint 
research projects and scientific conferences; exchange sci-
entific data, curricula and scientific literature; prepare sci-
entific publications containing the results of joint 
research; participate in joint international programs and 
projects; exchange scientific, pedagogical staff and stu-
dents; engage in scientific internship; and jointly seek sup-
port for the purposes of the objectives of this agreement. 
Manor College hosted a dialogue with Reps. Brian 
Fitzpatrick and Brendan Boyle, titled “Ukraine: America’s 

Relationship and Moral Obligation.” Later that day, a rib-
bon-cutting ceremony was held to unveil the newly reno-
vated Ukrainian Heritage Studies Museum, which includes 
the Maria Mazur pysanka collection. 

Holodomor research scholar Dr. Myroslava Antonovych 
presented a lecture on “Specificities and Commonalities of 
the Holodomor in the Context of Genocides in the First Half 
of the 20th Century” on April 19 at the Munk School of 
Global Affairs at the University of Toronto. Dr. Antonovych, 
who is director of the Center for International Human 
Rights and associate professor of the Faculty of Law at the 
National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, compared 
the Holodomor to other genocides of the first half of the 
20th century, including the Armenian Genocide of 1915 
and the Holocaust. The Holodomor, she said, had not been 
thoroughly studied as a genocide against the Ukrainian 
nation because of the long history of silence perpetuated 
by the Soviet Union and later the Russian Federation. In 
her comparison, she explained that the Armenians and the 
Jews were the explicit targets of their respective geno-
cides, but Ukrainians were an implicit target that must be 
inferred from the resolutions and directives of the All-
Union Communist Party of Bolsheviks and the Council of 
Peoples’ Commissars, as well as their conduct and conse-
quences. The commonalities, she underscored, was that all 
three genocides were perpetrated by a ruling party 
(Ittihadists, Communists and Nazis) rather than a state 
organization. 

The Ukrainian Studies Program at the Harriman Institute 
of Columbia University offered seven courses for the 2017 
spring semester, including a new course that focused on the 
presence of Ukraine and Ukrainians in New York City, led by 
Prof. Alexander Motyl.  Other courses included: “The Aura of 
Soviet Ukrainian Modernism,” with Dr. Mark Andryczyk; 
“Today’s Ukraine: Power, Politics and Diplomacy,” with 
Ambassador Valeriy Kuchynskyi; and “Postcolonial/Post-
Soviet Cinema,” in addition to three levels of Ukrainian lan-
guage instruction with Dr. Yuri Shevchuk. The semester also 
included film screenings, co-hosted by the Ukrainian Film 
Club of Columbia University, as well as Ukraine-related pre-
sentations by visiting scholars.

Columbia’s Ukrainian Studies offerings for the fall includ-
ed five courses. “Women’s Activism in Ukraine: From Euro-
Maidan to War in Donbas” was taught by visiting Fulbright 
Scholar Dr. Tamara Matsenyuk of the National University of 
Kyiv Mohyla Academy. Dr. Markian Dobczansky, a post-doc-
toral fellow in Ukrainian studies, supported by the Petro 
Jacyk Fund, presented courses that focused on Russian-
Ukrainian relations, nationalism, the politics of culture and 
urban history. Ambassador Kuchinsky returned with the 
course “Ukrainian Foreign Policy: Russia, Europe and the 
U.S.” Dr. Shevchuk, who is also director of the Ukrainian Film 
Club of Columbia University, taught the course “Soviet, Post-
Soviet, Colonial and Postcolonial Cinema,” with examples of 
Russian, Ukrainian, Georgian, Belarusian and Armenian 
films. Dr. Shevchuk also taught three levels of Ukrainian lan-
guage instruction. Uzhhorod-based writer Andriy Lyubka 
was the guest author of the Contemporary Ukrainian 
Literature Series, including a literary event, “Smuggling 
Ukraine Westward.” 

A poetry reading by Ukrainian American writer, lin-
guist, computer scientist and literary scholar Yuriy 
Tarnawsky was hosted by the Rare Book and Manuscript 
Library at Columbia University on March 23 in New York. 
A month-long exhibit, which began on March 1, show-
cased Dr. Tarnawsky’s 60-plus year career, focusing on 
various aspects of his activities, displaying manuscripts, 
books, correspondence, photographs and artifacts in the 
areas of poetry, fiction, theater, travel, as well as scientific 
and scholarly work. Dr. Tarnawsky concluded the event by 
reading the long poem “Stephen Hawking Goes Flying” 
from his latest unfinished book of poetry in English titled 
“Modus Quasi Ponens.” 

Prof. Bohdan Krawchenko, former director of the 
Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, delivered three 
lectures (the J.B. Rudnytskyj Distinguished Lecture in 
Winnipeg on March 8, the annual Shevchenko Lecture in 
Edmonton on March 10, and the Wolodymyr Dylynsky 
Memorial Lecture in Toronto on March 13) on “The Global 
(Dis)Order and Ukraine.” Dr. Krawchenko argued that the 
global economic order had experienced a notable shift 
away from normal cycles of highs and lows, to something 

At the Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art in Chicago on February 12, Prof. Yohanan Petrovsky-Shtern (center) pres-
ents his book “Jews and Ukrainians, A Millennium of Co-Existence.” 

Lala Kuchma

Participants of the symposium “Crisis and Identity: Cultural and Linguistic 
Perspectives on Ukraine and its Diaspora” on March 21 at the University of Alberta 

in Edmonton. 

Grant Wang
Cardinal Thomas Collins, chancellor of the University of St. Michael’s College, 
addresses some of the faculty clergy of the Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky Institute of 
Eastern Christian Studies on July 25 in Toronto. On the right is Bishop Borys Gudziak. 

Oksana Zakydalsky
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else that has implications for decades to come. Extremists 
on both the left and the right are being funded by the Putin 
regime, as is the case in Syria, Poland, Hungary and Turkey. 

From there, Dr. Krawchenko shifted his focus to 
Ukraine and how that country can tackle similar problems 
that detract from its economic potential. Good institutions 
ensure that society runs smoothly, and one example has 
been Ukraine’s IT sector, marked not only by innovations, 
but also new applications of technology to ensure trans-
parency and anti-corruption efforts. Among other areas of 
Ukraine’s economy that require a boost from direct for-
eign investment is Ukraine’s agriculture sector, which has 
seen small-scale improvements, but needs large-scale 
application. Education is another area where reforms are 
needed to bring Ukraine closer to European standards. 
Ukraine’s highly developed civil society, the result of pre-
vious chances that had been wasted by the leadership in 
government, is Ukraine’s guarantee that further positive 
changes are on the horizon, Prof. Krawchenko said.

The Canadian Association of Slavists held its annual 
conference at Ryerson University in Toronto on May 27-29 
and featured a session titled “New Developments and 
Innovations in Slavic Studies.”  The format of the event 
included an interactive poster presentation, whereby pre-
senters spoke briefly on each topic, while participants 
learned more through the posters; the presenters were on 
hand to answer any questions. Presenters included Veta 
Chitov, Olena Sivachenko, Natalia Kononenko and Daria 
Polianska, who spoke on language education develop-
ments, such as hybridized education methods, adapting 
technology for classroom requirements as well as digital 
teaching tools. Alla Nedashkivska described her e-text-
book on Ukrainian in the modern business world and how 
these courses help those seeking employment in Ukraine 
and related issues, such as resume writing, job interview-
ing in Ukraine and dealing with banks and insurance. 

The Ukrainian Canadian Foundation of Taras 

Shevchenko (Shevchenko Foundation) and Mitacs, a 
national not-for-profit research and training organization, 
signed an agreement of partnership on June 9 at Bahen 
Center for Information Technology at the University of 
Toronto. The partnership allows Ukrainian undergraduate 
students to participate in 12-week research internships 
during June through September at Canadian universities. 
Shevchenko Foundation President Andrew Hladyshevsky 
and Alejandro Adem, CEO and scientific director of Mitacs, 
signed the agreement. At the time, there were 60 affiliated 
universities across Canada for the Mitacs Globalink 
Research Internships; those returning for graduate work 
will be eligible for the Mitacs Globalink Graduate 
Fellowships. In the program’s inaugural year, 10 students 
from Ukraine were sponsored by a generous donor. The 
Mitacs partnership is one component of the newly estab-
lished Shevchenko Foundation Future Leaders Fund, 
which is designed to identify and foster new generations 
of young scholars who will become the leaders of tomor-
row. The fund also aims to raise awareness in Canada of 
the Ukrainian heritage through traditional and non-tradi-
tional educational programming at all educational levels. 

The fifth annual summit of the US.-Ukraine working 
group – co-organized by the Center for U.S.-Ukraine 
Relations (CUSUR), the American Foreign Policy Council 
and the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America – held 
its meeting on June 15 in Washington at the American 
Foreign Policy Council. The event was attended by diplo-
mats, scholars and policymakers. During the first panel dis-
cussion, Ukraine’s judiciary was examined, and panelists 
agreed that there were positive signs, but that specific steps 
for reforms must be taken. The second panel explored 
Ukraine’s financial picture, with regard to an increase in 
foreign investments, but cited the lack of transparency and 
Ukraine’s flawed history in many sectors, including privati-
zation. A third panel examined Ukraine’s armed forces, 
focusing on how Ukraine needed to maintain its exception-
al level of combat success against a foe with superior num-
bers. Glen Howard, president of the Jamestown Foundation, 
urged a naval boost for Ukraine and proposed a scholarship 
for a naval officer at the U.S. Naval Academy. Dr. Ulana 
Suprun, acting minister of health of Ukraine, presented on 
the health issues facing Ukraine’s health-care system. Dr. 
Suprun was awarded the Shevchenko Freedom Award by 
the UCCA in recognition of her work in Ukraine. Other pan-
els focused on Ukraine’s energy security, the potential for 
alternative energy sources and production in Ukraine, as 
well as social cohesion in Ukraine, Ukrainian self-identifica-
tion and national identity in Ukraine.    

The Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky Institute of 
Eastern Christian Studies celebrated its move from Ottawa 
to Toronto on July 25. The festivities featured the blessing 
of the new home, Windle House, as well as a garden party 
and public lecture. Windle House is located on the campus 
of the University of St. Michael’s College in the University 
of Toronto. The officiating hierarchs included Cardinal 
Thomas Collins, archbishop of Toronto, and Bishop Borys 
Gudziak of the Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy of St. 
Volodymyr the Great in Paris. Founded in 1986 by the Rev. 
Andriy Chirovsky, the institute was a four-week summer 
program within the Chicago Catholic Theological Union. 
The institute moved from Chicago to St. Paul University in 
Ottawa, with the official unveiling taking place on Labor 
Day weekend 1989 to celebrate the 100th anniversary of 
Ukrainian settlement in Canada. The institute has been 

thriving thanks to generous donations and grants, as well 
as the Peter and Doris Kule Chairs of Eastern Christian 
Theology and Spirituality, founded in 1994 and held by 
the Rev. Chirovsky, and the Kule Family Chair in Eastern 
Christian Liturgy, founded in 1997 and held by the Rev. 
Peter Galadza. 

The Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute offered four 
presentations during the fall semester in a series titled, 
“Ukraine in the Flames of the 1917 Revolution.” First in 
the series was a film screening of “Arsenal: Ukrainian 
Revolution Portrayed by a Counterrevolutionary” by 
Alexander Dovzhenko. Dr. Yuri Shevchuk of Columbia 
University in his presentation on October 18 highlighted 
the dual goals of the film – the hope of Dovzhenko that the 
film would elevate him in the eyes of the Soviet leadership 
and “to celebrate and glorify the Bolshevik occupation of 
Ukraine, to present it as the will of the Ukrainian proletari-
at and a historical inevitability.” Dr. Shevchuk added, “the 
message of the film often undermines the legitimacy of 
the revolutionary conquest of Ukraine by posing the ques-
tion of whether the Bolshevik victory was worth its horrif-
ic and enormous suffering it caused the people.” 

The second presentation, “Holodomor Reconsidered: 
The Bolshevik Revolution and the Ukrainian Famine” by 
Anne Applebaum was held on October 23. Ms. 
Applebaum, a Pulitzer Prize-winning author, presented 
findings from her latest book, “Red Famine: Stalin’s War 
on Ukraine,” which showed that Stalin feared Ukrainian 
nationalism and the will of the Ukrainian people for inde-
pendence from Moscow. Through Stalin’s planned starva-
tion of the Ukrainian people, Ms. Applebaum said, the mil-
lions of Ukrainians who died as a result were replaced by 
Russians to fill in population gaps. 

Ms. Applebaum traced the roots of the Holodomor to 
the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution, Ukraine’s independence 
movement in 1918, and the failed uprising led by White 
Imperial Russian forces under the command of Anton 
Denikin in the autumn of 1919. These elements, combined 
with the Soviet fear of a Ukrainian independence uprising, 
created the conditions, during all of the chaos, for famine 
in Ukraine in 1919. In explaining the Holodomor’s geno-
cidal nature, Ms. Applebaum referred to Raphael Lemkin, 
who coined the word genocide. Lemkin said the 
Holodomor was a classic example of genocide, “…the 
destruction, not of individuals only, but of a culture and a 
nation.” The legacy of the Holodomor, she continued, can 
be seen in the Russification of Ukraine and the mistrust of 
state institutions, among other things. However, Stalin and 
the Soviets failed in their efforts to subjugate Ukraine, as 
can be seen in the resurgence of the Ukrainian language, 
Ukraine’s European orientation and its ongoing defense of 
its independence, she underscored.

The third presentation, “The Ukrainian State and the 
Russian Counterrevolution,” by Mikhail Akulov on October 
30 examined the Hetmanate of Pavlo Skoropadsky, his 
flawed view of Ukraine as part of a unified Russia, and his 
alliance with the anti-Bolshevik, pro-imperial Whites, 
which triggered the anti-Hetmanate uprising that resulted 
in Skoropadsky’s downfall. 

In the fourth presentation, “Rethinking the 1917 
Revolution,” by Andrea Graziosi on November 6 expanded 
on the traditional Moscow or St. Petersburg view of the 
October Revolution of 1917. Dr. Graziosi argued that there 
were many revolutions, from Siberia, Ukraine and the 
Baltics, to Finland and Central Asia, that all deserve to be 

Anne Applebaum lectures at Harvard’s Center for 
Government and International Studies on October 23 in 

Cambridge, Mass.

Kristina M. Conroy

Janusz Bugajski (left) of the Center for European Policy Analysis with panelists (from 
left) Herman Pirchner of the American Foreign Policy Council, Luke Coffey of the 
Heritage Foundation and Stefan Romaniw of the Ukrainian World Congress at the 

Center for U.S.-Ukraine Relations summit in Washington on June 15.

Frontal and lateral elevations of Ivan Mazepa’s palace in Honcharivka, a suburb of 
Baturyn before 1708. Hypothetical reconstruction by Volodymyr Mezentsev, comput-

er graphic by Serhii Dmytriienko.

Irene Rejent Saviano
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examined to gain a comprehensive appreciation for the 
events that shaped the formation of the Soviet Union and 
its collapse, as well as the region’s relations with the West, 
India and China.

Four Holodomor researchers – Brent Bezo, Natalia 
Khanenko-Friesen, Sophia Isajiw and William Knoll – pre-
sented their findings at the Oral History Association con-
ference on October 4-7 in Minneapolis. The conference, 
“Engaging Audiences: Oral History and the Public,” fea-
tured a roundtable discussion of the “Intergenerational 
Consequences of the Holodomor in Ukraine (1932-1933 
Famine): What Oral History Accounts from Ukraine and 
the Diaspora Tell Us.”  Mr. Bezo, a Ph.D. candidate at 
Carleton University in Ottawa, explained the perceptions 
of the Holodomor’s impact on psychological as well as 
physical health within three generations. His research 
focused on studying 15 families in Ukraine. Ms. Isajiw, 
project manager and researcher at the Ukrainian 
Canadian Research and Documentation Center in Toronto, 
presented on children of the Holodomor, examining the 
second generation of survivors in the diaspora. Dr. Noll, an 
ethnomusicologist and cultural historian, presented find-
ings from 429 eyewitness accounts of village life and com-
munity organization prior to and after the Holodomor and 
collectivization in Ukraine. Prof. Khanenko-Friesen, pro-
fessor of anthropology at St. Thomas More College at the 
University of Saskatchewan, explained her work in digitiz-
ing Dr. Noll’s findings and creating an online database at 
the Prairie Center for the Study of Ukrainian Heritage Oral 
History Program. Prof. Khanenko-Friesen served as mod-
erator for the roundtable. The scholars’ participation at 
the conference was supported by the Holodomor 
Research and Education Consortium of the Canadian 
Institute of Ukrainian Studies at the University of Alberta.  

The Center for U.S.-Ukraine Relations (CUSUR) hosted 
its 18th roundtable discussion on October 12 on the theme 
“Ukraine’s Quest for Mature Nation Statehood” in 
Washington. The first panel examined “Taking Measure of 
Actual and Potential Social Divisions in Ukraine,” and 
included language issues, Ukraine’s armed forces, the 
political implications for the next election cycle in 2019, as 
well as the gulf between civil society and the government. 
The afternoon panel examined the proposal of a “value-
based national agenda” and how it could mend fissures in 
Ukrainian society. The event included as guest speakers 
Josef Zissels, head of the Association of Jewish 
Organizations and Communities in Ukraine, as well as 
Andrii Levus, former vice-chairman of the Security Service 
of Ukraine and a member of Ukraine’s Parliament.

The annual update on the 2016-2017 excavations at 
Baturyn, located in the Chernihiv region, featured 
Honcharivka. It served as the principal residence of 
Hetman Ivan Mazepa in the late 1690s until it was burned 
and plundered by Russian imperial troops in 1708. Glazed 
tile fragments and drawings that dated to 1744 were used 
to digitally reconstruct what Mazepa’s palace may have 
looked like. 

Leading the research were archaeologists Yuri Sytyi of 
Chernihiv National University and Dr. Volodymyr Mezentsev 
(Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies at the University of 
Alberta, working out of the University of Toronto), who is 
the Canadian executive director of the Baturyn project. 
Also collaborating on the research was historian Prof. 
Martin Dimmik, as well as 70 students and archaeologists 
from the universities of Chernihiv, Hlukhiv and Sumy. 

As reported in The Weekly on October 29, major dis-
coveries made in 2016 included excavations of the former 
fortress and the southern suburb of Baturyn, where the 
team found remnants of wooden dwellings of the bur-
ghers and Kozaks, 11 silver and copper Polish and Russian 
coins, three fragments of copper rings, four copper but-
tons, four bronze and brass clasps, and six decorative 
appliqués from Kozak leathers belts, saber knots and 
horse harnesses, the fragments of a bronze saber hilt 
guard, four lead musket bullets, four flint pieces from flint-
lock rifles, an iron horse stirrup, a lead seal and a ceramic 
game chip of the 17th-18th centuries.

In 2017, the number of students decreased to 50 
because of the absence of students from Sumy. Excavation 
that year focused on the foundation of some hitherto 
unknown destroyed brick structure at Mazepa’s manor in 
Honcharivka, with the investigation to be completed in the 
summer of 2018. On the western side of the village, the 
residence of Judge General Vasyl Kochubei (post-1700) 
was excavated. This manor was used by Hetman Kyrylo 
Rozumovsky (1750-1764). Other findings there included 
a porcelain figurine and various ceramic stove tiles, which 
used Dutch motifs that showed the Westernization of 
Baturyn’s elite and the European commercial and cultural 
connections. 

Serhii Plokhy’s latest book,  “Lost Kingdom: The Quest 
for Empire and the Making of the Modern Russian Nation 
From 1470 to the Present,” continues to receive critical 
acclaim on its insights into the collapse of the Soviet 
Union. Especially in these times of an aggressive Russia, 
the book is timely in its examination of the intersection of 
the roles that Russian imperialism and Russian national-
ism have played in shaping the Russian Federation under 
President Vladimir Putin and the Kremlin. As Russia strug-
gles with its own national identity and its own history, Dr. 
Plokhy argues, Ukraine charts its own course that can be 
traced to 100 years ago in 1918 and beyond.

Topics of Ukrainian concern were presented at the con-
ference “Reflections on a Ravaged Century” at the Library of 

Congress on November 8-9. The event was organized by 
the Victims of Communism Memorial Foundation. Among 
the Ukrainian community members in attendance were 
Paula Dobriansky and Jaroslaw Martyniuk. Among the dis-
turbing conclusions from the conference was that 100 
years of communism has produced 100 million dead and a 
generation of young people know nothing about it. Dr. 
Dobriansky of the Harvard Kennedy School noted that the 
mission must be to educate future generations, reminding 
her audience that in the past the U.S. led the fight against 
communism with funding for programs and organizations 
such as the National Endowment for Democracy and inter-
national broadcasters including Radio Free Europe and 
Radio Liberty. Dr. Paul Gregory, a Hoover Fellow, stated that 
with the collapse of the Soviet Union did not come the col-
lapse of communism, especially at universities and political 
life in the form of the progressive movement. The commu-
nist legacy in Russia, observed Elena Zhemkova of the 
Russian Memorial Society, can be seen in the fear, xenopho-
bia and distrust that is propagated by the Russian state 
today, creating a dual mentality, leading to widespread cyni-
cism and destruction of the moral consciousness of the 
people.

Finally, at the end of 2017, the Holodomor Research and 
Education Consortium (HREC), a project of the Canadian 
Institute of Ukrainian Studies, at the University of Alberta, 
announced the establishment of the Conquest Prize for 
Contribution in Holodomor Studies. The prize ($2,500 
Canadian) is scheduled to be awarded biennially to an 
author of an outstanding article that contributes to a fuller 
understanding of the Famine of 1932-1933 in Ukraine.  A 
jury of specialists – Olga Andriewsky (Trent University), 
Andrea Graziosi (Universita di Napoli Federico II), Norman 
Naimark (Stanford University) and Lynne Viola (University 
of Toronto) – will determine the winner. The deadline for 
submissions is June 30, 2018, and articles must have been 
published between June 30, 2016, and the submission 
deadline date. (Information on entries can be found at 
www.holodomor.ca.) 

Moderator Adrian Karmazyn of the U.S.-Ukraine Foundation (far left) with speakers (from left) Adrian 
Karatnycky, Herman Pirchner, Glen Howard, Lewis Madanick and Myroslava Gongadze at the conference 

“Ukraine’s Quest for Mature Nation Statehood” on October 12 in Washington. 

At the meeting of the Oral History Association on October 4-7 in Minneapolis (from 
left) are: William Noll, Sophia Isajiw and Natalia Khanenko-Friesen, who presented 

at a roundtable on the role of oral history in studying the Holodomor. 

At the conference “Reflections on a Ravaged Century” on November 8-9 at the 
Library of Congress in Washington, during the panel on Soviet totalitarianism (from 
left) are: Natan Sharansky, Joshua Rubinstein, Martin Paolus, Dr. F. Flagg Taylor IV 

and Dr. Paula Dobriansky.

Andrij Dobriansky
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This section features the noteworthy events and peo-
ple of 2017 that defy easy classification (or could fit 
under more than one of our Year in Review catego-

ries).
• An English-language history of Plast Ukrainian 

Scouting Organization was presented at a book launch 
near Philadelphia in January. The book’s main author is 
renowned historian Orest Subtelny (who died in 2016); 
an editorial and coordinating committee was formed 
under the auspices of the World Plast Executive. The book 
is the result of extensive archival research both in Ukraine 
and the diaspora. 

• The United Ukrainian Organizations of New York and 
the New York City branch of the Ukrainian Congress 
Committee of America in March hosted an evening with 
Sergei Loiko, renowned journalist, war correspondent and 
author. Mr. Loiko presented his novel “Airport,” a fictional-
ized account of the four days he spent imbedded with the 
Ukrainian “Cyborgs” during the 2014 siege of Donetsk air-
port, stressing that many of the book’s characters and plot 
lines were inspired by people he met and events he per-
sonally experienced. 

• An observer from the Organization for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) – 36-year-old American 
paramedic Joseph Stone – was killed on April 23 when the 
armored vehicle he was in likely struck a landmine in the 
village of Pryshyb in occupied Luhansk Oblast. This was 
the first death of an active duty OSCE observer in Ukraine 
since the monitoring mission began in March 2014. Two 
other monitors, a German woman and a Czech man, were 
injured in the blast.

• Software development projects have long been out-
sourced to Ukraine. Now, several technology product com-
panies and start-ups are working on making “made in 
Ukraine” a label signifying high-quality technology prod-
ucts, with an eye towards the EU and beyond. In January 
the Kyiv-based Ukrainian Venture Capital and Private 
Equity Association invited eight technology startups from 
Ukraine to exhibit their products at the Consumer 
Technology Association’s trade show in Las Vegas. These 
included The Hideez Group, which specializes in cyberse-
curity and authentication devices and services (their first 
product, the Hideez Key, is available on Amazon.com); 
Ecoisme, a home automation and smart home company 
whose product is an energy monitoring unit that can help 
consumers save money by understanding how electricity 
is being used; Agrieye, which helps farmers make deci-
sions based on the collection of real-time data retrieved 
from observing, measuring and responding to interfield 
and intrafield variability in crops; and Jooble, which 
assists online job boards and corporate career sites with 
additional candidate traffic for their employment post-
ings. A story about Ukrainian technology companies by 
Mike Buryk appeared in our April 30 issue.

• The Permanent Mission of Ukraine to the United 
Nations hosted an exhibit titled “Ukrainian Insights,” 
which featured works by contemporary artists from 
Ukraine: Victor Sydorenko, Oleg Tistol, Mykola Matsenko 

and Valentin Popov. The exhibit was curated by Natalia 
Shpitkovskaya and art director Tamara Shevchenko and 
was on display at the Delegates Entrance Hall on May 
16-26. Organizers of the exhibit described it as creating “a 
platform that will further promote Ukraine’s independent 
identity within the international arena and bring greater 
recognition to the achievements of its people.”

• The Eurovision 2017 song contest was held in Kyiv on 
May 9-13. Ukraine earned the right to host the contest 
because Jamala, a Crimean Tatar singer from Ukraine, had 
won Eurovision 2016. Jamala performed as an interval act 
during the 2017 final, which was won by Salvador Sobral 
of Portugal. Ukraine’s entry, the rock band O. Torvald, fin-
ished 24th out of 26 entries, but the event earned praise 
from President Petro Poroshenko for its high level of orga-
nization. Jon Ola Sand, executive supervisor of the 
Eurovision Song Contest, also noted the extremely high 
level of organization, saying that the contest was “held 
flawlessly.”

• Congressman Brenan F. Boyle (D-Pa.) and Sen. John 
McCain (R-Ariz.) were recognized as “Distinguished 
Friends of Ukraine” by the American Center for a 
European Ukraine (ACEU) in recognition of their work in 
Congress to assist Ukraine. The awards were presented on 
May 24 at an ACEU-sponsored event titled “U.S.-Ukraine: 
Partners in the Battle for Democracy and Security in 
Europe” at which Rep. Boyle was the keynote speaker. 
Both Sen. McCain and Rep. Boyle are strong proponents of 
providing lethal weapons to Ukraine. Rep. Boyle intro-
duced legislation, H.R. 1997, the Ukraine Cybersecurity 
Cooperation Act, to encourage cooperation between the 

United States and Ukraine on matters of cybersecurity.
• Mikahil Zhyzneuski, one of the first martyrs of the 

Euro-Maidan protests of 2014, was posthumously award-
ed the Hero of Ukraine medal by President Petro 
Poroshenko, making him the first foreigner awarded the 
high honor. Mr. Poroshenko presented the medal to Mr. 
Zhyzneuski’s parents in Kyiv on June 13, hailing him as “a 
hero who was a great Belarussian and a great Ukrainian in 
his heart.”

• Ukraine’s Acting Minister of Health Dr. Ulana Suprun 
received the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America’s 
(UCCA) Shevchenko Freedom Award, the highest accolade 
given by that organization. The award is given to individu-
als who have displayed a remarkable understanding and 
given substantial assistance to the Ukrainian American 
community and the Ukrainian people. Former UCCA presi-
dent Tamara Olexy, current President Andriy Futey and 
Ukrainian National Information Service Director Michael 
Sawkiw presented the award to Dr. Suprun in Washington 
during the U.S.-Ukraine Working Group Yearly Summit on 
June 15. (The award was announced in 2016, but Dr. 
Suprun had been unable to attend the XXII Congress of 
Ukrainians in America to receive it.) Prior to Dr. Suprun’s 
appointment as acting minister of health, she was the 
director of Humanitarian Initiatives of the Ukrainian 
World Congress, and the founder of the Patriot Defence 
project that continues to provide tactical and emergency 
medical training to soldiers on the frontlines in Ukraine.

• Larissa Zaleska Onyshkevych, a literary scholar of 
comparative drama and author and/or editor of several 

The noteworthy:
events and people

The winner of Eurovision 2017, Salvador Sobral of Portugal, is seen with the 2016 
winner, Crimean Tatar singer Jamala from Ukraine. The contest was held in Kyiv on 

May 9-13.

Vladimir Gontar/UNIAN
President Petro Poroshenko presents the Hero of Ukraine medal to the parents of 
Mikhail Zhyzneuski in Kyiv on June 13. Zhyzneuski, a Belarusian, was one of the 

first protesters killed during the Euro-Maidan protests in 2014.

Presidential Administration of Ukraine

“Borders, Bombs, and… Two Right Shoes: World War 
II through the Eyes of a Ukrainian Child Refugee 
Survivor,” by Larissa Zaleska Onyshkevych, was fea-

tured in a book note on March 5.

Cover of “Plast: Ukrainian Scouting, a Unique Story” by 
Orest Subtelny et al, which was launched on January 14.
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books on drama and literature, published “Borders, 
Bombs, and… Two Right Shoes: World War II through the 
Eyes of a Ukrainian Child Refugee Survivor.” Not just a 
memoir of the author’s family’s experience in Ukraine and 
their journey to the West as refugees, the book contains 
solid historical background intertwined with family histo-
ry. What happens in the book is documented with an 
abundance of photographs, documents, letters, maps, etc. 
There is also a “Part II,” providing supplemental historical 
data and background information on events and on the 
family’s war experiences. Addenda include Ukraine’s his-
torical timeline and a comprehensive glossary. A book 
review appeared in our June 25 issue.

• Part of New York’s “Lincoln Center Out of Doors” 
2017 festival was a “Heritage Sunday” event on August 6 
celebrating the music and dance traditions of Eastern 
Europe and Central Asia, presented jointly by the Center 
for Traditional Music and Dance, the Center for Art, 
Tradition and Cultural Heritage, and Lincoln Center Out of 
Doors. The concert featured performances by the Cheres 
Folk Orchestra, representing the Carpathian region of 
western Ukraine, and Iskra Ukrainian Dance Ensemble; 
the acrobatic Georgian music and dance troupe Dancing 
Crane Dance Studio; the “Queen of Tajik Dance” Malika 
Kalontarova; and Albanian vocal star Merita Halili, with an 
orchestra led by the Republic of Kosova’s Raif Hyseni.

• Holly Palance, daughter of Academy and Emmy 
award-winning actor Jack Palance, who was born 
Volodymyr Palahniuk to Ukraine-born parents in 
Pennsylvania, visited her ancestral village of Ivane-Zolote 
in Ternopil Olast on September 15. Ms. Palance was 
warmly welcomed with traditional bread and salt by the 
village head of Ivane-Zolote and educators and pupils 
from the local school, and received the Ukrainian red-car-
pet treatment, including a concert, a video presentation 
about her father’s life, an embroidered blouse, a five-
course meal and access to church records about her family 
that were kept safely hidden during the times of oppres-
sive Soviet rule. Ms. Palance, who spent summers in 
Pennsylvania with her Ukrainian grandparents, was 
always aware of her father’s Ukrainian heritage, but said 
she hadn’t realized how much it meant to him until he 
rejected the title of a “Russian People’s Choice Award” in 
2004 (see The Ukrainian Weekly, September 5, 2004). 

• Pulitzer Prize-winning author, journalist and com-
mentator Anne Applebaum was honored with the 2017 
Omelan and Tatiana Antonovych Foundation Award for 
her work and its effect on Ukraine. Ms. Applebaum has 
spent most of her career writing about the historic devel-
opments in Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union and Russia, 
and has authored a number of books, among them the 
Pulitzer Prize-winning “Gulag: A History,” “Iron Curtain: 
The Crushing of Eastern Europe, 1944-1956,” “Between 
East and West: Across the Borderlands of Europe” and 
most recently “Red Famine: Stalin’s War on Ukraine.” Ms. 
Applebaum’s last book was described by The Wall Street 
Journal as a “lucid, judicious, powerful and heart-wrench-
ing history of the Ukrainian famine.” It was published after 
the Antonovych Award committee had made its decision 
that she would be the 70th winner of the award since 
Vasyl Barka won the first one in 1981. The award was pre-
sented at a ceremony at the Embassy of Ukraine in 
Washington on October 28.

• Three historic anniversaries – the 75th anniversary of 
the founding of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, known by 
its Ukrainian acronym as UPA; the 70th anniversary of 
Akcja Wisla, the ethnic cleansing of Ukrainian Lemko 
lands; and the 70th anniversary of UPA’s “Great Raid,” 
which spread documentary source material throughout 
the nations of Western Europe about Ukraine’s heroic 
struggle for independence – were marked with several 
events in October. On October 13, Prof. Volodymyr 
Serhiychuk, director of the Center of Ukrainian Studies at 
Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, delivered a 
lecture titled “Ukrainian Victims of the 20th Century” at 
the Ukrainian National Home in New York. Since the fall of 
the Soviet Union, Prof. Serhiychuk has combed through 
the declassified Soviet-era archives in Ukraine. On October 
14 – the Day of the Holy Protectress, which is historically 
identified as the date the UPA was officially established – 
there was a commemorative concert at the Ukrainian 
American Cultural Center of New Jersey in Whippany. The 
sold-out event featured well-known performers from 
Ukraine, the six-member a cappella group Pikkardiyska 
Tertsiya and singer, musician and songwiter Taras Chubay, 
as well as the Iskra Ukrainian Dance Ensemble, which pre-
miered a new choreography by artistic director Andrij 
Cybyk that had been especially commissioned for the 
occasion. The final anniversary event was a scholarly con-
ference at the Shevchenko Scientific Society in New York 
on October 29.

• The Ukrainian diaspora community in Los Angeles 
celebrated the restoration of its Ukrainian Culture Center 
with the production of an original bilingual dramatic play 
titled “Majestic Woman – Lesia Ukrainka” on October 22. 
Written in Ukrainian by artistic director Victoria Kuzina, 
the play was translated into English by Luba Keske, who 
also served as the English-language narrator; Asya Gorska, 
who partnered with Ms. Kuzina on the creative elements 
of the play, narrated in Ukrainian. The play, starring 
Halyna Stadnyk as Lesia Ukrainka, presented the life of 
this majestic woman through narration, poetry, music, 
interpretive dance and film. Integrating these media, Ms. 
Kuzina wove the story of Lesia Ukrainka’s life as a gifted 
writer of poems, prose, short stories and music, and as a 
linguist and translator of classics into her native Ukrainian 
language.

• Iryna Geraschenko, deputy speaker of the Ukrainian 
Parliament and the Ukrainian president’s commissioner 
for the peaceful settlement of the situation in war-torn 
Donetsk and Luhansk, is the highest-ranking woman in 
the ongoing process to reach a peaceful solution to the 
conflict in eastern Ukraine. On October 30 in London, 
Georgetown University’s Institute for Women, Peace and 
Security presented her with the 2017 Global Trailblazer 
Award in recognition of her efforts to restore peace in 
eastern Ukraine.

• The Ukrainian Technological Society (UTS) of 
Pittsburgh honored Natalie Ann Jaresko with its 2017 
Ukrainian of the Year Award. The award was presented at 
the society’s annual dinner-dance on November 4. The 
UTS annually recognizes a Ukrainian of the Year or a 
Friend of Ukraine, individuals of local, national and inter-
national stature who have contributed to the Ukrainian 
community or Ukrainian scholarship, or who have dem-
onstrated significant achievement, which brings recogni-

tion and prestige to the Ukrainian community. Ms. Jaresko 
was honored for her 25 plus years of successful manage-
ment experience in government and business, and for per-
petuating Ukrainian religious culture by her service to the 
Ukrainian Orthodox League. Accepting the award, Ms. 
Jaresko reflected on her experiences as a child of 
Ukrainian immigrant parents, noting that she had been 
inspired to public service by reading about leaders of both 
the U.S. and Ukraine.

• President Donald Trump on November 7 signed a 
proclamation recognizing the National Day for the Victims 
of Communism. Coinciding with the 100th anniversary of 
the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, the day recognizes the 
more than 100 million people killed during the last centu-
ry by Communist totalitarian regimes around the world, 
along with the countless more subjected to exploitation 
and violence. 

• The centennial of the First Kurultai of the Crimean 
Tatar People, which proclaimed the Crimean People’s 
Republic and adopted a Constitution and national symbol-
ism, was marked on December 9. In its congratulatory 
statement, the Ukrainian World Congress (UWC) said the 
First Kurultai “remains a historic event of international 
consequence that testifies to the long-standing aspiration 
of the Crimean Tatar people for self-determination and 
establishes democratic traditions in the history of the 
Crimean Tatars.” The UWC’s statement re-affirmed its soli-
darity with the Crimean Tatar people and its continued 
support for the defense of their human, national and reli-
gious rights and freedoms.

• Investigative journalist Natalie Sedletska was present-
ed the Light of Justice award on December 2, at the 10th 
gala dinner of the Ukrainian Catholic University (UCU). 
The award recognizes Ukrainians who distinguish them-
selves for moral, spiritual and ethical leadership. Ms. 
Sedletska is a leading Ukrainian journalist with vast expe-
rience in investigations of the corruptions schemes of 
Ukrainian public officials. Her investigative TV program 
“Schemes. Corruption in Detail” has been regularly broad-
cast since 2014 by the First TV channel. She is part of the 
famous Yanukovych leaks project, and in 2016 received 
the Oleksandr Kryvenko Award, the most prestigious in 
Ukrainian journalism. Michael Bociurkiw, family represen-
tative of the award’s founder Dr. Anastasia Shkilnyk, 
described Ms. Sedletska as having repeatedly “demon-
strated, through her probing investigative journalism, that 
even the most powerful figures in Ukrainian society are 
not immune from critical scrutiny. …Natalie has exposed 
many hidden schemes – often a great risk to herself.”

• Anne Applebaum, journalist, historian and Pulitzer 
Prize-winning author, received an honorary doctorate 
from the National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy 
(known by the acronym NaUKMA). The degree was pre-
sented during a ceremony on December 16, following a 
lecture by Ms. Applebaum about her recent book “Red 
Famine: Stalin’s War on Ukraine” about the 1932-1933 
Holodomor. Ms. Applebaum’s visit to Ukraine also includ-
ed a NaUKMA fund-raising event at the Kyiv Art Arsenal, a 
press conference, a book presentation and meetings with 
media and civil society reformers, as well as members of 
the executive and legislative branches of government, 
including an extensive private meeting with President 
Petro Poroshenko.

Famed actor Jack Palance’s daughter, Holly Palance (second from right), is greeted 
on September 15 in his ancestral village, Ivano-Zolote in Ternopil Oblast, Ukraine.

Courtesy of Holly Palance Author Anne Applebaum receives an honorary doctorate from the National 
University of Kyiv Mohyla Academy on December 16. The honor is bestowed by uni-

versity president Dr. Andriy Meleshkevych.

Kyiv Mohyla Foundation
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During 2017 our community mourned the passing of 
many of its prominent members: artists, church 
leaders, soldiers and community activists. Among 

them were the following, listed in order of their passing.
Zynowij Kwit, 94, Blacksburg, Va.; born in Pomoryany, 

Ukraine, he was as a freedom figher against the Soviets on 
the eastern front of World War II; a chemist until age 50, he 
completed his masters in Slavic languages at Case Western 
University; completed coursework at the University of 
Pennsylvania towards his Ph.D. in Ukrainian; he taught four 
languages, including Ukrainian, and chemistry at Bodine 
High School for International Affairs in Philadelphia for a 
decade; in 1981 organized the Ukrainian World Association 
of Professional Educators, unifying Ukrainian teachers from 
all over the world – November 28, 2016.

Dr. Lubomir Jawny, 79, Florham Park, N.J.; born in 
Pidhaitsi, Ukraine, and immigrated to the United States in 
1950, earning his M.D. from Georgetown Medical School; 
opened a medical practice that grew into North Arlington 
Cardiology Associates; was a Fellow of the American 
College of Cardiology, was on staff at St. Michael’s Medical 
Center in Newark, West Hudson Hospital in Kearny, St. 
Barnabas Hospital in Livingston and Clara Maass Hospital 
in Belleville – January 25.

Bohdan Boychuk, 89, Kyiv; born in Berdnyky, Ternopil 
region; immigrated to the United States in 1949; active 
member of the Ukrainian diaspora in New York: one of the 
founders of a New York group of poets; a writer, play-
wright, literary critic and translator into and from foreign 
languages of works of other writers; former editor of 
Suchasnist – February 10.

Bohdan Kazaniwsky, 101; as a leading member of the 
Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists, served time as a 
political prisoner in both Polish and Bolshevik prisons; 
part of the post-World War II emigration through Austria 
to the United States – April 1.

Mychail Newmerzyckyj, 62, Totowa, N.J.; possessing a 
beautiful bass voice, he was a choir member and soloist 
with many groups, including the St. Andrew Memorial 
Church Choir (South Bound Brook, N.J.), St. Nicholas 
Ukrainian Catholic Church Choir (Passaic, N.J.), Promin 
Vocal Ensemble (New York), Homin Stepiv Bandura 
Ensemble (New York), Ukrainian Bandurist Chorus 
(Detroit), Ukrainian Chorus Dumka (New York) and the 
Millenium Choir, organized by Volodymyr Kolesnyk to 
record Bortniansky’s 35 choral concertos; also sang lead 
roles with the Bronx Opera Company and the NJ State 
Repertory Opera – April 6.

Peter Pytel, 92, Williams Bay, Wisc.; born in Ternopil 
Oblast, part of the post-World War II immigration to the 
U.S.; one of the founding members of the Ukrainian 
Country Club, now Ukrainian Village in Randall, Wisc.; 
founding member of the Ukrainian Concert Band; secre-
tary for over 50 years of the Ukrainian National 
Association Branch 139 – April 10.

Lubomyr Wynar, 85, Woodstock, Ga.; born in Lviv and 
part of the post-World War II wave of displaced persons 
and immigrants to the U.S., he studied history at the 
Ludwig Maximilians University and the Ukrainian Free 
University in Munich; earned a diploma in archival studies 
and library science at Case Western Reserve University; 
worked at a number of American universities, among 
them Kent State in Ohio, where he founded and was direc-
tor of the Center for the Study of Ethnic Publications; 
author of more than 2,000 academic studies, including 37 
books that he wrote and another 48 that he edited; found-
er and longtime editor of the scholarly journal Ukrainian 
Historian – April 16.

Maria Oharenko, 66, Redondo Beach, Ca.; born in 
post-World War II Belgium and grew up in Chicago, 
earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees in journalism 
from Northwestern University; served as a public rela-
tions professional for he U.S. Department of Energy in 
Washington during the 1970s and later at Northrop 
Grumman in Los Angeles – April 25.

Zbigniew Brzezinski, 89; Polish-American diplomat 
and political scientist; one of the first historians to offer a 
formal definition of totalitarianism, especially in regard to 
the USSR; foreign policy advisor to President Lyndon 
Johnson (1966-1968) and national security advisor to 
President Jimmy Carter (1977-1981); vocal supporter of 
anti-Soviet dissidents and of independent Ukraine – May 26.

Daria Rychtyckyj, 88, Detroit; poet who published 
seven collections of her poems – May 26.

Cardinal Lubomyr Husar, 84, Kyiv; former primate of 
the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church; part of the post-
World War II emigration, he was educated in the U.S. and 

Rome, where earned a doctorate in 1972; consecrated a 
bishop in 1977 by Patriarch and Cardinal Josyf Slipyj; 
returned to Ukraine after the collapse of the Soviet Union 
to serve as spiritual director of the newly re-established 
Holy Spirit Seminary in Lviv; established a new Studite 
monastery near Ternopil in 1994; named a cardinal by 
Pope John Paul II in February, 2001; first chancellor of the 
Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv; remained active in 
the ecclesial and social life of Ukraine even after his retire-
ment in February 2011 due to poor health – May 31.

Sofia (Sonia) Semanyshyn, 60, Kerhonson, N.Y.; devot-
ed  employee of Soyuzivka Heritage Center since 1988, 
well-known to all of Soyuzivka’s guests in her many roles 
through the years, from office manager to billing and 
accounting manager; local community activist who gave of 
her time to her parish and the Ukrainian National 
Women’s League of America branch – June 16.

Dave Semenko, 59; former Edmonton Oilers player; the 
Winnipeg native won two Stanley Cups in 1984 and 1985 
with the Oilers, playing alongside Wayne Gretzky and other 
Ukrainian players; played for seven seasons with 
Edmonton before playing for the Hartford Whalers and the 
Toronto Maple Leafs, retiring in 1988; known as a fierce 
competitor, loyal teammate and fan favorite – June 29.

Dr. Eugene Fedorenko, 89, Morris Plains, N.J.; born in 
the Kharkiv region, he endured the Holodomor, forced 
labor in Germany, displaced persons camps; educated at 
universities in Belgium and New York (Fordham and NYU); 
known for his decades-long involvement in the Ridna 
Shkola system of Ukrainian schools, first as a teacher and 
then as principal in Whippany, N.J., and in 1983-2017 as 
head of the UCCA’s Educational Council; author of numer-
ous articles and textbooks, editor of the “Ridna Shkola” 
journal (1878-2016); founder of the Ukrainian school 
teachers’ summer conferences at Soyuzivka – August 1.

Taras Dobusz, 66, Bridgewater, N.J.; graduated from 
the Cornell University College of Architecture, Art, and 
Planning in 1974, eventually beginning his own architectur-
al practice; inspired by the love of his Ukrainian heritage, he 
specialized in designing Ukrainian churches, and his work 
includes: St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church, 
Whippany, N.J.; St. Michael the Archangel Ukrainian Catholic 
Church, Hillsborough, N.J.; St. Anne’s Ukrainian Catholic 
Church, Warrington, Pa.; St. Andrew’s Ukrainian Catholic 
Church, Campbell Hall, N.Y.; and Ss. Peter and Paul 
Ukrainian Catholic Church, Mt. Carmel, Pa.; he also designed 
the Ukrainian American Cultural Center of New Jersey in 
Whippany, and camp facilities for the Ukrainian American 
Youth Association property in Ellenville, N.Y. – August 8.

Osyp Zinkewych, 92, Ellicott City, Md.; served as a cou-
rier in the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists; studied 
in Paris after World War II before immigrating to the U.S.; 
founder and driving force behind Smoloskyp, an orga-

nizaion dedicated to supporting dissidents challenging the 
Soviet Empire by bringing their writings to the West and 
publishing them, amplifying their voices with media 
attention and political support from city councils to 
Congress; after independence, moved to Kyiv, where he 
opened the Smoloskyp center in Ukraine, and organized 
an annual literary competition for young authors; under 
his leadership Smoloskyp published more than 500 
books, hundreds of which were by authors and on topics 
banned in Soviet Ukraine – September 18.

Boshena Olshaniwsky, 81, Dover, N.J.; part of the post-
World War II immigration, she was a registered nurse 
with a 30-year career with AT&T and its various subsid-
iaries; since the 1970s, was active in community affairs, 
including letter writing campaigns, lobbying efforts and 
petition drives in defense of political prisoners, trafficking 
of women, aid to children’s hospitals and environmental 
issues in Soviet and post-Soviet Ukraine; she took over the 
reins as president of Americans for Human Rights in 
Ukraine; in 1996 she was invited to the White House, 
where she received a humanitarian award from President 
Bill Clinton and Vice-President Al Gore – October 1. 

Prof. Natalia Pazuniak, 95, Philadelphia; part of the 
post-World War II immigration, she earned graduate 
degrees at the University of Pennsylvania, specializing in 
Slavic languages and literatures; taught Ukrainian language 
and literature at the University of Pennsylvania (1963-
1983), Manor College (1956-1968) and Macquarie 
University in Australia (1984-1987); a full member of the 
Shevchenko Scientific Society, the Ukrainian Academy of 
Arts and Sciences in the U.S. and the Association of 
Ukrainian American University Professors; served as gener-
al secretary of the last Ukrainian government in exile until 
1991, when Ukraine regained independence – October 12.

Wolodymyr Hnatkiwsky, 84; one of the founders of the 
Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization’s Vataha Burlakiv 
fraternity; longtime member of the Carpathian Ski Club, 
and the Ukrainian Institute of America – October 28.

The Rev. Dr. John Kovalchuk, 78, Trevose, Pa.; born in 
Argentina, immigrated to Canada in 1974; installed in 
1983 as pastor of the Second Ukrainian Baptist Church in 
Philadelphia; served twice as president of the Ukrainian 
Evangelical Baptist Convention in the U.S.A.; served as vice-
president and president of the All-Ukrainian Evangelical 
Baptist Fellowship (diaspora); received a Doctor of 
Ministry degree from Odessa International Theological 
Seminary in 1999 – December 19.

Johnny Bower, 93, Mississauga, Ontario; Hall of Fame 
goaltender who helped take the Toronto Maple Leafs to 
four Stanley Cup championships in the 1960s; the oldest 
full-time goalie in National Hockey League history, playing 
until the age of 45; selected by the NHL as one of the 
game’s top-15 goaltenders of all time – December 26.

Cardinal Lubomyr Husar Taras Dobusz

Osyp Zinkewych The Rev. Dr. John KovalchukProf. Natalia Pazuniak

Our community 
mourns their passing
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Wow. Another year has flown by. So, what did 
2017 mean to us here at The Weekly? Well, for 
starters, it was 53 issues instead of the usual 52 

because of the way the Sundays fell. 
Our special issues of 2017 included: “2016: The Year in 

Review” published in four successive issues from January 
15 through February 5; the “Ukrainian Debutante Balls” 
issue dated April 2; and our annual edition of “A Ukrainian 
Summer,” which this year comprised 24 color pages in our 
May 7 edition. For the record, the calendar of Ukrainian 
festivals in that issue listed 51 such events across North 
America. Impressive!

For Ukrainian Independence Day (August 24), we thought 
we’d try something different. Via our page on Facebook, The 
Ukrainian Weekly invited friends to send in photos and cap-
tions of how they celebrated the holiday wherever they 
were. We published a selection of the responses – choosing 
the most interesting or notable submissions – on September 
3. Our personal favorite: – Lesya Hrycenko of Lafayette, La., 
paying tribute to Ukraine on August 24 atop one of the tallest 
peaks in the Smoky Mountains. She hiked the 16-mile trail in 
the Great Smoky Mountains of Tennessee with her sister 
Darya of Westminster, Colo., who took a photo of Lesya with 
the Ukrainian national flag unfurled against the backdrop of 
gorgeous mountains. Also great was an aerial still shot by a 
drone of the large celebratory assembly of Ukrainians on the 
beach in Wildwood Crest, N.J. Credit for that went to Bitcon 
Photo Video.

There were a number of special features during the year. 
These ranged from demographer Dr. Oleh Wolowyna ana-
lyzing data about the First Wave of Ukrainian immigrants 
to the U.S. (June 11 issue) to Dr. Lubomyr Luciuk describ-
ing what it’s like on the frontlines in eastern Ukraine 
(August 13) and Dr. Thomas M. Prymak writing on the 
occasion of Canada’s 150th anniversary about “How the 
Ukrainians helped make Canada what it is today” (August 
27). Also notable on our pages during 2017 were: a review 
of the concert by the wonderful National Symphony 
Orchestra of Ukraine, which was on its first North 
American tour, by Alexander Kuzma (February 12); an arti-
cle by Adrian Bryttan about the feature-length movie about 
the Holodomor, “Bitter Harvest” (February 19); a story 
about the third Vyshyvanka Run organized by the 
Ukrainian Running Club New York (September 14); and a 
review plus a  an advance look at Anne Applebaum’s “Red 
Famine: Stalin’s War on Ukraine” (October 22 and 
November 5). Multiple articles compiled by our staff on the 
basis of releases from the Ukrainian World Congress 
attempted to keep up with the organization’s globe-trotting 
president, Eugene Czolij, as he visited diaspora communi-
ties. “Where in the World is Eugene Czolij?” was suggested 
by one of our staffers as the title for the series.

In case you’re wondering about our staff, we have to 
tell you that it’s really a skeleton crew: Editor-in-Chief 
Roma and Editor Matthew Dubas, our part-time editorial 
assistant, Christine Syzonenko (whose beautiful photos 
from special events enhance the pages of our newspaper), 
and our layout artist, Stefan Slutsky (who also does layout 
design for the UNA). The Weekly’s website is the work of 
webmaster and tech guru Ihor Pylypchuk, who is on the 
staff of our sister newspaper, Svoboda, as its layout artist. 
Mark Raczkiewycz has been The Weekly’s principal corre-
spondent in Ukraine since July 2016, writing on a free-
lance basis.

We mourned the passing on June 16 of Sonia 
Semanyszyn, a loyal employee of Soyuzivka Heritage 
Center since late 1988, who was a familiar and friendly 
face to countless visitors, and an active member of the 
local Ukrainian community. For us, she was someone we 
could always count on, whether that was for information 
about the annual Miss Soyuzivka weekend or the latest 
news from Soyuzivka. We were grateful to count her 
among our colleagues and friends. 

We were proud to introduce a new columnist at the 
beginning of June. He is Orest Deychakiwsky, well-known 
to our readers and to the Ukrainian community for his 
more than 35 years as a policy adviser at the U.S. 
Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe (the 
Helsinki Commission). He served on numerous official U.S. 
delegations to conferences of the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe (and its predecessor, 
the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe) 
and was an international election observer at several 
dozen elections in 10 countries. Mr. Deychakiwsky retired 
in April 2017. His informative column is titled 
“Washington in Focus.”

Speaking of columnists, we have to do a little bragging. 
Ihor Stelmach, our sports columnist for more years than 
we can count (let’s just say it’s since the 1970s), was 
inducted by the Ukrainian Sports Museum into the 
Ukrainian Hall of Fame. The second annual ceremony was 
held at the Ukrainian American Cultural Center of New 
Jersey (UACCNJ) in Whippany on September 16. Fifty indi-
viduals and three teams were inducted into the hall’s class 
of 2017 in the categories of Olympic athletes, profession-
als, amateurs and “builders.” Mr. Stelmach was recognized 
as a builder for his role among the working press.

We tried to encourage readers to send in news and pho-
tos from events in their communities, writing: “Let fellow 
Ukrainians know what your community is all about. Boast 
about your ‘hromada!’ We issued an open invitation and 
we advised: “If you’ve used our paper to get publicity for 
your events, but have not sent in information afterwards 
to inform readers how it all turned out, your job was only 
half done.” As a new season of Ukrainian community activ-
ity was in full swing by October, we again invited readers 
to partner with us in telling their stories. “Sure, some com-
munities and organizations have their own e-mailed news-
letters or Facebook pages, and that is commendable,” we 
noted. “Yet, many of them don’t see fit to send in informa-
tion to The Ukrainian Weekly, whose goal is to unite our 
community. We urge you to extend your reach, broaden 
your circle of contacts and become part of the historical 
record by sending information to this newspaper, whose 
online archives are, simply put, invaluable.” 

We are extraordinarily grateful to our community activ-
ists who regularly submit stories and photos from their 
cities and towns across North America, as well as other 
parts of the diaspora. Without them we would not be a 
community newspaper. We thank them all for their input.

Sadly, we were forced by circumstances to reject a few 
stories that were sent in months after the events in ques-
tion. After all, who wants to read about summer camp in 
mid-fall, or about Christmas when Easter is approach-

ing…? So, please, Dear Readers, send us your stories and 
photos, but send them in ASAP. Let’s all work together bet-
ter in 2018!

We can’t end this yearender without a mention of The 
Ukrainian Weekly Press Fund. We received a total of 
$26,946 in donations for 2017 (in 2016 we received 
$26,319). When we add to that sum the $8,857 sent to the 
Ukrainian National Foundation but earmarked for The 
Weekly, we have a grand total of $35,803. We greatly appre-
ciate these generous donations, which go a long way toward 
ensuring that our newspaper continues to be published.

We are also pleased to report that the number of “Likes” 
for our Facebook page has once again grown substantially, 
from 7,029 at the end of 2016 to 9,873 as of December 31, 
2017. (As of the writing of this section of the yearender, we 
are over 10,000!)

Now, what we do on Facebook differs greatly from what 
we offer on the pages of our newspaper. On Facebook, The 
Weekly shares links to interesting stories from a variety of 
sources, lets our friends know when a new issue becomes 
available online and allows visitors to take a look at our lat-
est front page. We encourage all our readers to subscribe to 
our newspaper and to like us on Facebook.

As we do each year, we marked The Weekly’s anniver-
sary with an editorial. In our October 1 issue we wrote: “In 
more than 4,300 issues published to date, The Ukrainian 
Weekly has rallied our community behind national causes, 
such as independence for Ukraine, the defense of human 
rights activists, the erection of the Taras Shevchenko mon-
ument in Washington, the creation of Ukrainian studies 
chairs at Harvard, the establishment of the U.S. 
Commission on the Ukraine Famine, international recog-
nition of the Holodomor as genocide and the construction 
of the Holodomor Memorial in Washington. What’s more, 
since January 1991 – even before Ukraine re-established 
its independence – The Weekly’s Ukrainian American 
journalists based in Kyiv have reported the news especial-
ly for our readers. It’s a track record we’re immensely 
proud of, and a record we hope to build on.”

We also took the opportunity to thank our loyal sub-
scribers – generations of them – for supporting our work 
and appreciating the import of a community newspaper.

As we enter the new year, we look forward to celebrat-
ing a major milestone: The Ukrainian Weekly’s 85th anni-
versary on October 6.

Author, author!

This edition of “The Year in Review” was prepared by 
Roma Hadzewycz and Matthew Dubas of The Weekly’s edi-
torial staff; our part-time staffer Christine Syzonenko; our 
Kyiv correspondent Mark Raczkiewycz; and our colleagues 
Chris Guly, Ihor Stelmach and Adrian Bryttan. Credit for the 
layout goes to our design artist, Stepan Slutsky. 

The articles in this yearender were prepared based on 
stories about developments in 2017 that were published 
in The Weekly. The materials used were articles written 
by our staffers and regular correspondents, news sources 
like RFE/RL and Eurasia Daily Monitor, and submissions 
by local community activists. Thank you all!

The first page of “A Ukrainian Summer,” published with 
our May 7 issue. 2017 marked the 21st annual edition of 

this popular supplement.

“How we celebrated Ukrainian Independence Day” was 
the headline on a page of notable photos from celebra-
tions at various locales in the U.S. and in Kyiv that was 

published on September 3.

Ihor Stelmach, sports writer for The Ukrainian Weekly 
since the 1970s, was among the inductees into the 
Ukrainian Sports Museum’s Hall of Fame on September 

16. He also served as the event’s master of ceremonies.

Roma Hadzewycz

At The Ukrainian Weekly:
53 issues filled with news
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Plast Newark is grateful to all the plastuny that went 
Christmas caroling this year, upholding this beautiful 
tradition, as well as to the Ukrainian community for 
welcoming the carolers into their homes and in this 
way showing their support of Plast. 

If we were unable to visit you this year, or if you were 
not home to receive us, please accept our apologies 
– we will make sure to visit next year. 

SKOB!

plastun senior Orest Pencak, Chornomorets - Head of Plast Newark

plastun senior Zezya Zawadiwska, Spartanka – Koliada chair

Ukraine at the 2018 Winter Olympics
by Ihor N. Stelmach

Quality over quantity and less is more could very well be 
the catch phrases describing the approach Ukraine’s 
National Olympic Committee has taken with regard to its 
participation in the 2018 Pyeongchang Winter Olympics on 
February 9-25 in South Korea. Perhaps this is a direct result 
of the nation’s economic woes that are undoubtedly impact-
ed by the ongoing conflict in eastern Ukraine. Financial 
resources for recruiting, training and developing Olympic-
caliber athletes must be at a precious premium.

In 2010 Ukraine sent 52 athletes to compete in nine 
sports at the Vancouver Winter Games, winning zero med-
als. Four years later in Sochi, 45 competitors in nine sports 
won two medals: gold in women’s biathlon relay and bronze 
in women’s sprint biathlon. This year’s Team Ukraine com-
prises 33 athletes, set to challenge the world’s best in nine 
sports at the Pyeongchang Olympics. Realistic expectations 
see Ukraine capturing between one and three medals.

Seventeen team members are men, 16 are women. In alpine 
skiing Ukraine is represented by two competitors, the biathlon 
team numbers 11 (Dmytro Pidruchniy, Yulia Dzhima, Olena 
Pidhrushna, Artem Pryma, Valya Semerenko, Vita Semerenko, 
Iryna Varvarynets, Serhiy Semenov, Volodymyr Siemenov, 
Anastasiya Merkushyna and Artem Tyshchenko), four cross-
country skiers, three freestyle skiers and one Nordic combined 
skier. Four Ukrainians will vie for medals in figure skating 
(individually, Anna Khnychenkova and Yaroslav Paniot; ice 
dancing pair, Oleksandra Nazarova and Maksyma Nikitin), six 
are on the luge squad, one female snowboarder and one man 
in the skeleton. 

NBC’s feature on athletes to watch at the 2018 Winter 
Olympic Games includes Ukraine’s Serhiy Semenov as a 
potential medalist in men’s biathlon.

Semerenko twins a double threat  
in women’s biathlon

Vita and Valentyna Semerenko could be described as the 
ultimate twin sisters when it comes to common interests, 
especially sports. When both were in the fourth grade they 
took up cross-country skiing, but later both switched to biath-
lon. At age 18, Valya began competing on the international cir-
cuit, one year before Vita, debuting at the Junior World 
Championships. In 2005 Valya and Vita each won medals at 
the Junior Worlds (individual and relay) and one medal each 
at the Junior European Championships. Valya first competed 

in the Biathlon World Cup in 2005 and was good enough to 
qualify for the 2006 Winter Olympics in the 15 km individual 
race. Her first foray into the World Championships was in 
2007, and following a lost half-season, she returned to win her 
first international medal (a silver) in relay at the 2008 
Biathlon World Championships. Her first World Cup relay win 
came in 2009. Vita’s initial World Cup podium came in 2008, a 
silver in the 7.5 km sprint.

Vita and Valya both represented Ukraine at the 2010 
Winter Olympics in Vancouver and the 2014 Games in Sochi. 
February 9, 2014, saw Vita earn a bronze medal in the wom-
en’s 7.5 km sprint competition, winning Ukraine’s first medal 
in those Olympic Games. Twelve days later, together with sis-
ter Valya, Yulia Dzhyma and Olena Pidhrushna, she won the 
gold medal in the women’s 4x6 km relay, to this day the 
greatest achievement for Ukraine in the sport of biathlon.

Valya Semerenko’s peak season was 2014-2015, when she 
earned four individual podiums and finished third overall in 
World Cup classification, the second ever Ukrainian biathlete 
to end a season in the top three. (Olena Zubrilova was the 
first.) She and Serhiy Semenov won the World Team Challenge 
that year, and her most memorable moment was a gold medal 
in mass start at the 2015 Worlds. Valya’s poor health and inju-
ries saw her miss many competitions in the last two years. She 
has a total of six individual medals and nine relay medals in 
world and European competitions in her career.

At world and European championships, Vita Semerenko 
has won seven individual medals and eight relay medals. She 
was honored with the Best Athlete of the Month award by 
the National Olympic Committee of Ukraine four times: 
March 2009, March 2010, March 2011 and March 2012. Due 
to illness, surgery and pregnancy she missed almost three 
seasons, returning to competition in March 2017.

Team Ukraine’s ice dancers

Oleksandra Nazarova born November 30, 1996, in 
Kharkiv and Maksym Nikitin born October 5, 1994, in Kharkiv 
debuted in ice dancing as partners in 2010. The duo won the 
silver medal at the Youth Olympics in 2012, won silver at two 
2013 Junior Grand Prix tournaments, won bronze at JGP in 
Estonia in 2014, won silver at the Warsaw Cup in November 
2014, won the Ukrainian senior title and skated in European 
Championships in January 2015, won bronze medal at 2015 
World Juniors, won bronze medal at the International Cup of 
Nice in 2016, won gold at the 2017 Winter Universiade, and 
won bronze at the 2017 Challenger Series Lombardia Trophy.

 PYEONgcHANg PREVIEW

But old habits die hard. 
The press center for Ukraine’s military operation in 

the east was still using “ATO” in reports and “#ATO” as 
its profile image on its Facebook page on January 19.

Meanwhile, Balazs Jarabik, a non-resident scholar 
focusing on Eastern Europe, said he doesn’t think the 
change will be much of an issue among Ukrainians.

“They got ‘Russia’ instead of ‘terrorists,’ ” Mr. Jarabik 
said.

Copyright 2018, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted with the permis-
sion of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut 
Ave. NW, Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see https://
www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-russia-fighting-donbas-rebrand-
ing-ato-/28985423.html).

(Continued from page 2)

Kyiv rebrands...

html, stockinfocus.ru/2018/01/08/mif-o-sovetskoj-
okkupacii-vzorvyot-ukrainu/ andsvpressa.ru/politic/
article/190013.)

And, also not surprisingly, Mr. Viatrovych’s proposal 
almost certainly will be opposed by other countries and 
by many in Ukraine as a step that would only make resolv-
ing issues arising out of the Russian Federation’s annex-
ation of Crimea and continuing intervention in the 
Donbas more difficult. 

But the historian’s idea contains within it more than a 
kernel of truth. Consequently, even if it is not adopted 
officially as it is unlikely to be, it will inform the thinking 
of ever more Ukrainians and may make it easier for them 
to press for those steps necessary to escape the system 
that Moscow in fact did impose upon their ancestors.

(Continued from page 4)

Ukraine must...

The Ukrainian Weekly
on Facebook!

www.facebook.com/TheUkrainianWeekly

Like Love
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